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ABSTRACT
This dissertation is the product of a three-phase exploratory study that utilized
both quantitative and qualitative methods in order to develop and test a composite
indicator o f high school performance that measures the degree to which high schools
strike a balance between the press for academic excellence and the need to sustain all
students—even the most marginal—on to high school completion.
In Phase I, unadjusted and relative performance indicators (UPIs and RPIs) of
student achievement and participation were calculated for a statewide sample of 308
schools whose grade configurations included grades 9-12. The achievement scores were
composites o f student performance in five subject areas o f a state exit examination
administered in grades 10 and 11. The participation scores, on the other hand, were
composites derived from student attendance, discipline, and dropout data for grades 9-12.
Though the primary focus of the study was school performance during SY 1993-94,
annual performance scores were calculated for three years (SYs 1991-92 - 1993-94).
In Phase n , the achievement and participation scores for all 308 schools were
compared. A three-by-three contingency table was then used to re-categorize schools into
nine effectiveness categories ranging from consistently effective to consistently ineffective
for both outcomes.
In Phase m , four cases were selected for intensive, site-based research in order to
accumulate evidence that could be used to (a) gauge the accuracy of the school
effectiveness classifications and (b) lend insight into how the school climate and processes
of consistently effective schools vary from those o f differentially effective schools. Three
xi
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of the four schools visited during Phase HI were differentially effective (i.e., they were
effective for one indicator, but ineffective for the other. The fourth school was
consistently ineffective.
Analysis of the participation and achievement UPIs showed that the two indicators
were moderately correlated (r=.67). When a ±.674 SD effectiveness criterion was applied
and the two sets of SEIs were compared, roughly 51% o f schools were consistently
classified for achievement and participation. Finally, the achievement indicator proved
more stable over time than the participation indicator.

xii
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CHAPTER 1.
ISSUES REGARDING HIGH SCHOOL PERFORMANCE MONITORING

Introduction
Modem American educational research has marked time by the crossing of a few
prominent milestones. The Coleman Report (Coleman, et al., 1966) signaled the beginning
of American education indicator research as we think of it today, and launched an era of
research and improvement aimed at furthering equality of educational opportunity. The next
great milestone, the publication of A Nation at R isk (National Commission on Excellence in
Education, 1983), was synchronous with a shift in education research and policy that elevated
the pursuit of quality above concerns for equity, and propelled accountability to the center of
education performance monitoring. The year 2000 has emerged as yet another popular time
line: a symbolic reference point against which to gauge the nation’s progress in educating
children to compete in the future, the “Next Millennium.”
It is in some way fitting that the intervals by which American educators choose to
mark time—from the Coleman Report to A Nation at Risk, and A Nation at Risk to the
“Next M illennium”—are all 17-year intervals. This is not simply because the education
community has attempted to reinvent itself during each cycle, much as cicadas crawl
underground as pupae and emerge fully evolved, 17 years later. What makes these 17-year
cycles so fitting is that they span (quite serendipitously) the childhood of the youth we
graduate each year. The babies bom when the Coleman Report was issued received their high
school diplomas amid discussion o f A Nation at R isk The children bom that same year will
be the first high school graduating class of the “Next Millennium.”
1
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Few will argue that the goal of equal educational opportunity so synonymous with the
Coleman era was achieved before the advent of A Nation at Risk, or that the high standards
o f education quality and accountability that the Nation at Risk authors sought will be fully
accomplished by the year 2000. Thirty years after the Coleman Report, educators still
struggle to master the art of designing an education performance monitoring system that
serves the twin mistresses of equity and excellence.
Purpose o f the Study

This study was developed and conducted with that challenge in mind. That is, the
purpose of this research was to construct and test a composite behavioral indicator of high
school effectiveness that will enable policy makers to measure the degree to which high
schools strike a balance between the press for academic excellence and the need to support
the learning needs of all students. The indicator that was developed and tested in the course
of this study is a barometer of student “participation” in the overall schooling process,
because it measures the extent to which students regularly attend and eventually complete
high school.
The intent in developing this so-called “participation indicator” was not to replace
achievement as the primary index ofhigh school performance. Student academic achievement
is and probably always will be the principal work of schools and the outcome o f greatest
concern to policy makers and parents. It naturally follows that it should be the principal
output by which we gauge school performance. The participation indicator was intended to
be used in tandem with an achievement-based school effectiveness index (SEI) in order to
provide a broader-based assessment ofhigh school effectiveness.
2
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The concept of utilizing multiple measures of school performance is not revolutionary.
School effects researchers have long been criticized for using achievement data as their
exclusive criterion for measuring school effectiveness (Good and Brophy, 1986; Purkey and
Smith, 1983), just as, prominent figures in the field of education indicator research have
repeatedly urged the development of performance measures that reflect a broader array of
schooling outcomes than achievement alone (Oakes, 1989; Porter, 1991; Willms, 1992).
Though composite indicators that combine multiple measures into a single index are a more
recent development in educational research, they are becoming more commonplace, as
evidenced by the growing number of states that use composite indicators for accountability
purposes (Cornett and Gaines, 1997; Kentucky Education Reform Institute, 1997; Maryland
Department of Education, 1996; School and District Accountability Advisory Commission,
1998).
The need for alternative indicators of school performance is particularly acute at the
secondary level, because high schools have diffuse goals that go beyond student achievement,
particularly as it relates to the sort of low-level knowledge and skills acquisition most often
measured through standardized testing (Aran and Mangieri, 1988; Levine and Lezotte, 1990;
Teddlie and Stringfield, 1993). Prominent researchers have argued that a high school
performance model that focuses exclusively on narrow measures of student achievement
necessarily devalues other important student outcomes such as the development o f job skills,
cooperative problem solving abilities, social consciousness, and citizenship.

This is

particularly problematic from the standpoint that schools tend to focus instructional resources
and time on those outcomes that are measured and reported (Fitz-Gibbon, 1996; Fitz-Gibbon,
3
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and Kochan, in press; Oakes, 1989). Worse yet, a high school performance model that
focuses exclusively on student achievement may motivate schools to place such a high
premium on academic excellence that they raise standards and expectations to such a level
that they alienate their lower-achieving students and ultimately force them out of school
(Myers, Milne, Baker and Ginsburg, 1987; Wehlage and Rutter, 1986).

Finally some

researchers have speculated that schools that are judged effective, strictly on the basis of
mean student achievement, may not be uniformly successful in serving the learning needs o f
all of their students (Good and Brophy, 1986; Lang, 1991; Teddlie and Stringfield, 1993).
In recognition of these concerns, a number o f states have attempted to diversify their
education accountability programs by reporting measures of student attendance and/or
dropout, though not with the same emphasis or weight that they confer upon achievement
statistics. The Kentucky State Department o f Education (SDE), for example, considers
improvement in student achievement, attendance, and dropout rates when determining
w'hether to sanction or reward schools and districts, but weights student achievement more
heavily than noncognitive outcomes (Kentucky Education Reform Institute, 1997). The
Maryland and Tennessee SDEs, on the other hand, base incentive award decisions on
measures of dropout and attendance (Comett and Gaines, 1997; Maryland Department o f
Education, 1996). In Louisiana’s lower-stakes environment, the SDE has twice created a
School Incentive Program whose awards were based on student achievement, but placed no
special emphasis on the attendance, discipline, and dropout statistics reported by its school
indicator program, the Progress Profiles. Though a gubematorially-appointed commission
recently proposed adoption of a Louisiana school accountability model that is a composite
4
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of achievement, attendance, and dropout data, the achievement component is weighted much
more heavily (90%) than the noncognitive outcomes (10% combined) (School and District
Accountability Advisory Commission, 1998).
Part o f the dilemma in developing a meaningful SEI is the expense and the reporting
burden associated with collecting performance data on all public school students, as is
necessarily the case when accountability is the aim. This study therefore was undertaken with
a second purpose in mind: to construct indicators in a very practicable and economical
fashion-using data that are generally available so that large numbers of schools—indeed,
entire populations o f schools—can be readily assessed for diagnostic, research, and
accountability purposes.
Considerations o f Both Context and Scale

During the past 20 years, school effects researchers have offered valuable insights into
the contextual characteristics of schools that have high rates o f student attendance and
retention. They have done so primarily through intensive, site-based research in small samples
of schools already identified as “effective” on the basis o f achievement alone (Coleman,
Hoflfer and Kilgore, 1982; Rutter, Maughan, Mortimore, Ouston, and Smith 1979).
Normative finding s in this regard have been limited to the relatively small number of studies
that have looked at schools of all types at varying levels of effectiveness (i.e., effective,
ineffective, and typical)(Gaddy, 1987; Stringfield, 1994).
School indicator researchers, on the other hand, have routinely gathered attendance
and dropout statistics on very large samples of schools, but have made little progress in terms
of translating such statistics into meaningful school process indicators. This is largely
5
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because few mechanisms exist for the large-scale collection o f process data that are
sufficiently detailed, yet practicable, in terms of reporting burden and cost (Porter, 1991).
Both research limitations—the limited generalizability o f many school effectiveness
studies and the limited depth characterized by many school indicator studies—could be
overcome if a school performance model focusing on multiple outcomes could be developed
that (a) u tilizes principles of school indicator research, and (b) has been validated through
site-based qualitative research in the school effects tradition. The performance model tested
in the course o f this study represents one approach to developing such a multi-faceted, multi
purpose performance assessment system.
Research Questions

The high school performance model described in Chapters 2-6 was developed in the
course o f a three-phase exploratory study. As recommended by Tashakkori and Teddlie
(1998) both quantitative and qualitative methods were utilized in order to answer three
research questions.
1. Are high schools that are characterized by higher than expected achievement
similarly effective in promoting student participation in schooling? Conversely, are schools
that are characterized by lower than expected student achievement similarly ineffective in
encouraging student participation in schooling?
2. If some schools are found to be differentially effective in promoting student
achievement and participation, are they differentially effective for the entire school population
or differentially effective for subgroups within the school? For example, do all students in a
“high achievement/low participation” school have higher than expected achievement and
6
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poorer than expected participation, or do achievement and participation rates vary by
subgroups within the school?
3.

What sets schools that are differentially effective for achievement and participation

apart from schools that are judged consistently effective or ineffective for both outcomes?

Key Concepts
A few key concepts are central to any technical discussion o f the school effectiveness
and school indicator literatures as they relate to the conduct and implications of this study.
Though Chapter 2 contains a more in-depth review of both literatures, the discussion of a few
key elements is useful at this time.
Concepts from School Effectiveness Research

Degrees of “Effectiveness”: Determining How and Where to Draw the Line
A key assumption underlying school effectiveness research is the belief that student
performance is not entirely predetermined by family socioeconomic status (SES), and that
certain environmental factors operating at the level o f the school can elevate student learning
beyond normal expectations. By and large, schools that are characterized by better-thanexpected student outcomes therefore are considered “effective,” while schools with lowerthan-expected student outcomes are considered “ineffective” (Teddlie and Stringfield, 1993).
Though many school effectiveness studies focus strictly on “effective” and “ineffective”
schools, there is always an assumed third category o f performance: the “typical” or “average”
schools that fall between the two extremes. In fact, some reviewers have gone so far as to
suggest that researchers devote their attention, not to comparing effective and ineffective

7
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schools, but to comparing outliers (effective, ineffective, or both) with typical schools (Good
and Brophy, 1986; Stringfield, 1994).
. If a school’s effectiveness status is predicated on it’s performing above or below
prediction, on what basis is performance predicted? How far above or below prediction must
a school perform in order to be considered “effective” or ‘Ineffective?” Opinions differ on
both counts, but a few basic approaches prevail.
Methods ofPredicting School Performance. School effectiveness researchers typically
use linear regression or hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) to predict mean school
performance on a specific outcome (e.g., student achievement) from one or more predictor
variables that have a demonstrated relationship with that outcome. The difference between
a school’s actual and predicted score—the “residual”—is generally interpreted as its “school
effect” (Lang, 1991; Teddlie and Stringfield, 1993). When studying the comparative
“effectiveness” of a sample o f schools, the emphasis therefore is upon the residual, not the
actual score. The greater the amount of variance in scores that can be accounted for by
predictor variables, the greater the likelihood that the residual, unexplained variance derived
through regression is attributable to actual school effect, though it must always be recognized
that the residual (i.e., the unexplained variance) includes measurement error, as well. Though
regression-based models for calculating school performance are widely accepted within the
field, there is less consensus over the selection o f predictor variables. Two approaches
prevail: reliance on students’ (a) socioeconomic characteristics or (b) prior achievement.
• Socioeconomic Characteristics as Predictors. As previously mentioned, long before
the Coleman Report (Coleman et al., 1966), social scientists compiled convincing evidence
8
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that family background variables are important predictors o f a wide range of educational
outcomes, including mean student achievement, truancy, misbehavior and dropout at the
school level or higher levels of aggregation (Glueck and Giueck, 1950; Consortium, 1980;
DiPrete, Muller and Shaeffer, 1981; Myers, et al., 1987). With this in mind and recognising
that family background variables are outside the control of school staff, many researchers take
these factors into account when measuring school effect by entering them as predictors in the
regression models calculating predicted performance. Edmonds, Levine, Lezotte, and other
researchers also achieved the same ends (i.e., controlling for the impact o f SES) by limiting
their studies of school effectiveness to inner city schools serving low-SES students (Edmonds,
1979; Edmonds and Fredericksen, 1979; Levine and Lezotte, 1990)
•Prior Achievement as Predictors. Some researchers choose not to take student
background factors into consideration when measuring school effectiveness, arguing that such
factors are not good predictors of performance at the level o f the individual student (FitzGibbon, 1996; Willms, 1992). Among many opponents o f SES-based models, there also is
a basic philosophical concern that school effectiveness calculations that take family
background variables into consideration inevitably hold low-SES schools to a lower standard
o f performance than middle-SES schools, because a low-SES school can be identified as
“effective,” based on its residual, and still have lower actual performance than a middle-SES
school that has been identified as “low-performing.”
Some opponents of SES-based predictions avoid this dilemma by using a prior
measure of performance on the same outcome to predict current performance. A school’s
current effectiveness rating, for example, can be based on the results of a regression equation
9
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in which the criterion variable is its performance during the current school year, and the
predictor variable is the school’s performance on the same criterion during the previous
school year. The difference between the actual and predicted scores is thus viewed as the
“school effect” or “value added” by the school. Here again, this residual presumably includes
some measurement error, as well.
The value-added approach to school performance measurement has a more established
tradition in the United Kingdom, where researchers such as Fitz-Gibbon and Tymms have
been generating value-added scores through the A-Level Information System (ALIS) since
1983 (Fitz-Gibbon, 1996). In the United States, probably the largest-scale application of the
value-added method of school performance monitoring has been the Tennessee Value-Added
Assessment System (TVAAS), Tennessee’s statewide school accountability system (FitzGibbon and Kochan, in press).
Methods of Differentiating Between Levels of Effectiveness. Whether they use
measures of SES or prior performance to estimate school effect, all school effectiveness
researchers must determine where they will draw the line between “effective,” “ineffective,”
and “typical” performance. Here again, researchers differ in their interpretations of what
constitutes “better-” or “lower-than-expected” performance.
One common approach is to judge schools that fell more than one standard deviation
(SD) above or below the mean as “effective” or “ineffective,” respectively, while schools that
fall within both extremes are viewed as “average” or “typical.” Lang (1981) chose to set his
criterion of effectiveness at ±.674 SD, the point at which 25% of rank-ordered cases that are
normally distributed fall above the top cutoff (i.e., would be identified as effective) and 25%
10
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o f cases fall below the bottom cutoff. (i.e., would be labeled ineffective). The remaining 50%
of cases would fell between the two cut-offs (i.e., would be labeled average or typical).
Inasmuch as this method reduces the percentage o f cases that fell within the middle
performance range from roughly 66% to 50%, Lang’s approach reduces the likelihood of
chance agreement in effectiveness ratings when comparing multiple SEIs cross-sectionally or
the same SEI longitudinally. Lang’s ±.674 SD cutoff has been utilized by researchers
studying the comparative stability o f different composite scores of student achievement
(Crone, Lang, Teddlie and Franklin, 1995), and was utilized by Freeman (1997) in his study
o f naturally occurring school improvement. (Note: For a more detailed discussion of this
effectiveness cutoff^ see Chapter 3).
As previously mentioned, the use of an effectiveness cutoff derived from the standard
deviation of the residual (i.e., ±1.0 SD) would ensure that roughly two out of every three
cases are identified as “average” or “typical,” while the remaining one-third o f cases would
be evenly distributed between “effective” and “ineffective” cases. However, in situations
where scores are not normally distributed, a cut-off based on ±1.0 SD necessarily results in
an unpredictable distribution of cases. If the outcome were negatively skewed, a larger
percentages of cases would be classified effective, and a smaller percentage o f cases would
be judged ineffective. Unfortunately, many of the more important educational outcomes are
not normally distributed. In feet, ceiling and floor effects are particularly common among
indicators at the secondary level (Levine and Lezotte, 1990; School Effectiveness Unit, 1989).
One way to avoid such problems is to use a quarter distribution of scores when determining
effectiveness status. For example, all cases could be rank-ordered on the basis of their
11
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residual scores, after which all schools in the fourth quarter could be identified as “effective,”
the second and third quarters could be labeled “typical,” and the first quarter schools could
be described as “ineffective.” As noted in Chapters 3 and 4, both methods o f differentiating
among effectiveness levels—i.e., the ±.674 SD criterion recommended by Lang (1981) and
the 25%-50%-25% quarter distribution previously described—were utilized in this study to
some small effect.
Key Concepts from School Indicator Research

The concept o f using indicators as barometers of social or economic health has
become commonplace through much of the developed world, and is becoming much more
widely accepted within education as well (Mumane, 1987). There nonetheless is something
to be gained from a more in-depth discussion of the various types of education indicators and
how they can be viewed in relationship to one another for the purposes o f constructing an
overall education indicator system.
Understanding the Taxonomy o f Indicator Research in Education
At its most basic level, an education indicator can be defined as “a statistic collected
at regular intervals to track the performance of an education system” (Fitz-Gibbon and
Kochan, in press). That definition is so broadly stated, however, that any bit of education
information that is periodically collected could qualify as an “education indicator.” A more
precise definition therefore is needed.
In its 1988 report, Creating Responsible and Responsive Accountability Systems, the
Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OER1) State Accountability Study Group
offered this advice to states.
12
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Statistics qualify as indicators only if they serve as gauges, that is, if they tell
a great deal about the entire system by reporting the condition of a few
particularly significant features. For example, the number of students enrolled
in schools is an important feet about the size of the educational system, but it
tells little about how well the system is functioning. On the other hand, a
statistic that reports the proportion of secondary students who have
successfully completed advanced study in mathematics provides useful
information about the level at which students are participating and achieving
in that subject. This statistic provides considerable insight about the condition
of the system and can be appropriately considered as an indicator (Office of
Educational Research and Improvement, 1988, 5).
Shavelson, McDonnell, and Oakes (1991) took that definition one step further when
they later observed that an education indicator is “an individual or composite statistic that
relates to a basic construct in education and is useful in a policy context.” (1991a, 5). They
also identified eight criteria that differentiate indicators from mere statistics; that is, they
assumed that indicators should:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

reflect the central features of...education,1
provide information pertinent to current or potential problems,
measure factors that policy can influence,
measure observed behavior rather than perceptions,
be reliable and valid,
provide analytical links,
be feasible to implement, and
address a broad range o f audiences (Shavelson, McDonnell and
Oakes, 1991a, 3).

Fitz-Gibbon and Kochan (in press) reiterated some o f those criteria and added several
more when they identified 12 criteria for the selection of education indicators. Their criteria
are described in Table 1.1

inasmuch as the Shavelson, McDonnell and Oakes research involved developing indicators
of mathematics and science instruction, they specifically recommended that indicators
“reflect the central features of mathematics and science education.”
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TABLE 1.1

Criteria for the Selection of Education indicators
1 Indicators need to refer to valued outcomes of managed units (e.g., departments, schools,
districts, etc.).
2. Indicators relate to outcomes over which staff can reasonably be expected to have an
influence. There is no accountability without causality. Indicators about aspects which
schools feel unable to alter are not fair, though they may be of interest.
3. The maior outcome indicators are contexfnalized. Outcome indicators that are not
contextualized are neither fair nor interpretable.
4. Indicators are reported back to the managed units (e.g., departments, schools, etc.)
5. Indicators are—and are perceived to be—fair. Indicators need face validity; they should
relate to goals to which there is widespread agreement.
6. Indicators are readily understood. Because it is important that indicators are understood, it
may sometimes be better to live with slightly larger errors of estimation than to use complex
procedures which present barriers to understanding.
7. Indicators are explained. Indicators do not need to be instantly understood. Explanations
delivered in the course of in-services lead to a higher level of professionalization and more
sophisticated use of indicators.
8. Indicators are “incorruptible.” Indicators are not easily manipulated so as to give the false
appearance of improvement.
9. Indicators are “checkable.” The face validity of an indicator is greatly enhanced if its
accuracy can be “checked” by the units 'whose performance it monitors.
10. Indicators perceptibly improve if the unit improves in performance overtime.
11. Behavioral implications ofthe indicators are beneficial. The crucial question is whether the
indicator prompts educators to take actions that are educationally beneficial.
12. Indicators are cost-effective and not unduly burdensome to collect.
(Fitz-Gibbon & Kochan, in press.)

14
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Though the indicator definition proposed by OERI and the selection criteria
recommended by Shavelson et aL (1991a) and by Fitz-Gibbon and Kochan (in press) clearly
limit the types of performance data that should be viewed as education indicators, there can
be wide variation in the type and function of indicators reported. For purposes of discussion,
indicators are generally categorized into three broad categories: inputs, processes, and
outputs. (For examples of inputs, processes, and outputs, see Table 1.2.)

TABLE 1.2
The Three Categories o f Indicators: Input, Process, and Product
Indicator Category

Description

Examples

Co-variates

Human and
financial resources
that affect
outcomes directly

Prior achievement
Prior attitudes

Context
(moderator)
variables

Human and
financial resources
that affect
outcomes
indirectly

Family income
Parental education
Average per pupil
expenditure
Urbanicity

Process

Functions or
resources that are
within the control
o f educators

Instructional styles
Opportunity to
learn

Output/Outcome

The consequences
o f schooling

Achievement
Student attitudes
Attendance rates
Dropout rates

Input

(Fitz-Gibbon and Kochan, in press)
15
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Inputs. Input indicators have been variously described as “the human and financial
resources available to the education system”(Shavelson, McDonnell and Oakes, 1991b, 3),
or as “variables that affect outcomes either directly or indirectly” (Fitz-Gibbon, 1996, FitGibbon and Kochan, in press). They may in feet be further subdivided into two subcategories:
co-variates and contextual (moderator) variables.
Fitz-Gibbon (1996) differentiates between co-variates and contextual variables by
describing co-variates as input variables that have a direct effect on outputs, and preferably
are prior measures o f the output variable itself (though some other variable that is highly
correlated with the output can be substituted). Co-variates typically are used in value-added
calculations. For example, the TVAAS uses HLM to produce value-added school-level
achievement scores (Snodgrass, 1995; Cornett and Gaines, 1997).
Contextual (moderator) variables, on the other hand, usually impact the output only
indirectly and may reflect student characteristics (e.g., family income, ethnicity, parental
education, etc.) or school resources (e.g., average per pupil expenditure, school size, etc.)
(Fitz-Gibbon, 1996; Fitz-Gibbon and Kochan, in press). Contextual variables may or may not
be within the control of educators, depending on the nature o f the variable or the schooling
level. For instance, school size is a contextual variable outside the control of school staffj but
may be within the control of district staff and policy makers who have control over setting
and adjusting school attendance zones.
Processes. Shavelson, McDonnell and Oakes (1991b) define process indicators as “a
set of nested systems that create the educational environment that children experience in
school, e.g., school organization or curriculum quality” (3). According to Fitz-Gibbon
16
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(1996), process variables (unlike many input variables) represent functions or resources that
are within the control of educators such as teaching practices or disciplinary procedures.
It should be noted that some variables can be categorized as either inputs or
processes, depending on the level of analysis. For example, financial resources such as
average per pupil expenditure can be viewed as an input variable at the school level if the level
of funding received is outside the control of school staff. It may be a process variable at the
district level, however, if district staff determine funding distribution.
Outputs foutcomes! Output indicators have been described as “the consequences of
schooling” (Shavelson, McDonnell and Oakes, 1991b, 3) and include such variables as
student achievement, student and/or teacher attitudes, as well as student attendance,
discipline, dropout, and graduation rates. Researchers sometimes further differentiate
between short-term and long-term consequences by describing shorter-term consequences as
outputs and longer-term consequences as outcomes.
Indicator Systems: I .inking Tnnuts. Processes, and Outputs in a Dynamic Model of Schooling
The earliest school effectiveness and school indicator studies took a production
function approach to measuring education performance, and focused strictly on schooling
inputs and outputs (Geske and Teddlie, 1990). Though such studies offered valuable
information on the productivity o f American education, they raised many more questions than
they answered: questions such as why some students are more successful in school than
others, and what actions can be taken to improve learning opportunities for subgroups of
children whose mean performance falls significantly below that of the general population.

17
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As noted in Chapter 2, school indicator researchers began in the mid-1980s to propose
the creation o f school indicator systems: carefully assembled collections of input, process, and
outcome statistics designed to describe and monitor the educational process. Three models
that have been proposed are described in Table 1.3. (For a more in-depth discussion of the
chronology and evolution o f school effectiveness and school indicator research, see Chapter
2 -)

School Accountability Research: Indicator Research With Consequences

Richards (1988) draws a distinction between education indicator systems whose
function is limited to describing the schooling process and education performance monitoring
systems, whose function is “the regular collection of information, evaluation of that
inform ation,

and most important, the translation of the findings into institutional actions or

sanctions (495).” He identifies three distinct types of education performance monitoring
systems.
Compliance Monitoring Systems.

According to Richards (1988), the goal of

compliance monitoring systems is to ensure that schools and/or districts meet some
predetermined standard, generally related to such educational inputs as teacher credentials,
curriculum content, or instructional facilities.

Compliance monitoring systems are

distinguishable from other forms of monitoring systems in that they generally focus on a
limited set of indicators for which they establish some acceptable minimum level of
performance. Richards cautions that such systems are efficient when resources are low and
the aim is to reduce disparities in educational inputs. They are not useful he says in

18
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encouraging excellence among schools and districts already meeting the performance

standard.
TABLE 1.3
Three Models for Indicator Systems:
Willms (1993), Porter (1991), and Fitz-Gibbon, (1996)
Willms (1992)

Porter (1991)

Fitz-Gibbon (1996)

INPUTS
Age at entry
Sex
SES
Mother’s/father’s
Occupation, education
Family composition
Number of siblings
Race/Ethnicity
ELS Status

Student background (general)
Teacher quality (general)
Fiscal and other resources
Parent, community norms

Prior achievement
Prior attitudes
Gender
Ethnicity
ELS status
SES

PROCESSES
Ecology and Milieu
Class, school, district size
Per pupil expenditures
Segregation
Disciplinary climate
Academic press
Student attitudes
Academic futility
Satisfaction with school
Attendance and truancy
Teacher commitment/morale
Efficacy
Meaningfulness
Acceptance of goals,
Values
Working condition
Instructional leadership of
Principals
Shaping attitudes,
Behaviors
Establishing policies
Procedures

Organizational characteristics of
Schooling
National quality
State quality
District quality
School quality
Curriculum quality (content)
Teaching quality (pedagogy)
Student nonacademic
activities
Teacher quality, coursespecific
Resources, course-specific

Alterable classroom
variables
Alterable school
management variables

(table continued)
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OUTPUTS/OUTCOMES
Academic Achievement
Math
Reading
Language Arts
Science
Personal and social
Self-concept
Focus of control
Participation, in sports
Physical fitness
Participation in extra
curricular
Vocational
Work Experience
Skills in vocational
subjects
Attitudes toward work
Post-school destinations

Achievement
Participation
Attitudes, aspirations

Achievement
Attitudes toward the school
Attitudes toward school
subjects
Aspirations
Quality of life indicators

Performance Monitoring Systems. Performance monitoring systems, as defined by
Richards, focus almost exclusively on educational outputs, based on the assumption that
public sector organizations such as schools function more efficiently and successfully when
compelled to compete in an open-market environment. Richards cautions that performance
monitoring systems are typically more expensive and complicated to operate than compliance
monitoring systems because they require sophisticated data collection methods and timely
turnaround o f data. According to Richards (1988), perhaps the greatest weakness of
performance monitoring systems springs from the fact that inappropriate conclusions can be
drawn about school performance, if there are significant disparities in the quantity and quality
o f inputs among schools being monitored.
Diagnostic Monitoring Systems.

Diagnostic monitoring systems, according to Richards,

focus on the performance o f individual learners in a time-series type of design, with the aim
20
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of providing feedback useful in improving an individual’s performance. Although such
systems are o f great use to teachers and other practitioners, he notes that they are of little use
to policy makers whose primary interest is school accountability.
Concepts that Transcend the Boundaries of School Effectiveness and School
Indicator Research

It is at once striking and bemusing that any review of the combined school effectiveness
and school indicator literatures finds substantial overlap in the interests, aims, and issues o f
both disciplines, but almost no cross-references in the two literatures, nor obvious
collaboration among the principal researchers in the two fields. The conceptual underpinnings
of school effectiveness and school indicator research nevertheless are so overlapping and
intertwined, that it would be inappropriate and duplicative to discuss them separately. The
following section therefore provides a brief introduction to some of the more important
conceptual issues that transcend the boundaries o f school effectiveness and school indicator
research.
Issues o f Consistency Across Outcome Measures
As previously mentioned, researchers have long speculated that schools that have been
identified as exceptionally effective in promoting mean student achievement may be
differentially effective across multiple outcomes or across various subgroups o f students
(Good and Brophy, 1986; Wehlage and Rutter, 1986; Teddlie and Reynolds, in press). Such
concerns over the effects of schooling across multiple indicators, measured at one point in
time, relate to the “consistency o f school effects.”
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Most school effectiveness and school indicator studies have begun with the measurement
of a single outcome as the criterion by which school effectiveness is judged. Though school
effectiveness research typically begins with a focus on student achievement, most studies
progress to more in-depth research in selected cases and to the consideration o f other
outcomes. For example, Rutter et al. (1979) studied the comparative performance of
matched pairs o f schools on a variety of cognitive and noncognitive outcomes, including
measures o f student truancy and misbehavior.
Similarly, early school indicator research focused almost exclusively on measures of
student performance as measured by single indicators of standardized achievement. More
recently, a variety of researchers (Crone, Lang, Franklin and Halbrook, 1994; Crone et
al.,1995; Lang, 1991; Teddlie JLang, and Oescher, 1992; Mandeville and Anderson, 1987)
have turned their attention to studying the consistency o f school effects across multiple
indicators of student achievement. As policy makers have broadened their perspective to
consider outcomes beyond achievement, indicator researchers have enlarged their data
collections to compare and contrast school performance on a variety o f measures including
student attendance, dropout, college readiness, and transition to adult life (Cornett and
Gaines, 1997; Jaeger, Johnson, and Gomey, 1993; Kentucky Education Reform Institute,
1997; Maryland Department ofEducation, 1996; School and District Accountability Advisory
Commission, 1998).
Though research into the consistency of school effects has as its chief aim the desire to
better gauge the wide-ranging effects that schools have on students as reflected by multiple
outcome measures, the research has another equally important purpose. As school indicator
22
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research crosses inexorably over into education performance monitoring with all its highstakes implications, research into the consistency o f school effects may lead to more valid and
reliable measures of school performance through data triangulation. Logically, school
performance measures2 that are based on multiple outcomes should be more reliable and
defensible than those that are based on a single outcome. Finally, spreading attention across
multiple outcomes makes the SEI less vulnerable to efforts to manipulate or artificially inflate
performance.
Issues o f Outcome Stability Across Time
Just as there has been considerable debate over the consistency o f school effects across
multiple indicators, there has been considerable speculation over the stability o f school effects
over time. According to Teddlie and Reynolds (in press), a number o f advances have been
made in this line of school effectiveness research, including (a) the development o f composite
SEIs derived from multiple components, which promise to have higher consistency and
stability ratings than single-component measures (e.g., Crone et al., 1994, 1995); (b) the
utilization

of multi-level models that more closely simulate the longitudinal effects of schools

(e.g., Hill and Rowe, 1996; Raudenbush, 1989; and Raudenbush and Bryk, 1988); and (c)
the use o f mixed-methods research designs to produce richer, more detailed pictures of
schooling, whether cross-sectionally or longitudinally.
Indicator research, in particular, has been plagued by concerns over the longitudinal
stability of outcome data collected for accountability purposes.

A number of state

accountability systems have been plagued by problems of indicator instability that have
2

And, fay extension, the school rewards and sanctions they trigger.
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seriously undermined the credibility and political viability of their systems. (Bock and Wolfe,
1996; Kentucky Education Reform Institute, 1997).
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CHAPTER 2.
THE EVOLUTION OF SCHOOL PERFORMANCE RESEARCH IN THE UNITED
STATES: THE 30 YEARS SINCE COLEMAN

Introduction
The publication in 1966 o f the Coleman Report (Coleman et al., 1966) marks a
singular turning point in the way that decision makers judge the performance of America’s
education system— indeed, in the way that Americans view their schools. One can argue as
to whether the Coleman study was itself responsible for that shift or whether it was merely
the hallmark of a series of sociological and technological developments that converged about
the time o f its publication. Certainly, the Coleman study was not the first research to fuel
concern over the quality and competitiveness of American education (Mumane, 1987), nor
were Coleman et al. (1966) the first to suggest that family background characteristics are
more influential than schools in shaping student learning (Gaddy, 1987; Myers et al., 1987).
The Coleman Report nonetheless had two defining characteristics that have
contributed to its current near-mythic status in the annals o f American educational research.
First, it offered empirical evidence that not only corroborated prior research but did so on a
grand scale that bespoke generalizability and thus credibility to an American public agog with
science in the 1960s. More important, however, the Coleman study was based on data from
the Equality of Education Opportunity Survey (EEOS), the first modem initiative to measure
American educational performance.
Though England’s Plowden Report (Plowden Committees, 1967) and Jencks’
reanalysis of EEOS data (Jencks et al., 1972) lent early credence to the Coleman team’s
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findings, other researchers later identified serious methodological weaknesses in the study
and challenged its principal findings (Edmonds, 1979; Klitgaard and Hall, 1974). The
Coleman study nonetheless triggered four crucial alterations in the course of education policy
and research. The first and most obvious legacy was the emergence of school effectiveness
as an identifiable research discipline, dedicated to refuting the Coleman Report’s hallmark “no
effect” finding by demonstrating that schools can make an important, independent
contribution to student learning.
Its second legacy was the discipline o f education indicator research. Though the U.S.
Department ofEducation (USDE) began collecting data on education soon after the agency’s
creation in 1867, the education statistics reported dining the USDE’s first century in
operation were limited to simple enrollment and graduation counts (Mumane, 1987). The
EEOS represented the federal government’s first concerted effort to measure the quality as
opposed to the quantity of education (Mumane, 1987), and the Coleman Report represented
the first large scale education evaluation report aimed at interpreting such information for
policy purposes. It is in some sense ironic that the limitations of the Coleman study were
probably more influential than its strengths in spurring a quick proliferation in education
indicator research. The EEOS proved so limited in its ability to adequately capture the
condition of American education, that the Department of Education, National Science
Foundation, and other major policy-setting groups subsequently launched large-scale efforts
to develop more comprehensive indicators o f education performance. Within a decade,
education indicator research emerged as an identifiable field of study.
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The Coleman Report left two other legacies, both o f which have had lasting impacts
on education policy research in America. The long drawn out debate over the Coleman
team’s signature “no effect” finding focused attention as never before on schools as the
primary instrument for instructional delivery and the logical focus for education improvement
efforts. The school has since become the preferred unit of analysis for measuring student
performance and for monitoring education reform implementation (Mumane, 1987; Purkey
and Smith, 1985). As a final legacy, the controversy fueled by the Coleman Report ensured
that, thence forward, considerations of excellence and equity would be irrevocably intertwined
in the conduct o f American educational research and in the formation of educational policy
in the United States.

Overview of School Effectiveness Research
Though schools were the setting for a range o f social sciences studies in the 1950s and
1960s, “school effectiveness” did not emerge as an identifiable and coherent discipline until
the 1970s, when a number o f research studies were launched in a deliberate attempt to refute
the findings of Coleman et al. (1966). It is therefore appropriate that this discussion of school
effectiveness research begin with a review of the Coleman Report, its origin, major findings,
and weaknesses.
The Coleman Report (1966)

The EEOS, the first federal initiative established for the purpose o f collecting
information on what American children actually learn at school (Mumane, 1987), was
conducted by the USDE’s National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), in compliance
with Section 402 of the 1964 Civil Rights Bill. In a sense, the study was an effort to evaluate
27
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the impact o f Brown v Board o f Education and to determine whether American children
enjoyed equal education opportunities, regardless of race, sex, or national origin. In his
preface to the final report, U.S. Commissioner of Education Harold Howe II, identified four
broad questions addressed by the study. According to Howe, the survey was intended to
identify:
1.
2.

3.
4.

the extent to which racial and ethnic groups are segregated from one another
in the public schools;
whether schools offer equal educational opportunities [in terms of access to
resources that were in some instances quantifiable, such as the comparative
number o f laboratories or textbooks, and in others, more qualitative, such as
comparative abilities of teaching staff, student body characteristics, etc.];
how students learn as measured by their performance on standardized
achievement tests; and
possible relationships between students’ achievement, on the one hand, and
the kind o f schools they attend on the other (Coleman et al., 1966, p. iii-iv).

The evaluation, which was headed by James Coleman o f Johns Hopkins University,
proved a mammoth undertaking that required the services of roughly 60 researchers and the
testing o f 645,000 school children nationwide. Nearly 600 pages of text and tables
(appendices not included) conveyed the team’s principal finding in painstaking detail: that
“American public education remains largely unequal in most regions o f the country, including
all those where Negroes form any significant proportion of the population.” (Coleman, et al.,
1966, p. 3). The study also (a) revealed startling variation in the achievement of 12* graders
nationwide, (b) identified large differences in average student achievement from one region
to the next, and (c) concluded that gaps in the achievement o f middle class and low-SES
children were not only apparent at every grade level, but actually widened as students
progressed through the education system (Mumane, 1987; Mumane and Pauly, 1988).
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In defense of the nation’s educators, Coleman and his colleagues demonstrated
through regression analysis that schools alone can not overcome inequalities of opportunity
that begin in the home and the community. The researchers observed that, after controlling
for differences in student background characteristics, “schools account for only a small
fraction of differences in pupil achievement” (Coleman,1966, p. 22). Indeed, the Coleman
team concluded that only 5-9% of the total variance in student achievement was attributable
to school factors alone. It was this “no schooling effect” conclusion, more than any other,
that elevated the Coleman Reportto near-mythic status in the history of American educational
research and caused a flurry of criticism.
For a period o f time, the Coleman et al. (1966) “no effect” perspective on schooling
held sway, reenforced by the findings of Jencks’ etal. (1969), Jenson (1969), and others, who
argued that equalizing educational opportunities could not overcome inequalities in cognitive
achievement that were rooted in family background differences. On the other side o f the
Atlantic, a British governmental study panel, the Plowden Committee (1967), came to
essentially the same conclusions as Coleman et al. (1966).
There ensued a veritable maelstrom of criticism over the course of the next decade.
Some critics identified methodological difficulties such as the Coleman team’s tendency to
mix levels o f analysis (i.e., student, school, and district) in their statistical calculations (Wiley
and Hamischfeger, 1974), while others contended that the study focused on schooling inputs
(e.g., library holdings and average per pupil expenditure) that had only a marginal impact on
student achievement as measured by school mean performance on standardized achievement
tests of basic skills (Madaus, Kellaghan, Rakow, and King, 1979). Other researchers pointed
29
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out that the Coleman research failed to take two points into consideration when selecting
schools as the unit o f analysis: (a) there is limited variance in resources from one school to
the next (Barr and Dreeben, 1983; Bidwell and Kasarda, 1975; Spady, 1976), and (b) it is
simplistic to assume that all students in a school have the same access to resources (Burstein,
1980; Mumane, 1982). Finally, the Coleman team was criticized for having much to say
about inequities and inadequacies in the education of American school children, but little to
offer in the way of suggestions for its improvement. In the final analysis, it appears that the
Coleman Report’s greatest contribution to American education research was not so much its
expose o f educational inequality in the United States as its illumination o f inadequacies in the
collection and analysis of education data.
School Effectiveness Research in the Wake of the Coleman Report

As previously mentioned, the discipline known as school effectiveness research
emerged in the early 1970s in direct response to the Coleman Report finding that “schools
have no effect” (Coleman et al., 1966). According to Reynolds and Teddlie (in press),
“school effectiveness” is, in feet, an umbrella term that encompasses three distinct but inter
related strands of school performance research: school effects research, school effectiveness
research, and school improvement research.
1.

School effects research is comprised primarily of input-output studies focusing on

the scientific properties of school effects. The field has grown increasingly complex over
time, evolving from relatively simple, input-output models at the level o f the school or district
to elaborate, multi-level designs utilizing sophisticated statistical techniques such as
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hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) and canonical correlation. Classic examples of school
effects research includes studies by Weber (1971) and Mumane (1975).
2. Effective schools research is the logical extension of school effects research in that
it represents the expansion of simple input/output school effects models to include measures
of school context and process. In contrast to school effects research, the classic effective
schools study utilizes both quantitative and qualitative methods to collect and analyze data
gathered in the course o f intensive, site-based research. Some o f the more important work
in the area o f school effectiveness research has been conducted by Brookover (Brookover,
Beady, Flood, Schweitzer and Wisenbaker, 1979), Mortimore (e.g., Mortimore, Sammons,
Stoll, Lewis, and Ecob, 1988), Rutter (e.g. JRutter, Maughan, Mortimore, Ouston and Smith,
1979), and Teddlie and Stringfield (e.g., Teddlie and Stringfield, 1993).
3. School improvement research is the “action research” arm o f school effectiveness.
Characteristically, school improvement studies apply school effectiveness principles to the
development o f strategies for improving instructional delivery at specific school sites
(Reynolds, Teddlie, Creemers, Scheerens & Townsend, in press).
Several studies from the school effects and school effectiveness areas have either
utilized methods that offer precedents for this research, or have yielded findings that are
particularly relevant to this study. Those studies therefore are briefly described in the
following two sections.
School Effects Research
As previously mentioned, the label “school effects research” relates to a series of
input-output studies in the education production function tradition, many o f which were
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conducted with the express purpose of testing the Coleman team’s “no schooling effect”
finding (Coleman, 1966). Two early, important studies were Jencks et al.’s (1972) reanalysis
of the EEOS data and the Plowden Committee’s study o f educational opportunity in Great
Britain (Plowden Committee, 1967). Both studies produced findings that re-enforced the
Coleman team’s conclusion that family background characteristics—not school effects—are
the principal determinants o f student achievement.
Though most of the early school effects studies in the United States focused on
elementary schools, one study that lent early support to the Coleman research is particularly
relevant to this study because it too was conducted at the high school level. Working within
a sociological framework known as “status attainment research,” Hauser and his colleagues
determined that 15-30% o f the variance they found in student achievement scores occurred
between high schools, but was attributable to student background characteristics, not school
effects (Hauser, 1971;Hauser, Sewell and Alwin, 1976). They further concluded that schools
were responsible for only 1-2% o f the total variance in student achievement once aggregate
SES characteristics had been accounted for statistically (Hauser, Sewell and Alwin, 1976).
Other school effects studies have generally concurred with the Coleman team’s
conclusions as to the importance of student background variables, but nonetheless have found
compelling evidence of school effects on student learning. For example, based on their
reanalyis ofEEOS data, Mayeske et al. (1972) concluded that 37% o f the variance identified
in student achievement was between schools, though it appeared that much o f the variance
was common to both student and school variables. Several reviewers also point out that the
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early economic and sociological studies of school effects did not include
adequate measures of school social psychological climate and other
classroom/school process variables, and their exclusion contributed to the
underestimation of the magnitude of school effects (Reynolds, Teddlie,
Creemers, Scheerens, and Townsend, in press).
According to Reynolds et al. (in press), many of the methodological limitations that
characterized early school effects research were alleviated through the development in the
latter 1970s of (a) more sensitive measures of classroom input, (b) social-psychological
scales that measured school processes, and (c) more sensitive outcome measures. About this
time, however, much o f the research activity in the United States shifted from the school as
as the unit o f analysis to the level of the classroom. For the next decade, research into teacher
effects on student achievement dominated in the United States, though input-output research
at the level of the school remained ongoing in Europe.
Effective Schools Research
The school effects research typified by the Coleman, et al. (1966); Jencks, et al.
(1972) and Plowden Committee (1967) studies created something of a dilemma for educators.
If the findings from school effects research were taken at face value, it necessarily followed
that schools were powerless to help close social and economic gaps rooted in class
differences. The effective schools line of school performance research therefore emerged as
a deliberate attempt to prove that schools can overcome the handicaps of poverty and
ethnicity to provide all students the hope of a high-caliber education.
In the beginning, effective schools researchers such as Weber (1971), Edmonds
(1979), and Lezotte and Bancroft (1985) focused their attention on (a) identifying highperforming, low-socio-economic status (SES) elementary schools in inner city settings and
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(b) documenting the qualities that seemed to make those schools successful. In direct
contradiction to the earlier school effects research, these effective schools researchers
demonstrated that processes at work within the school—factors such as strong school
leadership, high staffexpectations for student performance, a pupil-centered environment, and
close monitoring of student progress—could support higher-than-expected level of student
achievement (Reynolds et al., in press).
Policy makers remained largely skeptical of such findings, however, until two studies
led by renowned sociologists were published in 1979: one in the United States (Brookover,
et al., 1979), the other in Great Britain (Rutter, et al., 1979).
Brookover et al. (1979V Brookover had long been recognized for his work in
sociology before turning Ins attention to documenting the processes and characteristics of
differentially

effective schools. Using 14 social-psychological climate scales that were

specifically designed for the purpose, Brookover and his colleagues explored the relationship
between four school process variables,1 school SES characteristics, and mean student
achievement, using a sample o f 68 Michigan elementary schools.
The team found important evidence that, with the exception o f majority white schools,
less than 50% o f the difference in mean school achievement was uniquely attributable to either
input

or organisational variables alone. By implication, school variables must make an

important contribution to

student achievement. The Brookover team further concluded that

much o f the school-level variance in student achievement stemmed from complex school

Student sense of academic futility, academic self-concept, teacher expectations, and
academic climate.
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climate characteristics, though they were unable to determine which variable or variables were
most important (Brookover et al., 1979; Good and Brophy, 1986; Reynolds et al.; in press).
In their 1986 review o f the school effects literature, Good and Brophy described the
Brookover et al. (1979) research as
a comprehensive and successful attempt to illustrate that school inputs do not predict
student outcomes (achievement, self-concept, self-reliance) independent of school
process.... [and that] schools with varying input resources will have differential effects
on student achievement because of climate and structural features present in the
school (577).
Rutter et al.. ('1979V Rutter, like Brookover, was already an eminent sociologist
when he began his research in inner-city London schools in the 1970s. In contrast to the
majority of school effectiveness studies conducted to that point (particularly in the United
States), Rutter and his colleagues focused their attention on secondary rather than elementary
schools. More specifically, the Rutter research was aimed at determining the extent to which
differences in the academic achievement and behavior of children could be attributed to
secondary school effects.
The Rutter et al. study was a follow-up to a 1970 comparative study of 10-year old
children living in an inner London borough and a matched group of children living on the Isle
o f Wight. The 1970 survey, which was conducted at the end o f the students’ primary
schooling, showed that various problems experienced by the children were strongly associated
with family circumstances. More important to the current study, however, the Rutter team’s
1970 research also revealed substantial between-school variance in the levels of misbehavior
and reading difficulties experienced by London children (Rutter, Yule, Berger, Morton and
Bagley, 1974).
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The second Rutter study focused on roughly 1,400 of the London students surveyed
in 1970 (plus another 2,000 of their peers) who went on to attend one or another of 20 nonselective secondary schools. Data from the 1970 survey were used to control for variations
in the background characteristics of the survey subjects, all o f whom were by then 14 years
old and in their third year of secondary school. The Rutter team thus was able to compare
the 20 secondary schools on their students’ rates of delinquency, emotional/behavioral
problems, and reading difficulties after first statistically equating the schools based on their
intake characteristics. The study’s principal findings included the following.
1. The researchers found marked differences among the 20 schools in terms of
student behavior and achievement.
2. Though the schools differed in the percentage of entering students who had
behavioral or academic difficulties^ these differences in intake did not entirely account for the
between-school variation that the researchers subsequently found in rates of student
delinquency or achievement. The Rutter team therefore concluded that their findings yielded
“strong evidence that school factors affect student behavior and achievement.”
3. The variation across schools in terms o f student outcomes showed reasonable
stability for periods of 4-5 years.
4. Generally speaking, individual schools were consistently effective on all outcome
measures. In other words, with some few exceptions, if a school was characterized by better
than average attendance, student performance also was better than expected in terms of both

achievement and delinquency.
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5. Factors such as the size of the school and the age o f the physical plant did not
explain the differences found in student outcomes.
6. The differences in student outcomes were systematically related to such identifiable
factors as academic press and teacher behavior.
7. Factors outside the immediate control of teachers were found to influence student
outcomes. For example, schools with higher delinquency rates also tended to serve higher
percentages o f low-performing students.
8. The intake characteristics of schools seemed more closely related to rates of
student delinquency and appeared to be less important in terms of the students’ classroom
behavior.
9. The Rutter team identified a stronger relationship between combined measures of
overall school process and individual outcome measures than was the case between any
individual process and outcome variables. They interpreted this to mean that the cumulative
effect o f the various social factors was the creation o f a “school ethos” or set of values,
attitudes, and behaviors which characterized the school.
10. Finally, the researchers suggested that overall, the findings indicated a strong
probability that the association between school process and outcomes reflects at least a
partially causal process (Rutter et al., 1979).
Accordingto Etzioni (1982), theRutterteam demonstrated that the school’s character
as a social institution (i.e., its structure and processes) was the single most important factor
in shaping pupil achievement.
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In the schools that provided clear incentives and rewards, that gave priority
in learning, and that expected students to carry out certain clearly defined
responsibilities, the students performed better and attended more regularly
than did their peers in other schools... .Moreover, those schools with clear and
well-established standards of behavior and discipline helped to promote
students who performed better than did those schools in which teachers had
to struggle alone to establish such standards (185).
Other School Effectiveness Research at the Secondary Level
The Rutter et al. (1979) research was important for many reasons, not the least of
which was its contribution to our understanding of school effectiveness at the secondary level.
While many of the correlates of effective schooling that have been identified at the elementary
level are relevant to secondary schools as well, there have been many calls for additional work
at the secondary level (Good and Brophy, 1986) in recognition of the fact that elementary
and secondary education clearly differ on several key dimensions.
In their 1990 review of the school effectiveness literature, Levine and Lezotte cited
three dimensions upon which the two levels differ.
1. Secondary schools are usually larger and more complex than elementary schools
(Pink 1987). For example, organizationally, it may be more difficult to coordinate instruction
across a larger faculty of teacher “specialists” (Hallinger and Murphy, 1987; Little and Bird,
1987; Zirkel and Greenwood, 1987).
2. Though the “first business” of education at all levels is academic achievement, high
schools tend to have many more and diffuse goals than their counterparts at the elementary
or middle school levels. These goals include preparing students for adult life in general and
the workplace in particular, dropout prevention, and promotion of diversity (Amn and
Mangierei, 1988; Teddlie and Stringfield, 1989).
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3.

It is more difficult to measure performance at the secondary level than the

elementary level due to the presence of ceiling and floor effects in achievement testing. This
problem is compounded by the fact that secondary goals may have offsetting effects. For
instance, schools that are successful in seeing marginal students through to completion may
suffer the unintended consequence of lower mean achievement (School Effectiveness Unit,
1989).
Several American studies have been conducted at the secondary level that yield
findings relevant to the present study.
Hallinger and Murphv (1985V

The authors studied 18 California high schools that had

been nominated as “unusually effective. ” Through extensive interviews with the administrative
and teaching staff Hallinger and Murphy developed a list of characteristics that appeared to
typify effective secondary schooling, including a clear sense of purpose, high expectations for
student performance, a school-wide commitment to educating students to their maximum
potential, and creation o f a safe and orderly environment.
Hallinger and Murphy also concluded that effective high schools achieve “a core set
o f standards within a rich curriculum,” create an environment within which each student has
his or her “special reason for going to school,” and foster a “sense of community” across all
subgroups within the overall student community (students, staff and teachers). They also
noted that highly effective secondary schools appear to be more “resilient” from the
standpoint o f being able to “bounce back” from budget cuts and similar crises that would
bedevil less effective schools (Hallinger and Murphy 1985, p. 18).
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Firestone and Rosenblum f19881 Firestone and his colleagues conducted their
research in five pairs of urban high schools that were located in major metropolitan centers
in the Northeast. Though each pair of schools had been matched, on student socioeconomic
characteristics, one school in each pair clearly outperformed the other in terms o f key student
outcomes such as achievement and dropout. The researchers’ aim was to determine whether
the differences in student outcomes were attributable to differing levels o f student and teacher
alienation.
The three researchers spent one day at each site, conducting individual interviews with
principals, assistant principals, and counselors.

They also interviewed teachers and

department heads from core academic departments such as English and math, vocational
education, physical education, and other areas. Low- and high-performing students also were
interviewed. Using a standardized instrument developed for the purpose and based on
feedback from the interviews, the three team members gave each school two ratings: one,
representing the level of student alienation present at the school, the other based on teacher
alienation. When the student and teacher alienation scores were compared, the rank-order
correlation was .92, indicating the two indicators were strongly related.
According to Firestone and Rosenblum (1988), the study yielded the following
insights into the role that alienation plays in schools that are more or less effective.
1.

High school students expect to be treated with respect by adults at the school, a

perception hard to foster when school stafftake a “get tough” approach to student discipline.
It was the researchers’ perception that, shown appropriate respect and given an opportunity
to exercise self-discipline, students conform willingly to school rules and thereby help foster
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a safe and orderly school environment. On a related note, the team also concluded that, just
as students require respect from school staff teachers expect to be treated as professionals
by the administrative staff.
2. The “unusually effective” schools that were studied were characterized by high
standards o f safety and respect.

Firestone and Rosenblum described such schools as

exhibiting “consistency.” According to the authors, “consistent” environments were
characterized by high levels of order, clear role definition, and rule enforcement that is fair
and rigorous.
3. High expectations for student performance are essential. In comparing schools on
student expectations, the researchers divided the 10 schools into three groups. In the largest
group, there was little academic press, and teachers received little meaningful recognition or
encouragement to produce quality teaching. In the next largest group of schools, the
administrators made a conscious effort to create “a place where teachers could teach,” but
did little more to foster quality teaching. They did, however, provide some incentives for
students who excelled academically.

The third group of. schools combined strong

management with extensive professional development opportunities for teachers, and offered
student incentives, as well.
4. Though principal leadership in creating high expectations is stressed in other school
effectiveness literature, the researchers saw no evidence of principals serving that role in the
10 schools they visited. In fact, Firestone and Rosenblum concluded that the principals spent
little time setting academic goals or directions for their schools,, preferring simply to accept
the academic standards set by their districts or states.
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5. Students need to believe that their coursework is relevant. The best way to
convince them of that is to demonstrate that the courses they take make them more
employable. As might be expected, however, students have very unrealistic expectations of
what skills are required to secure the jobs they want. Career-oriented programs and
counseling are essential to convincing students that their schooling is relevant.
6. Successful schools with low teacher alienation professionalize teaching conditions.
Three factors facilitate teachers’ work: supportive working conditions (including adequate
facilities and instructional materials, as well as administrative support), a sense of collegiality
among teachers, and opportunities for teachers to have input into decisions that affecte them
daily (e.g., setting discipline policies or controlling their own schedules).
School Effectiveness Research in Louisiana
Some of the most extensive school effectiveness research conducted in the United
States during the past 20 years has been undertaken in Louisiana. Much o f that research
traces its roots to the Louisiana School Effectiveness Study (LSES), a decade-long series of
studies that were initiated under the authority o f the Louisiana Department of Education
(LDE), but later grew to have a much wider—even international—scope. Though the
composition of the LSES research team varied over the 10-year duration of the project,
Teddlie and Stringfield were principal investigators for LSES from the project’s inception
in 1980, through to its final data collection in School Year (SY) 1995-96 (Teddlie and
Stringfield, 1993).
Where most American school effects research of the 1970s focused on the
identification of over-arching “correlates of school effectiveness,” Teddlie and Stringfield
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were among the first school effectiveness researchers in the United States to conduct contextsensitive studies whose objectives included (a) determining whether the so-called correlates
o f effective schooling transcended differences in the sociodemographic context of schools,
(b) measuring the stability of school effects over time, and (c) studying the interrelationship
o f teacher and school effects. In so doing, they conducted a series of mixed-methods studies
that combined traditional statistical analyses with intensive, site-based research using a variety
of qualitative data-gathering techniques (e.g., classroom and school observations, staff
interviews, and focus groups with students and teachers).
LSES-I and IL The LSES was piloted during SY 1981-82 (LSES-I), during which
time the researchers refined school climate questionnaires first used by Brookover et al.
(1979) and field-tested school- and classroom observation techniques in a sample of 12
elementary schools (Teddlie, Falkowski and Falk, 1982). The following year, the study was
expanded to involve a representative sample of76 elementary schools selected from 12 school
districts around the state (LSES-II). Using a variety o f statistical techniques (multiple
regression, HLM, and MANOVA), Teddlie, Stringfield and Desselle set out (a) to determine
the amount o f variance in student achievement that was attributable to student SES and
school climate, and (b) to compare schools that varied in terms o f student SES and school
effectiveness status (Teddlie, Stringfield and Desselle, 1985).
Though Brookover et al. (1979) had used CRTs to measure student achievement,
Rutter (1983) and other researchers have expressed concern that CRTs might underestimate
the effect of school climate due to a lack o f variability in the testing instruments themselves.
Heeding these warnings, Teddlie and Stringfield administered NRTs at each o f the schools
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they visited during LSES-II, with the ancillary effect of ensuring uniformity in testing
conditions . They also administered the school climate questionnaires refined during LSESI, and conducted both classroom and school observations.
Based on their subsequent data analyses, the researchers ultimately concluded that
75% o f the variance in individual student achievement could be attributed to student
characteristics, and 12% could be linked to teachers and factors within the classroom. More
important, the LSES-II team determined that fully 13% of the variance in individual student
achievement could be attributed to differences between schools. Those findings corroborated
Rutter et al. ’s (1979) earlier findings and were themselves later upheld by Kennedy, Teddlie,
and Stringfield’s (1993) re-analysis o f the LSES-II data, using HLM.
As an extension of the LSES-II study, the researchers used multivariate analysis of
variance (MANOVA) to study differences in the educational climate of six categories of
schools: schools that served students from low or middle-class backgrounds, crossed by three
levels o f effectiveness (i.e., ineffective, typical, and effective). Though their findings are too
detailed to review here in their entirety, the researchers concluded that four characteristics of
effective schooling are universally applicable, regardless of SES: (a) clear sense o f academic
mission, (b) orderly environment, (c) high academic-engaged time-on-task, and (d) frequent
monitoring of school process (Teddlie and Stringfield, 1993).
They also determined that other supposedly transcendent correlates o f effective
schooling indeed differed according to the SES status of the student body. Based on their
findings from LSES-II, the researchers drew the following conclusions.
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1. Teachers in effective middle class schools have high short- and long-term
expectations for students; on the other hand, teachers in effective low-SES schools have more
modest long-term expectations for their students, but the same high expectations for their
short-term school performance (e.g., current grade level performance).
2. Principal expectations for students differed according to the school’s SES and are
generally in line with the expectations o f the faculty. Furthermore, principal behavior in
effective low-SES schools tends to differ from that o f principals in effective middle-SES
schools. Principals in effective low-SES schools are more closely involved in monitoring
teacher instruction and frequently play the role of “initiator” in academic matters. In contrast,
principals in effective middle-SES schools tend to allow their teachers more instructional
autonomy and play the role o f “manager” more often than initiator.
3. Student recognition and rewards are such more overt in effective low-SES schools
than in effective middle-SES schools, probably because the principals sense that students
receive more recognition at home in middle-SES communities than they do in low-SES
settings.
4. Effective low-SES schools target basic skills acquisition more than effective
middle-SES schools do, a finding corroborated by Hallinger and Murphy (1985).
5. Effective low-SES schools tend to serve as buffers to the surrounding community,
whereas effective middle-SES schools generally serve as conduits between the school and
community.
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6.

Finally, principals in effective low-SES schools report having more input in the

hiring of teachers than is the case with effective middle-SES principals or with other groups
of principals studied in LSES-II.
LSES-IIL In SY 1984-85, Teddlie, Stringfield, and their colleagues conducted
extensive site visits in eight matched pairs of elementary schools with the aim of producing
case studies that described the characteristics ofboth urban and rural schools that were either
effective or ineffective. LSES-IH was an outlier study, with each pair consisting of an
effective (positive) outlier and an ineffective (negative) outlier. The researchers concluded
that teachers in effective schools consistently outscore their counterparts in ineffective schools
on the various dimensions o f effective teaching, including keeping their students on task,
demonstrating high expectations for student performance, and maintaining pupil-centered but
orderly classrooms (Stringfield, Teddlie and Suarez, 1985; Teddlie, Kirby and Stringfield,
1989).
Based on their analysis of field notes from classroom observations and interviews, the
LSES-m staff also identified at least five differences in the management of effective versus
ineffective schools. That is, effective schools were characterized by (a) more shared academic
leadership, (b) stronger faculty cohesiveness, (c) cooperative efforts as opposed to top-down
efforts to enhance teaching, (d) more uniformity in teacher behaviors and abilities, and (e)
greater assistance for new teachers (Teddlie, Kirby and Stringfield, 1989)
LSES-IV. The same eight pairs of schools visited in LSES-IH were revisited five
years later (SY 1989-90) in order to study the stability of school effects over time and to
produce case studies on historically effective versus ineffective schools. The researchers
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found evidence for the persistence of differential teaching effects in five of the seven pairs of
schools they visited,2 and in fact identified greater evidence for the persistence of teacher
effects than they did school effects (Teddlie and Stringfield, 1993).
Louisiana School Effectiveness Research at the Middle School Level. Further
research was conducted in 1989 to determine if the LSES-IH findings could be replicated in
an expanded sample o f schools that included middle schools and typical elementary schools.
In general, the study’s findings replicated the LSES-IH research. The researchers found an
inverse relationship between the amount of variance in teacher behavior and the effectiveness
o f the school. In other words, the found greater variance in teacher performance at typical
elementary schools than effective elementary schools, and more variance still among the
faculty at ineffective schools.
Using a teacher behavior instrument specifically developed for research at the middle
school level (the Virgilio Teacher Behavior Inventory or VTBI) the researchers also
determined that school effects persist at the middle school level, though they are not as
pronounced as at the elementary level (Teddlie, Virgilio and Oescher, 1991). In a departure
from previous LSES findings at the elementary level, Teddlie and Virgilio (1989) also found
that time on task was substantially lower at the more effective middle schools (64%) than it
was at typical middle schools (73%). Their findings suggest that some teaching strategies that
produce high time on task at the elementary level (e.g., seatwork) may be less productive at
the middle school level.

One o f the two remaining pairs o f schools could not be considered because it “did not have
an appropriately selected positive outlier” (Teddlie and Stringfield, 1993).
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Overview of Indicator Research in the United States
The Federal Role in Developing National Indicators of Education Performance

When Congress created the USDE in 1867, it charged the new agency with annually
collecting and publishing “such statistics and facts as shall show the condition and progress
ofeducation in the several states and territories” (Porter, 1987). For the remainder of the 19*
Century, the agency published primarily simple counts of student enrollments. The rise o f
education production function research shortly after the turn o f the century created new
demands for statistical information on the nation’s schools, however, prompting the agency
to expand its published statistics to include graduation counts and costs per student enrolled.
Those limited statistics apparently sufficed until the 1950s, when two developments—one
national, the other international— spurred the nation’s leaders to reexamine the quality of
American schools (Mumane, 1987).
The rise of the Civil Rights movement and the U.S. Supreme Court’s 1954 “separate
but equal” decision in Brown v. Board o f Education placed new demands on the USDE to
collect information on educational opportunties for middle class white vs. poor minority
children in the United States. Three years later, the Russians launched Sputnik, triggering a
wave of public concern that American schools were no longer competitive internationally
(Mumane, 1987; Mumane and Pauly, 1988; Porter, 1987). Unfortunately, the educational
data then available were too simplisitc and extant data management systems too limited to
support the kind of statistical analysis necessary to evaluate the condition of American
education in any meaningful way.
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The first breakthroughs in the collection and analysis o f detailed information on
American educational resources came in the 1960s. The invention o f high-speed computers
(by the standards o f the time) and the development o f quasi-experimental research techniques
gave researchers the tools to analyze large datasets (Shapiro, 1986), thereby paving the way
for the evaluation of large-scale public programs, including public education. All that
remained was the collection of data appropriate to the task. The federal government
responded by authorizing two initiatives: the EEOS and the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP).
The Equality o f Educational Opportunity Survey fEEOSl
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the EEOS was the first federal initiative to measure what
American children actually learn at school. Toward that end, Coleman and his evaluation
team collected a vast array o f input and output data: school finance information (e.g., per
pupil expenditures), school facility information (e.g., number of laboratories), information on
instructional resources (e.g., number of library books and average teacher experience), and
o f course, student achievement (i.e., test results for more than 645,000 children, sampled
nationwide (Coleman, et al., 1966). In a sense, the EEOS can be viewed as the federal
government’s first attempt to establish an education performance monitoring system, though
the survey’s cross-sectional rather than time-series design limited its utility. (For a more
detailed discussion of the EEOS, see Chapter 1.)
National Assessment of Educational Progress fNAEPl
In the wake o f Sputnik and amid the anxiety of the Cold War era, public officials
groped for information on the quality and competitiveness of American education. They
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turned, for example, to one of the few national education data bases then available—test
results from the Scholastic Achievement Test (SAT)—for insights into the comparative
abilities o f American high school students. When trend analyis in the early 1960s revealed the
start of what would eventually prove a 20-year decline in SAT scores (Mumane, 1987),
pressure began building for the creation of a federal database containing information on the
educational achievement o f the American people. Congress responded with the NAEP, a
periodic assessment “o f what the nation’s citizens know and can do” (Jones, 1996,15). The
new assessment won the early endorsement of the nation’s most influential education
professional association, the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO), but only after
a political “deal” was cut, ensuring that no state-by-state comparison statistics would be
released (Odden, 1990)
Unlike the Coleman Report, which focused on the schooling outcomes o f American
children, the NAEP was originally intended to assess the knowledge and skills that Americans
acquire both within and outside of school. Toward that end, the initial study sample consisted
of U.S. residents aged 9, 13, and 17 as well as “young adults” in the 25-35 age range.
Moreover, public, private, and out-of-school populations were all represented (Jones, 1996).
At the outset, NAEP’s test design was state-of-the-art. The testing program covered
10 subject areas ranging from reading, writing, and mathematics to art, citizenship, and
career/occupational development. One or more subjects were covered in each test cycle, and
each test included equal numbers of “easy,” “moderate,” and “difficult” items. In a deliberate
departure from more traditional standardized the designs, NAEP also emphasized shortanswer questions and performance tasks completed by individuals or groups. Finally, special
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accommodations were built into the test administration procedures to ensure that even poor
readers could demonstrate their subject area knowledge (Jones, 1996).
The NAEP was first administered in 1969-70, with follow-up tests scheduled at fouryear intervals thereafter. Over time, budgetary constraints forced compromises to reduce the
program’s high sampling and administrative costs; for example, young adults and out-of
school 17-year-olds were dropped from the sampling scheme in the mid-1970s. Substantial
modifications also were made to the test design itself so that later assessments more closely
resemble traditional standardized achievement tests. Despite the compromises made in the
overall program however, there been a concerted effort over the years to maintain special
“bridge” samples whose testing conditions are comparable to the earlier assessments (Jones,
1996).
With the passage of time, policy makers at the state and local levels became resigned
to the inevitability—and in some minds, utility— o f state-by-state comparisons. Emboldened
by the apparent decline in organized opposition to state comparison statistics, Congress in
1987 created an independent National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB) to oversee Trial
State Assessments involving a sample of 34 states. The enacting legislation nonetheless
contained specific prohibitions against NAEP reporting at the district or school level. Further
Congressional action in 1994 provided for the extension o f NAEP state assessments to all 50
states, and repealed the 1987 prohibition against assessments below the state level (Jones,
1996).
Despite the compromises of the past 30 years, NAEP has been credited with issuing
valid longterm trend reports on the educational achievement of American youth. For
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example, subgroup analysis of bridge sample data has demonstrated that, despite a general
increase in the percentage of minority and low-income children tested, student achievement
in math and reading was as high or higher in the early 1990s then it was 20 years before (FitzGibbon & Kochan, in press; Mullis, Dossey, Campbell, Gentile, O’Sullivan, and Latham,
1994).
Opinions differ on the efficacy and utility o f the state-level assessments, with some
opponents arguing that the cost and test burden required to produce state-representative
samples outweigh the program’s benefits (Phillips, 1991; Koretz, 1991,1992). Others urge
that efforts be made to “level the playing field” when generating comparison statistics for
subpopulations of students from differing socioeconomic backgrounds (Jones, 1989a, 1989b;
Robinson and Brandon, 1994).
Other Education Performance Monitoring Efforts

The EEOS and NAEP are considered major milestones in the study of education
performance in America, yet the insights they provided raised as many questions as they
answered. Because they focused primarily on measuring educational outcomes, neither
initiative did much to (a) explain the gaps that they uncovered in subgroup performance, nor
(b) suggest strategies for accelerating desirable trends and arresting undesirable ones.
Recognizing the need for the wider, more frequent dissemination of education information,
the USDE in 1979 launched the Condition o f Education, an annual compilation of selected
education statistics, supplemented by summary analyses in narrative form. The Condition was
followed up three years later with the D igest o f Education Statistics, a voluminous annual
compendium o f archival data, some of it dating to the agency’s creation.
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The most influential education performance review after the Coleman Report came
in 1983, when the National Commission on Excellence in Education (NCEE) convened to
study and produce a report on the condition o f education in the United States. The
Commission’s disappointment over the inadequacies and inequities its members found in
American education nearly 20 years after the Coleman study are captured in the report’s title:
A Nation at Risk (NCEE, 1983). Though the study has been criticized for being too
superficial in its analysis and for identifying problems—but not solutions3—A Nation at Risk
advanced education indicator research in one very important way. By underscoring the dearth
of comprehensive, comparable statistics on education, A Nation at R isk helped to create a
policy climate within which decision makers at all levels could establish and fund major
initiatives into the collection and analysis o f education performance data.
The publication o f A Nation at Risk thus marked the start of a decade-long wave of
education reform activity that saw the spontaneous generation o f education accountability
initiatives from coast to coast. At the national level, both the NCEE and the National Science
Board (authors of Educating Americansfo r the 21st Century) used their respective reports
to outline strategies for education reform and to argue for the expansion o f education data
dissemination, particularly in the areas o f mathematics and science. As if in response, the
USDE a year later issued its first annual Education Statistics in the United States, an
assortment of state comparison data nicknamed the “Wall Chart” forthe report’s curious foldout format.

it is important to note that these same criticisms were made o f the Coleman

Report(Coleman et al., 1966).
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For each state, the “Wall Chart” offered three outcome indicators: high school
graduation rate, average score on both the American College Test (ACT) and SAT, as well
as the percent o f students taking each test. Six input indicators also were reported: average
teacher salary, pupil teacher ratio, pupil/total staffratio, federal funding as a percent of school
revenues, current expenditures per pupil, and expenditures as a percentage o f income per
capita. The data reported in the Wall Chart were extracted from a variety o f sources and had
little apparent comparability from one state to the next (Blank, 1993; Odden, 1990).
State response to the ‘Wall Chart” was immediate and vitriolic. The USDE was
widely criticized for breaking its pre-NAEP agreement not to produce state-by-state
comparison statistics, for settling on a list o f “indicators” without input from the states
themselves, and for publishing data that were clearly incomparable. Indeed, it appears in
retrospect that Education Secretary Terrell Bell’s chiefintent in publishing the ‘W all Chart”
was to force state education executives to resign themselves to the inevitability of state
comparison statistics, and get behind the push for valid and reliable, state-level indicators
(Odden, 1990).
The strategy apparently worked. The first ‘Wall Chart”appeared in 1984. One year
later, the CCS SO reversed its 20-year opposition to state comparison statistics and endorsed
the expansion o f NAEP to include state-level reporting. The Council also created a State
Education Assessment Center, and charged it with spearheading the development and
collection of accurate and reliable comparison statistics across the 50 states. The Center
quickly moved to the forefront of efforts to design a national system of education indicators,
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ultimately developing a model that combined three components: (a) student outcomes, (b)
education policies and practices, and (c) state context (Blank, 1993; Odden, 1990).
Continuing developments at the federal level built Mid sustained the momentum. In
1985, the National Science Foundation (NSF) began producing a biennial report (Science
Indicators), offering statistical information on the quality of math and science education at
the elementary-secondary level. The agency also began funding a series of studies to evaluate
the quality of existing science and math data, and to develop models for improving science
and math education. Those studies—including research by the CCSO State Education
Assessment Center, the National Research Council, and the Rand Corporation—were driving
forces in creating the nation’s first indicator system models for math and science education.
Those studies still represent some of the most comprehensive and therefore influential
American research into the design of indicator systems for K-12 education (Blank, 1993;
Odden 1990; Porter, 1987).
Viewed in retrospect, the explosion of indicator research in the 1980s was little short
of phenomenal. Spurred by A Nation at Risk (NCEE, 1983), assisted by research groups such
as the CCSO’s State Education Assessment Center, and by NCES, nearly every state in the
nation developed some mechanism for collecting and disseminating state-level education
statistics by the end of the decade (Blank and Schilder, 1991).
Indicator System Research

There have been numerous calls for the development of indicator systems that
combine outcome indicators with intake and process measures, and several models have been
recommended (Blank, 1993; National Study Panel on Education Indicators, 1991; Oakes,
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1989; Porter, 1991); however, there are many problems inherent in the implementation of
these models, not the least of which is the cost and effort required to collect process data that
accurately reflect the condition of education. Much o f the research conducted to date in the
development of process indicators o f instruction has been funded by the NSF; hence, research
into instructional delivery in math and science far outstrips work in measuring curriculum and
instruction in other valued subject areas.
Frequently, researchers and policy makers have found themselves at odds over the
utilization o f education indicator data. For example, many leading researchers have expressed
concern that using indicator data for accountability purposes can have unintended and
undesirable consequences (Oakes, 1989), arguing that school staff may feel compelled to
“teach to the test” or focus their efforts on selected subgroups o f students, all in the interest
o f maxim izing mean test scores. Unlike researchers, policy makers have tended to favor
increasing school accountability by offering financial incentives for improving and/or effective
schools, and sanctions for declining or stable ineffective schools. Even the USDE has warned
that linking high stakes consequences to performance creates incentives for deception or data
manipulation in order for schools to look good (USDE, 1988).
Such warnings apparently have had little impression upon some policy makers.
Measuring Up: Questions and Answers About State Roles in Educational Accountability
(USDE, 1988), reported that in 25 states, performance indicators triggered rewards,
sanctions, or other consequences; 22 states reported no such contingencies; and four states
gave no response. As far as public reports were concerned, 25 reported that the level of
reporting was the school, 37 the school district, and 43 at the level o f the state. An updated
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discussion of accountability reports and indicator systems (CCSSO, 1995) reveals that 45
states have at least one annual accountability indicator report, 41 publish at least one report
providing statistics at the district level, and 35 report statistics at the school level. In 37
states, there was a state law or mandate requiring a public education report.

Education Performance Research Since the 1980s: In Pursuit
of a New Accountability
Education Accountability at the State Level

The U.S. Constitution guarantees every American the right to life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness, but not a free public education. The authors of the U.S. Constitution
indirectly reserved that authority and responsibility for education to the states, creating a
tradition o f local control over education that persists today. As the primary providers of
education services, most states long ago established their own unique data collection and
reporting systems. Only recently, however, has the federal government begun reporting state
education comparison statistics.
As previously mentioned, the education reform fervor that has consumed the United
States over the past 30 years stimulated the creation of state education accountability systems
throughout the 50 states. Though the precise structure of these systems has varied from one
locale to the next, reflecting the diversity of local populations and their respective education
goals, the evolution o f state accountability systems has tended to follow a general pattern
(Cornett and Gaines, 1997).
According to Cornett and Gaines (1997), at the outset of the accountability reform
era, states tended to take an education production function approach to school accountability,
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building on the assumption that if schools have the necessary resources to support quality
instruction, student learning will improve. At its most basic level, improving education inputs
meant ensuring that schools were housed in adequate facilities and offered appropriate
curricula for students.
Central to this focus on improving education inputs was a tendency to focus on
enhancing the single greatest instructional resource available to students: teachers themselves.
This was accomplished through a variety of reforms aimed at raising teaching standards by
improving the caliber o f individuals entering the teaching profession and by ensuring their
continuing professional development thereafter. Beginning in the mid-to-late 1970s, states
enacted policies that had the effect of strengthening teacher education programs, ratcheting
up state certification requirements, and raising the level o f average teacher salaries to entice
brighter candidates to the field. Many states also implemented professional evaluation
programs to ensure that teachers and administrators, once credentialed, would maintain
minimum standards for professional competence or risk decertification (Cornett and Gaines,
1997).
Unfortunately, the focus on instructional staff and other schooling inputs did not
deliver the desired improvement in student outcomes. As a result, states tended to shift their
focus toward establishing high standards for pupil performance and challenging schools to
meet those standards. They did so by adopting tougher high school graduation requirements
and/or implementing state-administered student assessment programs to monitor the
education performance o f students at all levels of schooling. The new emphasis on
accountability for outcomes became so pervasive that by the end of the 1980s, more than 40
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o f 50 states had implemented statewide student assessment program s (Blank and Schilder,
1991).
Most states also borrowed from economic theory, trusting competition and the
pressures ofinformed consumers, (i. e., the general public) to force schools to improve student
learning. They did so by creating school indicator programs whose function was to report
data on key education outcomes to policy makers, educators, and (increasingly) parents and
members o f the general public. Though most states had developed some form of school
accountability report by the end ofthe 1980s (Blank, 1993), the growth in indicator reporting
has continued through the 1990s. As evidence, in its most recent survey of state education
accountability programs, the CCSSO determined that all but two states (Minnesota and
Wyoming) produce annual state education accountability/indicator reports. Among the 48
states that produce education performance reports, 40 identified parents and/or the general
public as “target audiences” (CCSSO, 1996). Though student achievement as measured by
state-administered tests has always been the central focus of state accountability reports, some
states produce performance information on other schooling outcomes, most notably
information on student attendance, discipline, and dropout (Jaeger, Johnson, and Gomey,
July, 1993). With the 1990s 1ms come an ever-increasing national preoccupation with setting
and then achieving education goals for the 21st Century. In light o f all this goal-setting, it
should come as no surprise that a number of states have developed their own state standards
for selected student outcomes and are tracking school progress toward meeting those
standards. A small but growing number of states (including Maryland, Kentucky, Tennessee,
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and Texas) have gone so far as to reward and/or sanction schools that either exceed or fall
short o f state standards (ECS, 1994).
Education Accountability in Louisiana: Tracking the National Model

Though the Louisiana Department of Education (LDE) has collected education
statistics for nearly 150 years, data collection for school accountability purposes is a relatively
recent phenomenon in Louisiana. The progression o f education accountability in Louisiana
has nonetheless tended to follow the national model: starting with (a) a focus on education
inputs, (b) raising standards for instructional personnel, and (c) establishing high standards
for pupil performance. All built to the passage in 1988 o f a comprehensive education reform
package—the Children First Act— that simultaneously created a teacher evaluation program,
an education indicator program to monitor school performance, and a school incentive
program to recognize and reward high-performing schools.
Focus on Education Inputs
In keeping with national trends (Cornett and Gaines, 1997) Louisiana policy makers
first began focusing on education inputs during the mid 1970s, taking steps to standardize
such instructional inputs as text books. One of the major reform initiatives of this period was
enacted in 1975 when the Louisiana Legislature authorized the State Board ofElementary and
Secondary Education (BESE) to implement a “school approval process” to ensure that all
public schools meet certain minimum standards relating to school safety, facilities, and
instruction. For example, schools are held accountable for meeting or exceeding minimum
state standards relative to maximum class size, teacher certification, etc.
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Historically, student outcomes have not figured into Louisiana’s school approval
process in any way. Schools that have failed to pass muster have been given a grace period
within which to correct their identified deficiencies or risk loss o f state and federal funding.
Though numerous schools have been cited for deficiencies over the years, particularly in the
area of certified personnel, none has had its approval rescinded nor has lost funding since the
program’s inception. As a result, school districts have tended to take the school approval
process less seriously over time. In some quarters, there also has been growing skepticism
that an approval process that focuses exclusively on inputs is adequate to ensure high quality
instruction. The skepticism has only been heightened by the work o f LDE researchers whose
analyses have established only weak correlations between key SAP-monitored inputs and
valued student outcomes such as student achievement (Crone and Franklin, 1992).
Standards for Instructional Personnel
In their efforts to improve the education outcomes o f Louisiana students, state policy
makers turned their attention in the late 1970s toward improving the caliber of teachers in
Louisiana public schools. A variety of measures were enacted during the late 1970s and early
1980s that (a) established minimum criteria for teacher education programs (La. R.S. 17:7.2),
(b) raised standards for teacher certification, (c) provided state-subsidized continuing
education opportunities for teachers, and (d) established minimum teacher salary schedules
to encourage promising young people to enter the profession.
High Standards for Pupil Performance
Another national trend which took root in Louisiana during the late 1970’s was the
drive to improve student outcomes by raising standards for pupil performance, then
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monitoring schools’ progress toward achieving those more rigorous goals. The 1979
Louisiana Legislature enacted a Competency-based Education Program that (a) mandated the
adoption o f statewide curriculum standards in required subjects, (b) directed local education
authorities (LEAs) to develop pupil progression plans setting local criteria for pupil
promotion and placement, and (c) provided for the creation o f a minimum standards testing
program. The program was strongly criticized, however, for setting standards that were too
low. It therefore was repealed in 1986 and replaced by the Louisiana Educational Assessment
Program (LEAP) (Langley and Franklin, April, 1998).
Since its inception, the LEAP’Sprimary purpose has been to provide information that
can be used for diagnostic purposes and to guide local promotion decisions. Norm-referenced
tests (NRTs) were initially administered in grades 4,6, and 9, while criterion-referenced tests
(CRTs) were implemented in grades 3, 5, 7, 10, and 11. Coincident to the program’s
creation, BESE adopted new high school graduation requirements. Under those new
guidelines, high school students were required to (a) pass a Graduation Exit Examination
(GEE) consisting of the five CRT components administered in grades 10 and 11, and (b)
accumulate 23 Carnegie Units o f academic credit in specified subject areas. At the time, those
guidelines were some of the most stringent in the nation.
Children FirstiT^herAccountabafo Phis School Indicators and Incentives. All Rolled Into
One
The public fascination with educational accountability that swept the country after A
Nation atRisk(RCEE, 1983) did not pass Louisiana by. Following the lead o f other states,
Louisiana elected an “Education Governor” in 1987, a young., reform-minded Harvard-
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educated Congressman bent on improving Louisiana’s schools.

Following up on the

campaign promise that got him elected, Governor Buddy Roemer (no relation to Colorado’s
“Education Governor” of a similar name) pushed an omnibus education bill through the
Legislature during his first legislative session entitled the “Children First Act.” The legislation
set up three programs.
The School Incentive Program fSEPT SEP was designed to recognize and reward
public schools that were making exceptional educational progress as compared to other
schools of a similar type, based on student population factors, school environment factors,
and prior achievement. During the SIP’s first and only year of operation, $1,000 cash awards
were made to 100 schools statewide. Though never repealed, the program was never funded
beyond its first year in operation. As a result, its greatest contribution to date may be the
method researchers developed to calculate a composite, school-level achievement score
(thereafter nicknamed “SIPSCORE”), which still is used to track school progress from year
to year.
The Louisiana Teacher Evaluation Program (LaTEPL LaTEP was a high-stakes
professional accountability program whose purpose was to assess the classroom performance
of public school teachers. The enacting legislation included provisions to remediate teachers
in areas o f deficiency and to provide incentives for top teachers to remain in the classroom.
Those selling points were overshadowed, however, by the program’s third function: to
provide a mechanism for revoking the credentials of incompetent instructors. LaTEP drew
the bitter opposition of teacher unions, who stridently criticized the highly complicated
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evaluation process that was developed, largely without teacher input.4 In the end, critics so
undermined the program that it was suspended after only a few years in operation.
The Progress Profiles ('School Report Card') Program. The only original component
ofthe Children First Act still in operation today, the Progress Profiles Program is Louisiana’s
education performance indicator system. In true accountability logic, “the program was
founded on the premise that educational improvement is most successful when parents, school
staff and policy makers have access to information on a wide range o f factors believed to
influence student learning’’ (LDE, 1993). Toward that end, the Program was designed with
three objectives in mind: “to establish a database for educational planning, to increase
accountability at all levels, and to inform the parents of school children and the general public
on the condition of public education” (Children First Act, 1988).
The program got off to a rocky start in 1990. Elected officials, impatient to see the
Profiles up and running as soon as possible gave LDE staff barely 18 months to design and
build a full-fledged indicator system as well as produce individualized school-level reports for
the parents of some 800,000 children attending more than 1,400 public schools. Drawing
almost exclusively on existing data collection systems, the program went into production in
the fell o f 1990 with a mix of school input and student outcome indicators including input
measures of class size, faculty education and certification, plus student attendance,
suspension, expulsion, and dropout rates.

During each observation, assessors were expected to evaluate a teacher’s classroom
performance, using an instrument that segmented instruction into more than 100 separate
teaching behaviors.
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From the outset, the primary focus o f the Profiles program has been student
performance on state-administered CRTs and NRTs, as well as the American College Test
(ACT). Over time, indicators have been added to the system, including a college-readiness
indicator based on the first semester college performance o f public high school graduates
(LDE, 1998). Occasionally, indicators have been suspended when decision makers judged
that they, (a) made no meaningful contribution to performance monitoring process or did not
provide information that was meaningful or (b) readily understandable to the system’s various
audiences.
Three levels o f Progress Profiles reports traditionally have been published.
Individualized School Report Cards in four formats (elementary, middle, high, and
combination school) are published on all but a handful of public schools across Louisiana and
are distributed to public school parents statewide. The Report Cards are the simplest o f the
three Profiles reports in terms o f their format. They have presented one year o f data since
a 1994 internal evaluation study demonstrated that parents and school staff had difficulty
interpreting more than one year o f data at a time (Kochan, Franklin, Crone, and Glascock,
1994, April). A state-level report, the Louisiana Progress Profiles State Report, provides
one year o f summary, state-level information on all indicators and is designed specifically for
state officials and policy makers.
The most detailed and technical ofthe three Profiles reports is the D istrict Composite
Report (DCR). These individualized district-level reports provide six years o f longitudinal
information, school by school, on all public schools within a given district. Some indicators
are presented in greater detail in the DCRs than in either the parent or policy-maker reports.
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The DCRs also include descriptions of the data sources and methods used in calculating the
indicators.

DCRs are distributed primarily to central office staff school principals,

researchers, and other individuals involved in school administration and improvement.
The resiliency o f the Progress Profiles Program to date may be attributable to its
relatively low profile. It has never been a high stakes endeavor; leading to sanctions, penalties
or rewards. During its early years, when Profiles staff struggled to standardize data
definitions statewide and to otherwise improve data collection and verification procedures,
the attention o f potential critics was diverted by the very public battles over LaTEP. Over
the past several years LDE staffhave gradually phased out several inadequate data collection
systems and replaced them with vastly superior systems at the student and staff level,
respectively.
Effective with the 1995-96 Profiles reporting cycle, the Program was converted to
the Student Information System (SIS), the focal point o f the LDE’s stepped-up data
collection efforts. SIS, which now drives the contextual and behavioral indicators on the
Profiles, maintains student-identifiable information on the more than 800,000 children
enrolled in public K-12 education facilities statewide. A sophisticated tracking systems has
been phased in over the space of the past several years, and now enables LDE staff to trace
individual students as they move anywhere within the state education system, and from
Kindergarten through 12th grade.
Each student record on SIS contains detailed information on the pupil’s demographic
profile, enrollment/attendance patterns, and disciplinary record. Given that wealth of
information, researchers have been able to gain valuable insights into such important but
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complicated issues as pupil mobility or student retention in grade. Furthermore, the staff can
easily access student data across grades, schools, districts, and even years. With the
technological advantages of SIS, LDE staff were able for the first time in SY 1995-96 to
report dropout statistics in full compliance with the federal dropout definition. As a result of
the new system’s increased accuracy, Louisiana’s dropout rate for grades 9-12 combined
jumped from 3.8% in 1994-95 to 12.6% in 1995-96 (LDE, 1997).
In addition to SIS, LDE researchers interested in education performance research can
draw on data from the Profile o f Education Personnel (PEP) database, which includes stafflevel information on all school-based and central office employees in the state’s 66 public
school districts. Plans call for the LEAP database to be fully integrated with the SIS
database, within the next few years, enabling researchers to pull together student
demographic, behavioral, and cognitive information.
Accountability in the 1990s

Despite the longevity and increasing sophistication of the Progress Profiles Program,
student outcomes in Louisiana have not improved to the satisfaction of policy makers or the
general public. Louisiana children as a group continue to score far below the national average
on many key indicators o f educational performance. For example, Louisiana students score
at or near the bottom o f the nation on the National Assessment o f Educational Progress
(NAEP) (USDE, 1997). Moreover, with the advent of the new SIS-generated dropout
reporting, Louisiana’s event5dropout rate has become the highest state-reported rate in the
5

An event dropout rate reflects the percentage o f students who drop out o f school within a
given school year as compared to status dropout rates, who reflect the percentage o f
individuals within a given age cohort who are not enrolled in school and have not
completed a high school diploma or equivalent credential.
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nation. In recent years, Louisiana elected officials also have been chafing from reports
published by respected research organizations such as the Southern Regional Education
Board (SREB), who point to large discrepancies in performance data reported by LDE and
Louisiana performance data reported elsewhere. For instance, SREB staff have pointed out
that during the same year that the NAEP scores of Louisiana fourth graders were among the
lowest in the nation, the percent passing rates on state-administered CRTs were above the
90% mark. The implication: Louisiana is setting its educational standards too low (Comett
and Games, 1997).
In an attempt to boost the performance ofLouisiana youngsters, state officials in 1996
ordered the adoption o f new curriculum frameworks tied to national models, and the
implementation of a more rigorous student assessment system that will go beyond minimum
competency to test students’ problem-solving and critical thinking abilities. The LDE began
phasing in the first o f the new assessments in the spring of 1998, with all K

- 8

tests scheduled

to be in place by the spring o f2000. A series o f end-of-course tests will replace the GEE one
year later.
Finally, legislation was enacted during the 1997 Louisiana regular session, triggering
the overhaul of Louisiana’s statewide school accountability system. In the fell of 1997, a
School and district Accountability Advisory Commission (SDAAC) appointed by the
governor began an extensive study of accountability systems in roughly 25 states around the
nation. Roughly six months later, the group presented its recommendations to the BESE for
creation o f a new statewide accountability system that represents a hybrid o f accountablity
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systems in Kentucky, Maryland, and Texas. The proposed system includes the following
elements.
1.

The BESE will adopt standards for school performance in achievement,

attendance, and dropout by October 1998, as well as 10- and 20-year goals for school
performance.
2. In SY 1999-2000, the LDE will produce baseline composite school performance
scores that reflect how close each public school in the K

- 8

grade range is to achieving the

relevant 10-year goals Baseline scores for high schools will be published the following year,
.6

after new state assessments are phased in for grades 9-12. All school performance scores will
be weighted composite scores, based on a combination o f achievement, attendance and
dropout data, unadjusted for school intake characteristics such as student socioeconomic
status. The proposal calls for the composite components to be weighted as follows. For
elementary schools, CRT performance will be weighted 60%; NRT performance, 30%;
attendance, 10%. For secondary schools, CRT performance will be weighted 60%; NRT,
30%; attendance, 5%; and dropout, 5%. Schools that fall below a minimum standard for
performance as defined by the BESE will immediately become eligible for “corrective action”
in the form o f technical assistance from the LDE.
3. The LDE will calculate two-year growth targets for every school, reflecting the
linear progress that each school must make during every two-year interval in order to meet
its specific 10-year goal. Performance snapshots will be made every two years to determine
whether the school has met its growth target. Schools that meet or exceed their growth

6

The achievement and attendance standards apply to all schools, but dropout data will
apply only to secondary schools.
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targets will become eligible for recognition and/or rewards, while schools that fall short of
their targets will be targeted for corrective action (School and District Accountability
Advisory Commission, 1998).
The School Effectiveness and Assistance Pilot fSEAPi
In the months leading up to the SDAAC’s appointment, the LDE launched a
comprehensive school performance study aimed at developing and testing an approach to (a)
measuring school performance; (b) conducting intensive site-based, diagnostic research to
identify where low-performing schools needed to improve; and (c) delivering technical
assistance in those targeted areas. The School Effectiveness and Assistance Pilot (SEAP)
may represent the first time that school indicator and school effectiveness specialists have
been brought together in a marriage of research, accountability, and school improvement.
SEAP is an outgrowth o f education finance accountability legislation in Louisiana,
which mandated that the LDE develop academic performance measures that could be used
to test the “equity” and “adequacy” of the state’s Minimum Foundation Program (MFP) for
funding

public education. Under the direction of the LDE’s deputy superintendent for

managem ent

and finance, consultants from Louisiana State University (LSU) were charged

with developing a plan for integrating statewide school accountability (SEAP-I), intensive
local school assessment (SEAP-II), and school improvement activities (SEAP-ID). Though
the LSU consultants designed SEAP, LDE staffhave been trained to assume direction ofthe
program and its component activities at the end of the two-year pilot.
SEAP can be conceptualized as a two-track, parallel system of school accountability
and school improvement activities, linked by common research activities.
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SEAP-I. The LSU consultants designed SEAP-I by improving upon an existing
school performance model which used regression analysis to calculate school performance
indicators (SEIs) (Oescher, Black, Gunning, & Brooks, 1996). As noted in Chapter ,
1

regression analysis or more complicated multilevel statistical methods are often used in school
effectiveness and school indicator research to measure school effects (e.g., Fitz-Gibbon, 1995,
1996; Sanders and Horn, 1994; Webster and Mendro, 1997; WiHms, 1992). The SEAP-I
model piloted in Spring 1997 utilized two indices of school performance: (a) an unadjusted
performance indicator (UPI), which reflects school performance, unadjusted for school or
student input characteristics, and (b) a relative performance indicator (RPI), which controls
for selected student and schooling inputs.
•Unadjusted Performance Indicator (UPI). The UPI produced in SEAP-I is a
school-level score based on mean student performance on state-administered (i.e., LEAP)
tests. The SEAP developers felt it was important for the sake of clarity to measure school
aachievement using only one score, since the production of individual grade-level scores
would lead to multiple and confusing comparisons across schools.
•Relative Performance Indicator (RPI). The consultants used linear regression to
generate RPI’s from the UPI’s, controlling for five school and/or student characteristics: (a)
school community type, (b) percent of special education students, (c) percent of low-income
students as reflected by the percent of students receiving free lunch, (d) percent of limited
English proficient (LEP) students, and (e) the percent o f students who are gifted and talented.

The scores in these analyses were a combination ofLEAP CRT s and NRT s, weighted equally,
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following procedures developed and tested by LDE researchers (e.g., Crone et a!., 1993,
1994, 1995).
Four separate regressions were run (one each for elementary, middle, high, and
combination schools), based on two considerations: (a) the educational processes associated
with each of these levels o f schooling are quite different, and (b) it is desirable to create a
more parsimonious model by eliminating the need for grade-level status “dummy” variables
as predictors.
The decision to include both UPIs and RPIs was in the SEAP performance modelling
an important one, and was made with two major considerations in mind. First, the SEAP
developers reasoned that combining the two approaches would make for a more complete and
fair assessment of student and school performance because the UPIs would reflect where
schools actually stand in relation to a single performance standard. On the other hand, the
RPIs would reflect school performance in relation to the standard, but adjusted to account
for the degree o f effort that schools with differing intake characteristics would have to make
to achieve the standard (Salganik, 1993)
Second, the researchers assumed that when policy makers have access to both UPIs
and RPIs, they have more flexibility in making important decisions that will affect the
distribution o f schools that are judged to be “more effective,” “average,” or “less effective.”
The first and most important decision involves setting the “standard” (minimum performance
criterion) that schools must meet That is, adjusting the standard up or down, policy makers
determine how many schools will meet the baseline performance criterion. The second
decision involves determining how far above or below a school’s predicted score its actual
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score must be in order for the school to be considered a more effective, less effective, or
average school.
Though both UPIs and RPIs were used in the SEAP performance model, the UPI was
always the predominant score. It set the criterion for effectiveness, while the RPI was used
to identify schools whose staff have had greater or lesser success in working with students
from different SES backgrounds.
Outlook for School Accountability in Louisiana
As previously mentioned, the LDE has implemented a wide range of accountability
programs in recent decades, all based on national models and all to disappointing effect. The
SEAP process, if continued beyond the pilot phase, stands to have a much greater inpact than
prior reforms, for a variety o f reasons.
(1) The SEAP pilot marked the first time, the LDE has taken an integrated approach
to school accountability and improvement, one that not only builds on previous accountability
efforts, but integrates them into an overarching, statewide process. SEAP ultimately will be
based on data from newly revised student assessments that are based on curriculum standards
recently developed with unprecedented input from a representative group o f school and
district practitioners from throughout the state.
(2) The old input-based School Approval Process (SAP) is being revamped to put
performance information from SEAP at the core of SAP.
(3) SEAP classroom observations are based on the Louisiana Components o f
Effective Teaching (LCET), the teacher assessment tool used statewide to evaluate the
professional strengths and needs ofLouisiana teachers. This system was developed with input
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from Louisiana teachers and has much greater face validity among practitioners than did the
old LaTEP. The staff development programs and resources available to schools and districts
statewide (resources which will be used to deliver some of the focused improvement efforts
emerging from SEAP) already are tied to the LCET.
(4)

Data derived from Louisiana’s indicator program, the Progress Profiles,

supplements the data collected in the course o f SEAP visits and will provide useful secondary
measures from tracking changes in school performance as improvement programs get
underway. Furthermore, plans call for performance data from SEAP to be built into the
Profiles D istrict Composite Reports.
(5) Finally^ the method for calculating BPIs and RPIs is consistent with methods
developed for the School Incentive Program (SIP), which was well supported by local
educators. If SIP is reactivated as it may very well be, the performance measures that emerge
from SEAP will tie in well to that program.
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CHAPTER 3.

A STUDY COMPARING HIGH SCHOOL PERFORMANCE CLASSIFICATIONS
BASED ON ONE VERSUS TWO EFFECTIVENESS INDICES

Summary
A three-phase exploratory study utilizing both quantitative and qualitative methods
was conducted with the aim of developing and testing an alternative method o f measuring
high school effectiveness. The study involved the following seven-step process.
In Step 1, an alternative composite indicator o f high school effectiveness was
developed and tested that represents the extent to which schools succeed in promoting
student “participation” in schooling;
In Step 2, a composite school achievement indicator (Crone, Lang, Franklin and
Halbrook, 1994; Crone, Lang, Teddlie and Franklin, 1995) was constructed, using an
established methodology,
In Step 3, a composite school participation indicator was constructed, based on mean
school performance on measures of attendance, discipline, and dropout/retention in school.
In Step 4, a statewide sample o f public regular education schools were categorized
as “effective,” “typical,” or “ineffective” based on their performance on the achievement SEI
alone, the participation SEI alone, and the two SEIs, in tandem.
In Step 5, the effectiveness classifications that were based on the participation
indicator were compared to the achievement-based classifications in order to determine their
consistency o f classification;
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In Step , the sample schools were re-categorized into nine effectiveness categories
6

based on the schools’ performance on the achievement and participation indicators, in tandem.
Finally, Step 7 was devoted to exploring contextual differences in a subsample of
outlier cases categorized as “consistently” or “differentially” effective for the two SEIs.

Introduction
In Phase I (the psychometric component of the study) a performance indicator of high
school participation and a second indicator of high school achievement were constructed.
Both were school-level composite scores, reflecting student performance across multiple
grade levels and multiple dimensions of participation and achievement. Multiple regression
was next employed to produce relative performance indicators (RPIs) for participation and
achievement for 308 sample schools, controlling for the influence of selected student and
school intake variables outside the influence o f schools. Two unadjusted performance
indicators (UPIs) and two RPIs were calculated and tested, based on student performance
data from SY 1993-94. The UPIs subsequently were tested for stability, using performance
data from SY 1991-92 and SY 1992-93.
The achievement UPIs and RPIs were based on student performance on the
Graduation Exit Examination (GEE), a high-stakes CRT administered by the LDE as part of
the LEAP. The participation indices were constructed from student attendance, suspension,
and dropout data from Louisiana’s school performance indicator program, the Progress
Profiles.
During Phase II (the quantitative component of the study) the participation and
achievement SEIs for the 308 sample schools were compared. A three-by-three contingency
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table then was used to re-categorize the schools into nine effectiveness categories based on
their performance on the two SEIs. The result was a spectrum of effectiveness classifications
ranging from “consistently effective” for both achievement and participation to “consistently
ineffective” for the two outcomes.
In Phase HI, the qualitative component o f the study, four schools were selected for
intensive site-based research in order to (a) accumulate evidence that could be used to gauge
the accuracy of the Phase II school effectiveness classifications and (b) to lend insight into
why the achievement ratings for some schools were consistent with their participation ratings,
while the two ratings for other schools were contradictory. During each site visit, school
observations were recorded, administrators were interviewed and focus groups were
conducted with teachers and students. Field notes and interview/focus group transcripts were
subsequently analyzed using the constant comparative technique (Patton, 1980) for later
incorporation into case studies on the individual schools.
The three phases of the study are reviewed in detail hereafter.

Phase I. Psychometric Component
Opinions differ within the education indicator community as to the preferability of
actual versus relative measures o f school performance. As mentioned in Chapter 2, UPI
proponents contend that students and schools should be held to a single high standard of
performance. They also contend that RPIs tend to divert attention from actual levels of
performance, making it difficult for decision makers to determine how schools are progressing
in their efforts to improve student performance (Salganik, 1994).
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On the other hand, RPI proponents contend that relative indicators are the only fair
means of monitoring school performance because they enable researchers and policy makers
to “level the playing field,” so to speak, when comparing schools that face very different
challenges in producing desirable learning outcomes (Darling-Hammond and Ascher, 1991;
Salganik, 1994). This, they say, results in a statistic that is more accurate and fair in
measuring a school’s contribution to student performance, above and beyond home and
community influences.
Both arguments have their merits. It has in feet been suggested that the most
equitable and informative approach to monitoring school performance may be to calculate and
report both unadjusted and relative performance indicators (Salganik, 1994). Though the
primary focus o f this research was the development o f a relative indicator o f student
participation in high schools, both unadjusted and relative indicators o f participation and
achievement were calculated in the course o f Phase I.
Unit o f Analysis

Schools are widely held to be the preferred unit of analysis when measuring
educational performance in that the school is the lowest unit of analysis for which policy
implementation can be readily assessed. It also is the appropriate unit o f analysis if this study
is to inform education accountability research, which typically is conducted at the school
leveL
Phase I Sampling Strategy

The study was conducted in Louisiana, a moderate-sized state in the southern United
States. During the period covered by this study (SY 1991-92 to SY 1993-94), Louisiana had
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an average public school enrollment of approximately 205,000 students in grades 9-12, of
whom approximately 60% were low-socioeconomic status (SES). The study population
consisted of 348 public regular education schools statewide whose grade configuration
included grades 9-12 and whose 10thand 11* graders were tested on the GEE in SY 1993-94.
Forty (40) schools were deleted from the initial sample, however, after they were identified
as academic magnet, alternative, or laboratory schools and thus had admissions criteria that
would make their comparison with more traditional schools problematic.
The final sample thus consisted o f308 public regular education schools representing
all

6

6

Louisiana public school districts. O f those 308 schools, 171 were identified as “high

schools”; that is, their grade configuration included grades 9-12 and all grades fell within the
8-12 range. The remaining 137 schools were identified as “combination schools” because
their grade configurations included grades 9-12 as well as one or more grades in the K-7
range. All 308 schools were heterogeneous in regard to urbanicity, geographic distribution,
size, and SES.
Phase I Data Sources

Three data sources were utilized in constructing the achievement and participation
SEIs. The achievement SEI was based on performance data from the GEE, a high stakes
CRT administered by the LDE as part of the LEAP. The non-cognitive (i.e., attendance,
dropout and suspension) data used to construct the participation SEIs were taken from
Louisiana’s school performance indicator program, the Progress Profiles.
Enrollment data reported by school districts for inclusion in the LDE’s Annual
Financial and Statistical Report (AFSR), (LDE, 1995) were disaggregated and entered as
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independent variables into two regression equations in order to predict school-level
achievement and participation scores, respectively. Three distinct enrollment counts were
utilized. Total cumulative enrollment counts (i.e., total registration counts plus total gains)
were used to measure school size, while the numbers o f majority versus minority students
enrolled were used to calculate the percentage of minority students enrolled in each school.
A third enrollment statistic—the percent of low-income students enrolled — was used as a
measure of economic status and was based on (a) total registration counts reported by school
districts and (b) October free lunch counts collected by the LDE Bureau of Food and
Nutrition for the federal subsidized lunch program.
Phase I Hypotheses

Two hypotheses were advanced at the outset o f Phase I: one relating to the
construction o f a high school participation indicator, the other to the relationship between the
participation indicator and the more traditional achievement indicator.
Hypothesis 1
The participation and achievement indicators measure two inter-related yet distinct
dimensions o f high school performance and therefore will show a moderate, positive
correlation as measured by the Pearson Product Moment Correlation.
Hypothesis 2
A composite index derived from three student behavioral indicators (i.e., school-level
rates of student attendance, discipline, and retention will provide a more stable measure of
student participation than an index based upon one or two o f those components.
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Phase I Statistical Methods
As previously mentioned, the composite achievement indicator was constructed from
five subject area scores, using an established methodology (Crone, Lang, Franklin and
Halbrook, 1994; Crone, Lang, Teddlie and Franklin, 1995).
The decision to construct the participation composite from three inter-related yet
distinct student outcomes (i.e., attendance, discipline, and retention in school) was based on
two assumptions, the first of which stems from the belief that utilizing three data elements
would make the composite more robust to the influence of data error contained within any
single component. It was also assumed that “participation” is a multi-faceted construct that
cannot be fully operationalized without consideration of all three outcomes. The attendance
component is a measure of student alienation as expressed in the level of student truancy that
characterizes the school. The suspension/discipline component, on the other hand, reflects
on the school’s capacity to maintain decorum without removing disobedient students from
their regular instructional placement. To a certain extent, the discipline component therefore
can be interpreted as reflecting student/teacher alienation/estrangement from one another.
Finally, the dropout/retention component offers insights into both student alienation (though
at a greater magnitude than the alienation reflected in simple truancy) and the school’s
inability to provide engaging and relevant learning experiences for even at-risk students.
To test the assumption that the participation components were part of a single,
multifaceted construct, the three participation components were factor analyzed using
principal components factor analysis to see if more than one factor would emerge.
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Multiple regression was subsequently utilized to produce composite indicators of
achievement and participation that were adjusted for student and school background
characteristics. The previously mentioned UPIs were entered as criterion variables in the
calculation ofthese RPIs. The statistical methods utilized in constructing the UPIs and RPIs
are described in detail below.
Calculation of the Unadjusted Performance Indicators (TJPIsl
Achievement UPI. The achievement UPI calculated in Phase I was an unweighted,
school-level composite score based on mean student performance on five components o f the
GEE. Three of the five GEE components (mathematics, English language arts, and reading)
are administered to students in grade

1 0

, while the remaining components (science and

written composition) are administered at grade 11. Only the scores of first-time test takers
were included in the calculation of achievement UPIs .
The decision to construct a composite achievement UPI that reflects student
performance in several subject areas and at multiple grade levels was a deliberate response
to the oft-cited criticism that student performance in a targeted subject area or at a single
grade level is too narrow a measure of student achievement forjudging the effectiveness of
an entire school. Conceivably, schools can be differentially effective at various grade levels,
in differing subject areas, or for identifiable subgroups o f students (Dyer, Linn and Patton.,
1969; Good and Brophy, 1986; Guthrie, 1993; Purkey and Smith, 1983; Rowan, Bossert and
Dwyer, 1983; Witte and Walsh, 1990).
Though this would seem to mandate the use of multiple indicators o f achievement in
assessing overall school effectiveness, trend research that is based on multiple measures can
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be very cumbersome in determining whether a school’s overall performance is stable,
declining, or improving. The complexity o f the task is only heightened when comparisons
among schools are also desired, as is typical in school accountability research (Oakes, 1989;
Shavelson et al., 1987). A composite achievement score that reflects student performance
across multiple subject areas and grade levels offers the most logical method of ensuring
indicator breadth without sacrificing parsimony.
Various approaches have been suggested for building an achievement composite, both
in the selection o f component scores and in the methodology used to produce one combined
(i.e., composite) score (See Chapter 1). In terms of component selection, Porter (1991)
recommended that achievement indicators focus strictly on language arts and mathematics
while Mandeville (1987, 1988) focused on reading and mathematics in his research on
elementary achievement in South Carolina. Others (Lang, 1981; Levine and Lezotte, 1990)
contend that a combination of NRT and CRT results are preferable. Ultimately, the model
favored by Crone et al. (1994) in their analysis o f secondary achievement in Louisiana proved
the best approach for this study. In their research, Crone and her colleagues demonstrated
that a composite score representing all five components of the GEE yielded greater insights
into student performance and was more stable across years than any single subject area or
lesser combination o f components (Crone et al, 1994).
As previously mentioned, a composite score reflecting 1993-94 performance on all
five GEE components therefore was developed for the purposes o f this study. Before any
subject area scores could be combined into a single, school-level UPI, it was necessary to
convert individual student-level raw scores to a common mean and standard deviation
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(Cohen, Swerdlik and Philippa, 1996; Hinkle, Wiersma and Jurs, 1988), using statewide
means and standard deviations for each component. For each subject area, the transformed
student-level scores (T scores) were summed to the school level and averaged. These schoollevel component scores were again standardized (i.e., transformed to z scores, which have a
mean o f

0

. 0

and a standard deviation of . ), summed, averaged, and standardized again
1

0

. 1

Consideration was given to producing a weighted composite score that placed heavier
emphasis on one or more subject areas. There is little empirical logic, however, as to the
amount o f emphasis (and therefore weighting) that should be given to the various subjects
(Guthrie, 1993). All five subject areas therefore were given equal consideration in the
summing

and averaging o f component scores. Student performance in the 10* grade

nonetheless made a disproportionate contribution to the overall achievement index because
more GEE components are administered in grade 10 (three) than in grade 11 (two).
A composite achievement UPI based on results from both CRTs and NRTs would
have been preferable to a composite based entirely on CRTs (Berk, 1984; Crone, etal., 1995;
Lang, 1991; Levine and Lezotte, 1990); however, no NRTs were administered as part of
LEAP in grades 9-12. It also would have been desirable to include test data for grades 9 and
1 2

in the high school achievement composite, thereby reflecting student performance at all

grades. Neither CRTsnor NRTs were administered statewide athose grades levels, however,
and there was no justification for implementing additional tests for the sole purpose of this

Note: Each time component scores are combined to produce a school-level average, the
resulting score has its own unique mean and standard deviation. For this reason, the
school-level averages were standardized one last time to restore the final index to a mean
of 0.0 and a standard deviation of 1.0 that could be readily compared with a second SEI.
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research. This study was, after all, deliberately limited to the analysis of test data already
collected by the LDE (the data most likely to be used if the achievement index were officially
actually implemented statewide).
Participation UPI. The participation UPI that was calculated in Phase I was an
unweighted, school-level composite score based on a combination of three student behavioral
outcomes: the percent of students in attendance, the percent o f students suspended out of
school, and the percent of students who drop out. All three statistics were based on the
performance o f regular education students only in keeping with LDE policy at the time that
indicator data reflect the performance of regular education students only.

The

attendance/suspension/dropout model was selected only after alternative models composed
of two o f the three indicators (in various combination) were tested and rejected because they
were less stable over time than the three-component model and/or contributed more limited
insights into student participation at the school.
The formulae used to calculate the three participation components are described
below and are adopted from Louisiana’s education performance indicator program, the
Progress Profiles.
•Percent of Students in Attendance. The percent of students in attendance is a schoollevel attendance rate calculated as total aggregate days of attendance (i.e, ADA or the total
number of days across the entire school year that students were actually in attendance at the
school site) for regular education students enrolled in grades 9-12, divided by the total
aggregate days o f membership (i.e., ADM or the maximum number of days across the entire
school year that students could have been in attendance) for those same students:
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Percent o f Attendance = ASSTeSate Day s o f Attendance (Regular Education Students)
Aggregate Days o f Membership {Regular Education Students)

This attendance component thus represents the average percentage of regular education
students who were in attendance on any given school day over the course of the entire school
year.
•Percent of Students Suspended Out of School. The percent of students suspended
out of school is a school-level statistic calculated as the total number o f regular education
students in grades 9-12 who have received at least one out-of-school suspension over the
course of the school year, divided by the total regular education cumulative enrollment for
those same grades:
Percent o f Students Suspended = ^otcA Students Suspended {Grades 9 -1 2 Combined)
Cumulative Enrollment {Grades 9 -1 2 Combined )

•Percent of Students Who Drop Out. The dropout component is an event dropout
rate (See Glossary of terms, Chapter 2) that reflects the percentage of regular education
students in grades 9-12 who leave school during a given school year without completing a
diploma or alternative state-recognized high school credential. The percentage is calculated
as the total number of regular education dropouts for grades 9-12 combined, divided by the
total regular education cumulative enrollment for those grades:
Percent o f Students Who Drop Out - Toui Sade'0s Who DroP ° «

9~12>

Cumulative Enrollment {Grades 9-12)

•Cumulative Enrollment. Cumulative enrollment was calculated by summing the total
number of regular education students enrolled in grades 9-12 as o f the first day of school
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(total registration) and the total number of regular education students enrolled in grades 9-12
who entered school at some subsequent point during the year (total gains):
Cumulative Enrollment = Regular Education Registrations + Regular Education Gains

Because they do not take enrollment losses into consideration, cumulative enrollment counts
are typically higher than counts of either registration or end-of-year membership. When used
to calculate student dropout rates, cumulative enrollment counts therefore produce a more
conservative statistic than would be obtained by using either total registration or end-of-year
membership as the divisor.
Prior research has demonstrated an inverse relationship between (a) dropout and
suspension and (b) both attendance and achievement (Crone and Franklin, 1992, April;
Franklin and Crone, 1993). It was critical to the construction o f the participation indicator
that all three component scores be positively correlated to ensure that a high rating on one
indicator would not counteract the effect o f the other. It also made intuitive sense that all
three components o f the participation index demonstrate a positive relationship with student
achievement. For these reasons, the “direction” o f the dropout and suspension components
was reversed prior to their inclusion in the participation composite by subtracting each from
1.0., thereby creating a rate of “student discipline” and a rate of “student retention.” For
example, a hypothetical 15% suspension rate would translate into an 85% discipline rate, and
a

2

0

% dropout rate would translate into an 80% retention rate.
The procedure used to construct the participation index from its component scores

closely resembles the procedure used for constructing the achievement index. Because the
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attendance, discipline, and retention components were all school-level percentages, it was
unnecessary to standardize the component scores prior to combining them. The attendance,
discipline, and retention scores therefore were summed, averaged, and then converted to z
scores, yielding a composite, unweighted UPI with the same mean (0) and standard deviation
(1.0) as the achievement composite. The final UPI thus represented mean school performance
for attendance, discipline, and retention, combined.
Calculation o f Relative Performance Indicators fRPIs)
Rationale. As noted in Chapter 1, School effectiveness researchers have long relied
on predictive models o f education performance to identify schools that are more or less
“effective” in the production o f desirable student outcomes (Teddlie and Stringfield, 1993).
Such researchers typically have used multiple regression or multilevel modeling to measure
school outcomes while controlling for student and school intake characteristics that are
outside the control of school staff.
Multiple regression is a technique for measuring the relationship between a criterion
(dependent) variable and one or more predictor (independent) variables (Borg and Gall,
1989). It is commonly used by educational researchers to develop indicators that take
selected intake characteristics into consideration when estimating a school’s contribution to
desired student outcomes. According to Salganik,
The goal is .. .to generate a prediction that represents the best estimate of the
outcome based on the selected background characteristics. Thus, the aim of
the model is to estimate a mean outcome, conditional on the factors specified,
no more or less (Salganik, 1994, p. 130).
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Multilevel modeling (commonly known in the United States as hierarchical linear
modeling or HLM) is a highly sophisticated method of analysis, somewhat akin to regression,
but with the added advantage of enabling researchers to simultaneously analyze data
structured at several levels (e.g., the student, classroom, grade, school, district, etc.). Though
the technique represents an important advance in statistical analysis, it has several
characteristics that limit its usefulness in the construction o f school performance indicators
Multiple regression therefore was selected over HLM as the preferred statistical method for
this study for the following four reasons.
First, multiple regression was deemed more appropriate to the present study due to
the comparative complexity ofregression and multi-level modeling. The purpose o f this study
was to develop a practical model for monitoring the performance of a large number o f schools
across multiple student outcomes, with the expectation that the results be fed back to school
and district staff to further school improvement. Regression is a fairly straightforward
statistical technique that has been widely used throughout the social sciences for the past
several decades, and whose logic and function are generally interpretable to even lay (nonscientific) audiences. HLM, on the other hand, is a complicated statistical technique whose
function and results are notoriously difficult to interpret, particularly to lay audiences. It
therefore was considered less well-suited for use in a school performance monitoring system
that must be embraced by decision makers and practitioners in order for its findings to impact
policy and practice.
The state of Tennessee offers a particularly compelling example of the political and
procedural problems encountered when allegiance to a particular statistical method takes
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precedence over the more practical considerations of implementing and administering a highstakes program in a highly politicized environment. As noted in Chapter , HLM is used in
6

Tennessee to produce school performance indicators forthe TVAAS, a legislatively-mandated
statewide education accountability system. Support for the TVAAS has been undermined by
widespread complaints from lay and professional circles that the analyses’ function and output
are virtually uninterpretable (Snodgrass, 1996). The program has in fact become so
controversial, that the Tennessee State Department of Education (SDE) has conducted
internal and external evaluations of the TVAAS, and plans to produce teacher-level
performance ratings for professional accountability have been put on hold (Bock, Wolfe and
Fisher, 1996).
A second consideration in the decision to select regression over HLM was the
growing body of evidence to suggest that whatever improvement in statistical precision that
HLM offers over regression is so small as to be of no practical significance in the calculation
of school performance ratings (Fitz-Gibbon, 1996; Kennedy, Stringfield and Teddlie, 1993).
A third and final consideration in the decision to select regression over HLM relates
to the fact that this study (as is the case with most accountability research) focused on the
performance of a statewide population of secondary schools rather than a representative
sample of sites. HLM is an inferential statistic designed specifically for analyzing data from
randomized, representative samples. It therefore tends to make adjustments to the data in
such a way as to “shrink” residuals toward the mean (zero).

Inasmuch as relative

performance indicators are based on residuals (i.e., the difference between actual and
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predicted school scores), its use has been viewed as is counterproductive to the goal of
generating school performance indicators (Fitz-Gibbon, 1996).
Dependent Variables. The achievement and participation UPIs constructed at the
outset o f Phase I were entered as criterion variables in separate regression equations
predicting (a) school mean achievement and (b) school mean participation. Independent
(predictor) variables were held constant across both models.
Independent Variables. Five variables were entered as predictor variables in the
regression equations.
•School Size. Research suggests that school size plays a critical role in shaping
student achievement, attendance, dropout, and discipline, particularly at the high school level
(Fowler and Walberg, 1991; McDill, Natriello, and Pallas, 1986; Turner, 1991). Gottfredson
(1985) also suggest that school size is related to school safety and management problems in
larger schools due to a greater likelihood o f breakdowns in communications. Furthermore,
student alienation theoretically is a greater problem in large high schools because students
theoretically have more trouble developing a sense o f belonging.” For the purposes of this
study, school size was operationalized as the total regular education c umulative enrollment
count for grades 9-12 combined. Cumulative enrollment was selected over total registration
to ensure consistency between the school size predictor and the enrollment statistic used to
calculate the participation component scores. The comparability o f various types of
enrollment statistics also was considered in selecting a school size indicator. For example,
had total registration been used as the school size predictor, the peculiar method used by one
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school district for reporting registration counts would have seriously underestimated school
size in the state’s second largest public school district.
Though the school size variable under represented the overall enrollment of 137
sample schools identified as “combination schools” (Le., schools whose grade configurations
included at least one grade in the K-7 range), the variable o f interest in this study was the
number o f students served in the four upper high school grades. Furthermore, most
combination schools in the sample were rural facilities with very low enrollments; they
therefore would have appeared small in comparison to urban, comprehensive schools, even
had their total enrollment been included.
•School Community Type. Norms and expectations for student achievement and
behavior tend to vary according to the size and urbanicity o f the community that schools
serve. For this reason, a five-level, variable maintained by the LDE was entered into the
regression equations predicting achievement and participation. The levels are described in
detail below, with the lowest value going to the most “urban” setting and the highest value
going to the most “rural” setting.
1. Metropolitan—a school located in a city determined by the United States Office
o f Management and Budget to be a social and economic hub o f a Metropolitan Statistical
Area (MSA); Le., Alexandria, Baton Rouge, Lafayette, Lake Charles, Monroe, New Orleans,
Shreveport.
2. Urban Fringe—a school located in the closely-settled area contiguous to a
Metropolitan Core City, with a m inim um population o f 2,500 inhabitants and a population
density o f at least 1,000 per square mile (e.g., Metairie).
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3. City—a school located in a city that is not a Metropolitan Core City or urban
fringe, with a minimum population of at least 2,500 inhabitants and a population of at least
1 , 0 0 0

per square mile.
4. Small City—a school located in a town that is not a Metropolitan Core City or

urban fringe with a minimum population o f2,500 inhabitants and a population density o f at
least

1 , 0 0 0

per square mile.

5. Rural—a school located in an area with less than 2,500 inhabitants and/or a
population density of less than

1 , 0 0 0

per square mile.

•Percentage o f Students Who are Members of Racial/Ethnic Minorities (Percent
Minority). Research in the social sciences has demonstrated that rates of student attendance,
suspension, and dropout vary substantially among student ethnic groups (DiPrete, 1981;
Kennedy, 1993; NCES, 1994). For this reason, it was anticipated that the percentage o f
minority students enrolled would prove an important predictor o f pupil participation and
achievement.
“Percent minority” was selected over other ethnicity variables in recognition of the
fact that a variety of ethnic minorities experience difficulty in school for varying reasons. For
example, dropout rates are highest among Hispanics and blacks, while students who are
limited English proficient (LEP)—including many of Louisiana’s recent Asian emigres—face
many challenges in their attempt to complete their education (NCES, 1994).
•Percentage of the Student Body With Low-Socioeconomic Status (SES)
Backgrounds (Percent Low-SES). Students from low-SES backgrounds face many more
educational challenges than their more affluent peers (Darling-Hammond and Ascher, 1991;
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Salganik, 1994). Similarly, in order to help their students attain high academic standards,
schools who serve primarily low-SES communities may be required to exert much more effort
than schools serving more affluent communities, because the lower-SES schools often find
themselves compensating for their students’ lack ofhome resources (Cooley, 1993; Salganik,
1994).
In education research, the most readily available (and therefore most widely used)
indicator of socioeconomic status is the percentage o f students receiving federally subsidized
(free and/or reduced) lunch. These data were in fact the only SES indicator available for
Louisiana students at the time of tins study. The indicator has important limitations, however,
which merit discussion.
The first limitation relates to problems in reconciling differences in school enrollment
and school lunch counts. At the time of this study, data used in the calculation of
free/reduced lunch rates in Louisiana came from two sources. Enrollment data representing
the overall size of the student body were derived from enrollment statistics reported by public
school districts to the LDE. Free lunch counts on the other hand, were reported by school
dietitians in keeping with U.S. Department of Education guidelines and were based on
monthly counts of the number of students served in school cafeterias.
To maximize consistency in the two data sources, the enrollment counts used to
calculate the percent free lunch statistic represented registration counts calculated at the start
of the school year

.2

Free lunch counts, on the other hand, represented the total number of

Since the time of this study, this enrollment snapshot has been operationalized as total
registration as of October 1.
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children served free lunch by school cafeterias during the month o f October. The two sources
o f information are not entirely consistent as evidenced by the fret that total free and reduced
lunch counts reported by school dietitians sometimes exceed the total registration counts
reported by school districts for those rites.
In some instances, the discrepancy in registration and free lunch counts is attributable
to the fret that, at the time o f this study, school lunch counts were based on the number of
students whose meals were prepared by a given school cafeteria, regardless of whether the
students were actually enrolled at that site. As a result, the free lunch count for a school with
a so-called “central kitchen” might include the number of students receiving free lunch at
nearby “satellite schools” that had no kitchen staff o f their owm Frequently, central kitchens
were based at high schools and provided food services to nearby elementary or middle
schools. Without appropriate adjustment, their lunch counts would thus overestimate the
percentage o f students from low-income backgrounds.
School-dietitians were surveyed by telephone during the spring o f1994to ensure that
free lunch counts reported by central kitchens in October 1993 were appropriately attributed
to the various schools served by that kitchen. To that extent, SY 1993-94 free lunch data
therefore were verified. It was not possible, however, to verify prior years data in this
fashion; hence, SY 1991-92 and SY 1992-93 free lunch counts for roughly two dozen
“satellite” or “central kitchen” schools were estimated, based on the percentage o f students
who received free lunch at those sites during SY 1993-94.
A second limitation in the free lunch statistic relates to the voluntary nature of the free
lunch program. As previously mentioned, at the time o f this study, the number o f students
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receiving free lunch was based on the number of students actually served, not the number of
students eligible to participate, based on their low socioeconomic status. In some areas of
the state, students who qualify financially to receive federally subsidized meals choose not to
participate in the program due to a perceived social stigma associated with receiving
government assistance. In such instances, free lunch rates may substantially under represent
the percentage of low-income students in the overall school population. This problem of
under-estimation is greatest at the high school level, where students tend to be less inclined
to eat in the school cafeteria, tend to have more personal mobility, and may participate in
work/study programs that take them off the school site before lunch.
•School Type. This variable distinguished between schools that were identified as
“traditional high schools” and those that were so-called “combination schools.” A total of
171 schools whose grade configuration included (a) grades 9-12 and (b) no more than one
grade outride the 9-12 range (e.g., 8-12 schools) were identified as “high schools.” The 137
schools whose grade configuration included grades 9-12 as well as one or more grades in the
K-7 grade range were identified as “combination schools.”
Regression Models. Two full regression models were used in Phase I to produce
achievement and participation RPIs for SY 1993-94,3 with the same five variables (school
size, percent minority, percent low-SES, community type, and school type) employed in
calculating the two RPIs. The formula for the achievement RPI is as follows:
Y = C + b^

3

+ bJC2 + X + bJCA +
6 3

3

6 3 * 5

+e

The school year with tire most complete data verification and therefore the least expected
data error.
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Where:
Y = achievement UPI,
C = the slope,
b = the regression coefficient for the respective predictor variables,
X, = school size,
X2= percent minority,
X3= percent low-SES,
X = community type (i.e., l=rural, 2=town, 3=smaU city, 4=urban, and
4

5=metropolitan,
Xs= school type (i.e., = high school and = combination school), and
0

1

e = random error or unexplained variance.
The formula for the participation RPI is as follows:
f

= C

+

bJCx

+

b^

2 +

bJL 3

+

bJCA

+

b jc 5

+

e

Where:
Y = participation UPI,
b = the regression coefficients for the respective predictor variables,
Xx= school size,
X2= percent minority,
X = percent low-SES,
3

X = community type (i.e., 1 = rural, 2 = town, 3 = small city, 4 = urban, and 5 =
4

metropolitan),
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Xj = school type (i.e., = high school and = combination school), and
0

1

e = random error or unexplained variance.
The initial statistical approach was to enter all five predictor variables simultaneously.
As a test of Hypothesis 1, a Pearson Product Moment Correlation was calculated between
the achievement and participation RPIs for SY 1993-94 in order to measure the direction and
strength of the relationship between the achievement and participation RPIs. As a test of
Hypothesis 2, the achievement and participation UPIs and RPIs were replicated, using data
from SY 1991-92 and SY 1992-93. Pearson Product Moment Correlations were calculated
between the residuals for Sys 1991-92 to 1993-94 in order to test the indices’ stability over
time.

Phase II: The Quantitative Component
Phase II was devoted to a more in-depth analysis o f the school effectiveness
classifications resulting from the analysis of SY 1993-94 achievement and participation data.
The statistical analyses conducted in Phase II were aimed at (a) describing the school
effectiveness classifications derived from of either the achievement or participation RPIs
alone, (b) comparing the two models for consistency o f classification, and (c) creating a third
classification scheme based on the simultaneous utilization o f both indices.
Phase II Hypothesis
Hypothesis 1
In light of the moderate correlation identified in Phase I between the participation and
achievement SEIs, it is expected that most—but not all—schools will be categorized as
consistently effective for achievement and participation.
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Statistical Analyses
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the residuals from the regression analyses were utilized
as SEIs in classifying each of the 308 sample schools into three effectiveness categories:
effective, typical and ineffective. The schools were first classified into three categories of
effectiveness based on the SY 1993-94 achievement RPI calculated in Phase I; they were then
classified a second time, based on the SY 1993-94 participation RPI alone. For each
classification scheme, a cut-off point of ±.674 SD was adopted as the criterion for
effectiveness, following the precedent established by Lang (1991), Crone et al. (1994), and
Freeman (1997). hi other words, schools that were at least .674 SD above the mean residual
were categorized “effective,” while those that were at least .674 SD below the mean residual
were labeled ‘Ineffective.” Schools that fell between the two cutoffs were categorized as
“typical.”
The two sets of effectiveness classifications were then crossed walked. The resulting
dual-classification scheme made it possible to assign each of the 308 sample schools to one
o f nine cells in a 3 x 3 contingency table, as pictured in Figure 3.1.
The achievement and participation indicators were later replicated with data from SY
1991-92 and SY 1992-93, using the same statewide sample o f 308 schools in order to (a)
measure the stability of the two-criteria, effectiveness classification over time and (b) compare
the stability o f this model to the stability of the two one-criterion models (i.e., the
effectiveness classifications based on achievement alone or participation alone).
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FIGURE 3.1
School Effectiveness Classification Matrix for Dual-Index Model

Phase III: The Qualitative Component
Though it was demonstrated in Phases I and II that it is possible to create a high
school effectiveness classification based on both achievement and participation, the simple
ability to construct such a classification scheme is not sufficient to justify its implementation.
Further research was deemed necessary to judge the validity of the alternative two-criterion
(participation/achievement) SEI. That is, it was deemed essential to determine the SEI’s
ability to accurately and consistently differentiate between schools with varying success in
promoting student participation and/or achievement. This was accomplished in Phase III by
conducting in-depth, site-based research at four schools targeted on the basis of their outlier
effectiveness status.
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Phase IQ Hypotheses
While no formal a priori hypotheses were developed for use in Phase HI, it was
expected that, if the Phase II effectiveness classifications of the four targeted schools were
accurate, the schools would exhibit certain climate characteristics that previous research has
associated with effective high schools
On the basis of prior research (e.g., Coleman, Hoffer and Kilgore, 1982; Firestone,
Rosenblum and Webb, 1987; Rutter et al., 1979; Teddlie and Reynolds, in press; Teddlie and
Stringfield, 1993) it was assumed, for example, that high schools with consistently high
effectiveness ratings would support a school climate with the following characteristics.
1. Students are (and believe themselves to be) valued on the basis of their individual
talents (i.e., not solely on the basis of innate academic ability).
2. Students consider administrators and teachers approachable and sensitive to their
needs. Likewise, school staff exhibit personal interest in and high expectations for their
students.
3. Students and staff alike feel that rules are clearly understood, fair, and impartially
enforced. They also believe that students are encouraged to exercise self-discipline.
4. Appropriate curricula and learning opportunities are available to all students,
regardless o f whether they choose an academic or vocational track.
5. Appropriate extracurricular opportunities are available so that students have ample
opportunity to develop social and leadership skills.
Conversely, from prior research (e.g., Coleman, Hoffer and Kilgore, 1982; Rutter et
al., 1979; Teddlie and Reynolds, in press; Teddlie and Stringfield, 1993) it was assumed that
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high schools with consistently low effectiveness ratings would exhibit the following
characteristics.
1. The school is characterized by an unnecessarily authoritarian climate where pupils
are “managed” through rigidly defined rules, impersonally and/or inconsistently enforced.
2

. Students and school staff maintain their distance from each other. Students feel

administrators and teachers are unsupportive and insensitive to their needs. School staff,
meanwhile, have a low opinion and/or low expectations for their students and see rule
enforcement as primarily for “teacher protection” rather than “student correction” (DeJung,
1985).
3. Appropriate curricula and learning opportunities are not available, particularly with
regard to vocational opportunities for students with lesser academic skills or interests.
4. Appropriate extracurricular opportunities are not available or are reserved only for
students who are high performers, academically.
In those cases classified as “differentially effective,” it was expected that the school
would exhibit some characteristics of an effective school and some characteristics of an
ineffective school. Presumably, the specific mixture o f traits would be dependent on whether
the school were identified as “low participation/high achievement” or “low achievement/high
participation.”
Sampling Strategy
School Selection Methods
Purposive sampling was used in Phase HI to select four schools classified as “outlier
cases” for in-depth, site-based research. Outlier studies are commonly conducted in school
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effectiveness research in order to “focus scarce resources on the careful study of unusual, and
often unusually desirable, cases.’’(Stringfield, 1993, p. 82).
Two ofthe four schools studied in Phase HI were classified as “differentially effective”
for participation and achievement, based on their 1993-94 performance on both the
participation and achievement indices. One school was located in an urban area, while the
other was in a rural setting. Nonetheless, both schools were “effective” for achievement (i.e.,
their achievement SEIs were at least .674 SD above the mean) but “ineffective” for
participation (i.e., their participation SEIs were at least .674 SD below the mean.
A third differentially effective school was targeted: an inner-city school that was
ineffective for achievement but effective for participation in 1993-94. The fourth school
visited in Phase m was located in a rural area and was categorized “consistently ineffective”
for both indicators; that is, it’s 1993-94 achievement and participation SEIs were both well
below expectations.
Subject Selection for Interviews and Observations
Purposive sampling was again used at each rite to identify school site administrators,
teachers, and students to be interviewed or included in teacher and student focus groups.
According to Krueger (1980), purposive sampling is the preferred method for selecting focus
group respondents in order to ensure that the viewpoints of all identifiable subgroups are
represented despite the focus group’s size and homogeneity constraints.
The principal, assistant principal(s), and guidance counselors also were interviewed
at each school site, while teacher and student focus group participants were identified by the
principal, within certain pre-established guidelines. Each principal was instructed to recruit
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an eight-member teacher focus group consisting of two math/science teachers, two humanities
teachers (i.e., English, social studies, history, foreign languages, etc.), one physical education
teacher, one vocational teacher, one special education teacher, and a school librarian. The
intent was to convene a group that could speak to the school’s overall instructional
program—both academic (college preparatory) and vocational—and that also would be able
to provide insights into support services for students with learning or physical disabilities.
To the degree possible, the principal was asked to assemble a group that approximated
the ethnic/gender make-up of the faculty. For example, the teacher focus group could not be
homogeneous for ethnicity or gender if the faculty included individuals of both genders and
varied ethnic backgrounds. The principal also was instructed, where possible, to select only
teachers who had been assigned to the site for at least two years to ensure that each focus
group member had sufficient tenure at the school to comment knowledgeably about school
norms and processes.
Given the size o f the discussion group, it was necessary to schedule the teacher focus
group after school. As a gesture of appreciation (and an added incentive for teachers to
contribute their personal time to the study), each teacher was paid a $15 stipend. The
stipends were handed to each teacher personally at the end of the focus group.
Similar guidelines were established for the selection of student focus group
participants. The optimum student focus group was described as an eight-member group
consisting o f two freshmen (9th graders), two sophomores (10th graders), two juniors (11th
graders), and two seniors (12th graders). The principal was asked to divide recruits evenly
by gender and to recruit members so that the final group was a rough approximation of the
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student body’s ethnic make-up. The principal also was instructed to include two students
who were pursuing a vocational track to ensure that some focus group members could speak
from personal experience when describing the school’s ability to serve the vocational needs
of its students. Finally, with the exception of the two ninth graders, the principal was asked
to limit his/her focus group selection to students who were in at least their second year o f
enrollment at the school.
To ensure that student rights were protected, each principal was provided a parental
permission form (See Appendix A) to be completed by each student’s parent or legal guardian
prior to the student focus group. At the outset of each focus group, all students were advised
o f the confidential nature o f the discussion and the safeguards that had been set in place to
ensure that the confidentiality o f their remarks would not be breached.
Qualitative Data Collection

Site visits were conducted at each of the four Phase HI schools during the month of
May 1996 in order to gather qualitative information that (a) could be used to gauge the
accuracy o f each school’s participation and achievement classifications and (b) would lend
insight into how some schools might be differentially effective for participation and
achievement, while others were consistently classified.
As previously mentioned, qualitative data were collected at each site through a series
o f administrator interviews as well as teacher and student focus groups. Though field notes
were taken in all interviews and focus groups each session also was tape-recorded for
subsequent transcription and analysis.
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The various interview and focus group protocols are appended (See Appendices B-C).
All followed Spradley’s (1980) recommended structure; that is, the protocols opened with
grand tour questions designed to elicit general information while putting the subjects at ease.
Subsequent questions became progressively focused in order to verify nuances of meaning in
the subjects’ comments and tease out further details. For example, discussion o f school
disciplinary practices and policies typically began with the very general grand tour question:
“Tell me about discipline here at this school.” to avoid the biasing effect o f a more explicit
question. Depending on the response, a series of more focused probes was then utilized. For
instance, when necessary, teachers focus group members might be asked, “Do the students
here seem to think the rules and the disciplinary procedures are handled fairly?” Students
were asked a parallel question, worded to their perspective: “How fair do you think the adults
at this school are when it comes to enforcing rules?”
Interviews
As previously mentioned, one-on-one interviews were conducted with key
administrative staff (i.e., the principal and assistant principals, as well as the guidance
counselor, where possible), following a standardized interview format and protocol (See
Appendices B-C). The interview protocols were designed to elicit information on school
climate characteristics and norms associated with high schools that have been identified as
exceptionally effective in promoting student engagement and/or achievement (Coleman,
Hoffer and Kilgore, 1982; Diprete, 1981; Etzioni 1982; Firestone, 1988; Levine and Lezotte,
1990). Each interview ran 30-60 minutes, and was tailored to the administrator’s specific role
at the school (e.g., supervisor o f instruction, discipline coordinator, etc.).
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Focus Groups
As previously mentioned, two focus groups were conducted at each site: one with
members of the instructional staff, the other with students Each focus group ran 60-90
minutes in length. Here again, the focus group protocols were designed to elicit the faculty’s
and student’s perspectives on educational norms and conditions at the school that research
has shown to be influential in shaping student achievement, engagement, and/or alienation
(Firestone and Rosenblum, 1988; Hallinger and Murphy, 1985; Coleman, Hoffer and
Kilgore, 1982; Etzioni, 1982). Each focus group followed a pre-established protocol (See
Appendices B-C) that tracked the protocols used in the administrator interviews. It therefore
was possible during qualitative analysis to compare principal, faculty, and student perceptions
of conditions and processes at the school.
Qualitative Data Analysis

All field notes and/or transcripts from school observations, administrator interviews,
and teacher/student focus groups were analyzed using the constant comparative technique
(Patton, 1980). This method of document analysis is an iterative process of unitizing and
categorizing text that enables the researcher to identify recurring themes and to further
develop them so that comparisons can be made from one group o f respondents to the next
and/or from one interview topic to the next.
As previously mentioned, a single series of interview and focus group protocols was
used during all four sites visits and for all groups with some minor variation to tailor the
questions to the specific group. Findings from the interviews and focus groups were
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supplemented with general school observations that, altogether, formed the basis for case
studies on each school.
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CHAPTER 4.

THE IMPACT ON HIGH SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS CLASSIFICATIONS WHEN
BOTH ACHIEVEMENT AND PARTICIPATION ARE CONSIDERED

Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter , the purpose of this study was to develop and test an
1

alternative composite indicator ofhigh school performance that measured the extent to which
high schools are successful in keeping all of their students actively “participating” in
schooling. The aim was to pair this nontraditional, noncognitive indicator o f student
“participation” with a more traditional achievement-based indicator, both o f which could be
incorporated into an education performance monitoring system or a school accountability
program.
Toward that end, a three-phase exploratory study was conducted, the first two phases
of which are discussed in this Chapter. Two a priori hypotheses were advanced at the outset
of the research, one relating to the psychometric portion of the study (Phase I), and one
relating to the quantitative component (Phase II). The two hypotheses are listed below.
Phase I Hypothesis
The participation and achievement unadjusted performance indicators (UPIs)
constructed in Phase I measure two inter-related yet distinct dimensions o f high school
performance, and therefore will show a moderate, positive correlation as measured by the
Pearson Product Moment Correlation.
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Phase II Hypothesis

In light o f the moderate correlation identified in Phase I between the participation and
achievement SEIs, it is expected that most—but not all—schools will be categorized as
consistently effective for achievement and participation.

Phase I: The Psychometric Component
Introduction

As noted in Chapter 3, two pairs of SEIs were calculated during Phase I for each of
the 308 high schools in the study sample. Each pair o f scores consisted o f one traditional (i.e,
cognitive) index and one nontraditional (i.e., noncognitive) index representing student
“participation” in schooling.

All four scores were unweighted, school-level indices

representing the mean student performance of all regular education students in grades 9-12.
The two pairs o f scores differed in only one regard. One pair of scores were
unadjusted for student background characteristics (UPIs). These UPIs were subsequently
entered as criterion variables in separate regression equations that predicted student
achievement and participation, controlling for student and school intake characteristics. RPIs
next were calculated by subtracting the predicted scores that were output by the regression
analysis from the UPIs. Hence, the RPIs were actually “residual scores” representing the
difference between the actual and predicted scores (See Figure 4.1).
In all, three pairs of UPIs were calculated were calculated for all 308 sample schools,
based on data from SY 1993-94, SY 1992-93, and SY 1991-92. The most extensive analyses
were conducted, using data from SY 1993-94. That dataset was the most current of the three
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School Effectiveness Indicator (Residual) Predicted Score - Actual Score
RPI

UPI

FIGURE 4.1.

Formula Used in Calculating the Relative Performance Indicators (RPIs)
years o f data, and also was the dataset most extensively verified and corrected by the LDE.
Inasmuch as the RPIs were derived from the UPIs, the calculation and characteristics of the
unadjusted indices will be discussed first.
Calculation o f the Achievement and Participation Unadjusted (Actual) Performance
Indicators (UPIs)

Calculation o f the Achievement UPI
Several methods have been used by different researchers to produce composite
achievement scores. These methods have differed, both in the selection of component scores
and in the technique used to produce a composite score. (For a more detailed discussion, see
Chapter 3). The method that ultimately was adopted for this research has been used in a
series o f studies in Louisiana (Crone, et. al., 1994; Crone, et. al., 1995; Crone and Teddlie,
1995; Lang, 1991). That is, the achievement UPIs were composite scores reflecting all five
components o f a high stakes, high school graduation exit examination administered in grades
10 and 11. Calculating the UPIs entailed a four-step process.
1. For each subject area, individual student-level raw scores were converted to a
common mean and standard deviation (T scores), using each component’s statewide mean and
standard deviations (Cohen, Swerdlik, and Phillips, 1996; Hinkle, Wiersma and Jurs, 1988).
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2. The transformed student-level scores were summed to the school level and averaged.
3. These school-level averages were standardized again (transformed to z scores,
which have a mean of

0 . 0

and a standard deviation o f . ).
1

0

4. The five standardized school-level averages were summed and averaged, producing
a single school-level composite representing all five components. This composite was
standardized one final time to facilitate its comparison to the participation UPI

. 1

Calculation o f the Participation UPI
As noted in Chapter 3, the participation UPI was a noncognitive behavioral index
representing the degree to which schools are successful in keeping all o f their students
actively participating in schooling. Toward that end, the participation UPI was based on a
combination o f three student behavioral outcomes: student attendance, suspension, and
dropout rates. (The formulae used in calculating the three rates are described in detail in
Chapter 3.) Because prior research has demonstrated that dropout and suspension rates are
inversely related to both attendance and achievement (Crone and Franklin, 1992; Franklin and
Crone, 1993), the direction o f the suspension and dropout components was reversed so that
all three component scores would be positively correlated with achievement and in the same
direction with attendance.
This was accomplished by subtracting the suspension rate from 1.0., thereby creating
a rate o f “student discipline,” and subtracting the dropout rate from . , creating a rate of
1

1

0

Note: Each time component scores are combined to produce a school-level average, the
resulting score has its own unique mean and standard deviation. For this reason, the
school-level averages were standardized one last time to restore the final index to a mean
o f 0.0 and a standard deviation of 1.0 that could be readily compared with a second SEI
that had the same mean and standard deviation.
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“student retention.” A hypothetical 15% suspension rate therefore would translate into an
85% “discipline rate,” while a 20% dropout rate would translate into an 80% “retention” rate.
The procedure used to construct the participation UPI from its component scores
closely resembles the procedure used to construct the achievement UPI, with one important
difference. The suspension and dropout rates were all school-level percentages; therefore it
was unnecessary to standardize the component scores in order to combine them. The three
rates therefore were summed and averaged, yielding an unweighted, school-level composite
representing mean school performance for attendance, discipline, and retention. That
composite was then standardized to facilitate its comparison with the achievement composite.
Phase I Research Questions
As mentioned previously, the primary focus o f Phase I was determining the
comparability o f the UPIs, the RPIs, and the effectiveness ratings they produced. Several
collateral questions also arose and were answered in the course of this initial psychometric
research.
1. How widely do schools vary in their ability to actively encourage student
participation (as represented by the participation composite score)?
2. What school and student input characteristics are most highly correlated with
student participation?
The Normality and Central Tendency of the Achievement and Participation UPIs
As a first step in answering these questions, the distributions o f the SY 1993-94
achievement and participation tests were examined. The results of those analyses are
summarized in Table 4.1
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As Table 4.1 shows, the SY 1993-94 achievement composite scores had a relatively
normal distribution, though one that was very leptokurtic or “peaked” (kurtosis=2.21). In
other words, the majority of scores were clustered around the mean. Overall, the distribution
of scores was negatively skewed (skewness=-.96), with more outliers falling in the lower
TABLE 4.1

Indicator

Mean

SD

Kurtosis

Achievement UPI

0 . 0

1 . 0

2 . 2 1

Participation UPI

0 . 0

1 . 0

7.17

Skewness

Range

-.96

7.48

I-*
►
VO
o

Achievement and Participation UPIs:
Normality and Central Tendency Statistics

8.47

range. Scores ranged from a low of -4.65 to a high o f 2.83, indicating that the lowest
achieving schools were more than 4 SD below the statewide average, while the highest
achieving schools were nearly 3 SD above the statewide mean. The total range o f scores was
7.48, indicating wide variation in the levels o f student achievement between the highest- and
lowest-performing schools.
The SY 1993-94 participation UPIs were even more leptokurtic (“peaked”) in their
distribution (kurtosis=7.17), and also were more negatively skewed (skewness=-1.90) than
the achievement UPIs (See Table 4.1). Here again, the lowest-performing schools were more
than 4

SD below the state mean, while the highest performing schools were slightly more than

3 SDs above the mean. The overall range of scores (8.47) surpassed the achievement data’s
range. Most researchers discard such outlier scores in the interest ofachieving a more normal
distribution for statistical considerations.

Though several extreme outlier cases were

identified, they were not dropped from the sample because, in a true accountability situation,
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it would not be possible simply to “discard schools” for statistical considerations. The data
on which this study was based went through a detailed data verification process and
supposedly reflected true conditions in the schools, not data error.
The distribution of achievement and participation UPIs (See Figure 4.2) are interesting
for three reasons. First, the nature of the distribution demonstrates th e wide variation that

Distribution of the Achievement and Participation UPIs
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13

*

5
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84
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FIGURE 4.2

Distribution o f the SY 1993-94
Achievement and Participation UPIs
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exists in the actual performance of schools. Second, the distributions are important from a
technical standpoint, because markedly non-normal data may have a biasing effect on
correlation coefficients, potentially causing the coefficient to be much larger or smaller than
the actual correlation between the variables in the population. This is crucial because
correlation coefficients serve as the basis for the indicator stability calculations reported later
in this study. Finally, the shape of the distributions later played a critical role in determining
how effectiveness “cut-offs” would be defined.
Hypothesis 1
As noted in Chapter 3, it was hypothesized at the outset of Phase I that the
achievement and participation UPIs measure two inter-related yet distinct dimensions of high
school performance and therefore would show a moderate, positive correlation. To test this
hypothesis, a Pearson Product Moment Correlation was calculated between the two SEIs,
resulting in an r of .67 (p < .001). In other words, the achievement and participation scores
were found to be moderately correlated, with a probability greater than expected by chance
alone.
Calculation o f the Achievement and Participation Relative Performance Indicators
(RPIs)

Once the achievement and participation UPIs had been constructed and their
relationship established, the two indicators were entered as criterion variables in separate but
identical regression equations predicting school mean achievement and school mean
participation while controlling for the influence o f school and student background variables
that (a) have known relationships with the criterion variables and (b) are outside the control
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of site staff. Five variables were entered as predictors in each regression equation: school
size, school community type, school type, percent minority, and percent low-SES. (The
operational definitions for each are described in detail in Chapter 3.)
As previously mentioned, a key consideration in calculating the RPIs was to account
for as much of the between-school variance as possible by controlling for the effect of these
five intervening variables. Because research has demonstrated that such factors are highly
inter-correlated, it was important to assess the magnitude of multicollinearity among the five
predictor variables prior to running the regressions to minimize “noise.” Collinearity checks
therefore were performed.

Tolerance o f a predictor (l-/?2^ is one of the criteria for

collinearity. As the multiple correlation (R) between one predictor and all other predictors
goes up, the tolerance (l-R 2) goes down. A tolerance level of .20 and smaller is an indicator
of multicollinearity.
The results of these analyses are summarized in Table 4.2. As the tolerance statistics

TABLE 43.
Multicollinearity Among Independent Variables Entered Into the Regression Equations
Variable Type

Tolerance Statistic

School Type

School

.533

Community Type

School

.515

School Size

School

.412

SES

Student

.384

Percent Minority

Student

.363

Variable
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indicate, there appear to be only moderate levels o f collinearity among the predictor variables
(i.e., the tolerance levels range from a high o f .533 (school type) to a low o f .363 (percent
minority). It is interesting to note that the lower levels o f collinearity are evidenced among
the three school variables (school type, community type, and size). As noted in Chapter 3,
school type, as operationalized for this study, is a categorical variable differentiating “high”
schools with the more traditional 9-12 grade configuration (coded as “0") from “combination”
schools (coded as “ 1") whose grade configurations include one or more grades in the K-7
range.
It is logical that school size, which is operationalized as cumulative enrollment for
grades 9-12 combined, should demonstrate the lowest tolerance level (.412) o f the three
school variables, indicating that it is somewhat related to community type and school type.
Louisiana’s typically rural/small town combination schools tend to have low grade-level
enrollments. On the other hand, the sample schools with the largest enrollments typically had
9 - 1 2

grade configurations and therefore were categorized as “high schools” for the purpose

of this research. Most of these very large “high schools” were located in metropolitan or
urban settings in SY 1993-94.
As previously noted, the predictor variables with the lowest tolerance levels (and
therefore highest levels of collinearity) were the two student variables, percent minority and
percent low-SES. This was expected; it was in fact presumed at the outset of the research
that minority status and income status would be highly inter-related, as has been the case with
much research at the elementary level. If this were the case, a four-factor model (consisting
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o f school size, school type, community type, and percent low-SES) might have been
preferable from both a measurement and an ethical standpoint.
What was in fact surprising is that the two variables exhibited moderate tolerance
levels, suggesting that the percentage o f students who are minority and who participate in
the subsidized lunch program are not as consistent at the high school levels as might have
been expected. As mentioned in Chapter 3 (and as will become more evident in reading
Chapter 5), percent free-lunch may not have been as adequate a measure o f family income
status at the secondary level as might have been desired due to the voluntary nature of the
federal free lunch program.
Pearson Product Moment Correlations were calculated among the five predictor
variables to add further insight into the relationships among them. As noted in Table 4.3, the
three school variables have moderate correlations with each other, ranging from a high of

TABLE 43
Correlations Among the Predictor Variables in the Regression Equations
School
Type
School Type

School
Size

Community
Type

Percent
Minority

1 .0 0

School Size

-.645*

Community Type

.437*

-.630*

1 .0 0

Percent Low-SES

.271*

-.289*

.078

-.

.209*

-.393*

Percent Minority
* g<.05

Percent
Low-SES

2 1 1

*

1 . 0 0

1 .0 0

.622*
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1 .0 0

-.645 (between school type and school size) to a low o f .437 (between school type and
community type). The highest correlation between any pair o f school/student variables is
between percent minority and community type (-.393), which is weaker than the weakest
correlation among two school type variables (.437), and not nearly so strong as the
correlation between the two student variables (.622). The correlation between community
type and percent low-SES is not even statistically significant (p>. 05).
Calculation o f the Achievement RPI
Ordinary least squares regression was used to predict the achievement RPIs. The
regression model called for the five independent variables previously described (i.e., school
type, school size, school community type, percent low-SES, and percent minority) to be
simultaneously entered into a linear equation in which the criterion variable was the
achievement UPI. Thus, the regression model predicting the achievement RPI was as follows:
Y =A +

+ b-jK-i + ^3^3 + ^4^4

"^5 + e

Where:
Y = achievement UPI,
A = the slope,
b = regression coefficients for the respective predictor variables,
Xj = school size,
X = percent minority,
2

X = percent low-SES,
3
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X4= community type (i.e., 5 ^metropolitan, 4 = urban, 3 = small city, 2 = town, and
1

= rural),
X j = school type (i.e., = high school and = combination school) and
0

1

e= random error o f unexplained variation.
As noted in Table 4.4, the coefficient o f determination (R2) was .502; that is, the five
predictor variables together accounted for roughly half (50%) o f the explained variance in
school level scores. The adjusted R (representing the adjustment to the coefficient of
2

determination when the number o f predictor variables is taken into consideration) was .494.
TABLE 4.4
Contribution of die Predictor Variables to the Explained Variance in Achievement
b

Beta

School Type

0.137

0.068

Community Type

0.080

0.119*

School Size

0 . 0 0 0

Predictor

0 . 0 0 2

Percent Low-SES

-0.005

-0.094

Percent Minority

-

-0.579*

0

. 0

2

0

.502

.502

.494
Adjusted R
* g < .05
Note: b = ims*aTufardi7«ri Beta = standardized

.494

R

2

2

Analysis

o f the regression weights (betas) shows that percent minority made the

greatest contribution to the explained difference in achievement among schools (p < 05). The
next most important predictor was community type (p < .05), followed by percent low-SES,
school type; and school size, in that order. The regression weights o f only two variables
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(community type and percent minority) were statistically significant at the p <.05 level.
It is not particularly surprising that school type and size should make such a small
contribution to explained variance in achievement after community type is taken into account.
As previously mentioned, the three school-level variables are moderately inter-related.
Apparently, they are less important as independent predictors than as integral parts of the
larger construct of school context. (School context refers to aspects of the surrounding
community that have an impact on the organization and climate of the school.)
It was more surprising, however, that percent minority should be so much more
important than percent low-SES in explaining between-school variance. The two variables
are, after all, more highly correlated ( It2=.622) then any other pairing of variables, and are
more or less interchangeable in most school effectiveness studies, especially those conducted
at the elementary level (Brookover et. al., 1979; Teddlie and Stringfield, 1993).
Calculation of the Participation RPI
The same regression model and predictor variables used to predict the achievement
RPIs were used to predict the participation RPIs. The regression model thus called for the
same five independent variables to be simultaneously entered into a linear equation in which
the criterion variable was the participation UPI. Thus, the regression model predicting the
participation RPI was as follows:
f = C + ijATj + b^C2 + b ^ 3 + bJCA +b5 X5 + e

Where:
Y = participation UPI,
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C = the slope,

b = regression coefficients for the respective predictor variables,
X, = school size,
Xs = percent minority,
X = percent low-SES,
3

X4= community type (i.e., 5 =metropolitan, 4 = urban, 3 = small city, 2 = town, and
1

= rural),
X = school type (i.e.,
5

0

= high school and = combination school), and
1

e= random error of unexplained variation.
As noted in Table 4.5, the coefficient o f determination (R2) was .411; that is, die five
predictor variables together accounted for roughly 41% o f the explained variance in school
level scores. The adjusted R2 was .401.
TABLE 4.5
Prwrtrihirtirm of the Predictor Variables to the Explained Variance in Participation
Beta

b

Predictor
School Type

0.137

Community Type

0.080

0.287*

School Size

0.000

-0.173*

Percent Low-SES

-0.005

-0.257*

Percent Minority

-

-0.233*

0

. 0

2

0

0 . 0 2 1

.411

.411

.401
Adjusted R
* 5 < .05
Note: b = imtt!wufanfi»it Beta = standardized

.401

R

2

2
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Analysis of the regression weights (betas) shows that community type made the
greatest contribution to the explained difference in participation among schools, with a beta
weight of .287 (g<.005). The next most important predictor was percent low-SES, followed
by percent minority, school size, and school type, in that order. The regression rates of four
variables (community type, school type, percent low income, and percent minority) all were
significant at p <05.
Importance of the School and Student Intake Variables As Predictors of Achievement and
Participation

When the results of the two regressions are compared, community type made a greater
contribution to explained variance in achievement and participation than any other predictor
variable; that is, community type was the most important predictor o f school-level rates of
student participation and the second most important predictor of student achievement at the
school level. The fact that community type was so important a predictor of both outcomes
underscores the importance o f school context and community norms in shaping staff and
student expectations for achievement and discipline.
School type— the fourth most important predictor of achievement and the least
im po r ta n t

predictor of participation— was the only predictor of the five that did not make a

statistically significant contribution to explained variance in either equation. In the interest
of creating a more parsimonious model, it would seem logical to drop school type from the
regression equations in future research, with one caution. The variable probably would have
been more powerful a predictor if operationalized differently. As noted in Chapter 3, though
composite schools were included in the study sample, only the student performance data for
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grades 9-12 were incorporated into the composites and predictor variables. For example,
performance data for students enrolled in grades K

- 8

were discarded when calculating

attendance, discipline, and dropout component scores for K-12 schools; likewise, achievement
results were based entirely on tests administered in grades 10 and 11. Had die performance
data used in this model reflected mean student performance across all grade levels in the
schools (as might have been die case were this model used for accountability purposes), the
school type variable would probably have been much more important.
Comparative Stability of the Achievement and Participation RPIs

When developing school indicator and accountability systems, it is not enough simply
to measure school performance at one point in time; there is an expectation that periodic
(generally annual) snapshots will be taken so that the outcomes o f interest can be monitored
over time, and trends studied. Indicator stability thus becomes an issue. As Fhz-Gibbon
(1996) notes, it is important that researchers determine if indicators can “retain their
interpretation from year to year and ...make sensitive, longitudinal comparisons possible
(163).” It therefore was necessary not only to develop the achievement and participation
composites, but to test them across a series o f years in order to study their stability.
The SY 1993-94 achievement and participation indicators were replicated with data
fro m

SY 1991-92 and SY 1992-93, using the same statewide sample o f 308 schools.

Following the examples ofMandeville (1987), Lang (1991), Kennedy (1997), and TeddHe and
Stringfield (1993), SEI stability was measured by calculating Pearson Product Moment
Correlations between the residuals obtained each year. The results o f those stability analyses
are summarized in Table 4.6.
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TABLE 4.6
Stability o f the Relative Performance Indicators as Measured by die Pearson Product Moment

Correlation; SY 1991-92 to SY 1993-94
1993-94

1992-93

1991-92

Achievement RPIs
1993-94

1 .0

1992-93

.85*

1991-92

.82*

1 . 0

.71*

1 .0

Participation RPIs
1993-94

1 .0

1992-93

.52*

1991-92

.60*

1 .0

.62*

1 .0

p < .0001

As shown in the table, the achievement RPIs were very stable across the three years,
with correlation coefficients o f .71 and above, aS three years. The scores were most stable
between SY 1992-93 and SY 1993-94 (r =. 82). Interestingly, the relationship between the
SY 1991-92 RPI and the SY 1993-94 RPI was stronger (r=.82) than between the SY 199192 RPI and the SY 1992-93 score (r=.71).
The participation RPIs showed less stability than the achievement RPIs, but were
nonetheless moderately correlated. The scores were most stable between SY 1991-92 and
SY 1992-93 (r=.62), though the relationship between the SY 1991-92 and SY 1993-94
scores was almost as strong (r=.60). Stability was lowest (r=.52) between SY 1992-93 and
SY 1993-94.
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Several explanations can be offered for the achievement RPI’s greater stability. First,
it is generally recognized that behavior (in this case student participation in schooling as
reflected by attendance, suspension and dropout data) typically changes before cognitive
change becomes evident (Hopkins, 1996; Teddlie and Stringfield, 1993).

Looking

longitudinally at school performance, it is possible that some o f the sample schools became
more or less effective for participation due to alterations in school disciplinary policy,
curriculum, climate, or other key factors that could have influenced student attendance,
discipline, and/or dropout rates. Such change would likely have been reflected in behavioral
outcomes before it had an obvious impact on student achievement; indeed, it might be said
that some degree o f change in behaviors is almost prerequisite to noticeable change in overall
student achievement.
A greater degree o f instability also was expected from the participation indicator
because of the data’s different means of collection. As previously noted, the achievement
index is based on student performance on a standardized test administered to students in
grades

1 0

and

1 1

, where test administration and data collection methods are standardized and

closely scrutinized.

On the other hand, the component data used to construct the

participation indicator are reported by school districts to the LDE. Though LDE staff have
strived in recent years to standardize data definitions, some fluctuation in the participation
indicator may be attributable to inconsistencies in the way that schools and districts apply
those definitions when collecting and reporting student behavioral data. In fact, there is
anecdotal evidence that the LDE’s increasing efforts over time to implement and enforce
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standardized definitions caused entire districts’ attendance and dropout data to change during
the three-year period covered by this study.
For example, a standardized attendance definition was piloted in SY 1992-93 and
implemented statewide the following year, requiring that school districts calculate attendance
to the nearest half-day (Louisiana Department o f Education, 1994a). Until that time, some
Louisiana schools reported students absent only if their absences were unexcused; others
reported students absent anytime they missed a day, regardless o f whether the absence was
excused. At some sites, students were counted in attendance so long as they were present
for the first roll call of the day; at others, students had to be present at least 50% o f the day
to be credited with a day of attendance. Dropout definitions also varied from one district to
the next. Though the LDE adopted the federal dropout definition for data collection purposes
in SY 1993-94, the agency did not implement a computer system capable o f tracking
individual students (a technical breakthrough, critical to full enforcement o f the definition)
until SY 1995-96). Standardized definitions for reporting student suspensions came along
even later, in SY 1996-97 (Louisiana Department o f Education, 1998).
Now that standardized definitions finally have been adopted for the three components
of the partcipation composite, it will be interesting to see just how stable the participation
indicator becomes, and whether it ever matches or exceeds the achievement composite in
terms o f stability. Research suggests that, because the participation indicator is based on
performance at more grade levels than the achivement indicator (i.e., the achievement
indicator is based on student performance in grades

1 0

and

1 1

alone, while the dropout

indicator is based on grades 9-12 combined), it should be the more stable of the two
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indicators. Theoretically, the more grades included in the indicator, the less vulerable it is to
cohort difference. It remains to be seen whether the inherent instability of a behavioral
indicator reported by schools and districts will overcome the stablizing effect gained by
including more more cohorts in the indicator.

Phase II: The Quantitative Component
Introduction

The purpose of Phase II was to determine whether high schools that are classified
“effective” on the basis of mean student achievement are similarly effective for
“participation.” (These concepts are explored in detail in Chapter 1.) This was accomplished
by using the achievement and participation RPIs calculated in Phase I to measure the
effectiveness of all 308 sample schools, three different ways: (a) based on achievement alone,
(b) participation alone, or (c) a combination of the two. The results of those analyses are
summarized in the following section.
As noted in Chapter 1, two key decisions must be made when producing a school
effectiveness classification scheme: (a) how many levels o f “effectiveness” to identify, and (b)
where to draw the line between the various levels. For the purposes of this study, three levels
o f effectiveness were established (effective, typical, and ineffective), with “effectiveness”
defined by a school’s ability to perform above, at, or below prediction (See Chapter 1). The
decision as to where the respective cut-offs should be established was not so straightforward,
however.
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Effect of Differing the Classification Cut-off When a Single-Outcome Classification
Scheme is Used

Two methods of differentiating between effective, typical, and ineffective schools
were tested and compared during Phase II, using the SY 1993-94 achievement and
participation RPIs calculated during Phase I. The first method utilized a measure o f central
tendency; that is the effectiveness criterion was set at ±.674 SD, following the precedent
established by Lang(1991), Croneetal. (1994,1995),andFreeman(1997). Thus, all schools
that were at least .674 SD above the mean were identified as “effective,” all schools that were
at least .674 SD below the mean were labeled "‘ineffective,” and all others were designated
as “typical.” As was previously discussed, in a normally distributed population, approximately
25% ofthe population is expected to fall below -.674 SD, while 25% is expected to fell above
.674 SD. The remaining 50% of cases would fell between the two limits [See Hinkle,
Wiersma and Jurs (1998), Table C. lj.
The second method was based on “extreme groups. In this approach, all schools are
ranked from high to low by RPI, then the rank-ordered scores are divided into four equal
groups (quarters). Those schools in the top-performing quarter are identified as “effective,”
while those in the bottom quarter were labeled “ineffective.” The remaining 50% of schools
are designated “typical.”
As previously mentioned, both methods were tested, using the SY 1993-94
achievement and participation RPIs calculated in Phase I, resulting in four different
effectiveness classification schemes: (a) achievement alone ( based on ±.674 SD), (b)
achievement alone (based on a 25%/50%/25% “estreme groups” distribution), (c)
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participation alone (±.674 SD), and (d) participation alone (extreme groups distribution). As
noted in Table 4.7, the four classification schemes resulted in varying numbers of schools
classified as “effective” or ‘Ineffective.”

Because the achievement and participation

indicators were not normally distributed and were both negatively skewed (See Figure 4.2),
the classification scheme based on ±.674 SD resulted in more schools classified “effective”
than “ineffective,” regardless of which indicator (achievement or participation) is used.
TABLE 4.7

Effectiveness Classifications of Sample Schools, Using Four Classification Schemes
Achievement Alone

Ineffective

Typical

Participation Alone

Effective

Ineffective

Typical

±.674 SD
70

165

±.674 SD
73

60

178

154

70

25%/50%/25% Split

25%/50%/25% Split
77

Effective

77

77

154

77

When the ± .674 method is used, the imbalance in the number o f “effective” and “ineffective”
schools was smaller with the achievement indicator (3) then with the participation indicator
(10) because the achievement scores were more normally distributed. When a 25%/50%/25%
criterion was used, equal numbers of cases were identified as “effective” and “ineffective,”as
expected, and fewer schools fell into the “typicaTrange

. 2

The 77 schools identified “effective” using the achievement indicator and 25%/50%/25%
criterion is not necessarily the same group of 77 schools identified “effective,” based cm
participation alone.
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Effect o f Differing the Classification Criterion When a Two-Outcome Classification
Scheme is Used

The two sets o f SEIs next were crossed so that each school’s effectiveness
classification could be determined by its performance on both indicators. The result was a
SD Cut-off

n=308
Participation

Low
Low

25*
( . %)

Typical

(7.1%)

High

5
( . %)

8

1

Typical

High

41
(13.3%)

4
(1.3%)

soi

I
|

2 2

36
(11.7%)

IS

<
1

6

44
(14.3%)

'

24*:
(7.8%)

* Consistently classified
Figure 4.3

SY 1993-94 School Effectiveness Classifications:
Two Outcome Model, ±.674 Cutoff
spectrum o f effectiveness classifications ranging from “consistently effective” to “consistently
ineffective “ for both outcomes. A 3 x 3 contingency table was used to divide the 308 sample
schools into nine identifiable categories of effectiveness and to explore the consistency of
classifications across the two SEIs, using both the ±.674 SD cut-off and the 20%/50%/25%
cut-offs.
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Distribution o f Schools Based on a ±.674 Cut-off

Table 4 shows the distribution of schools when a two-outcome classification scheme
. 8

and a ±.674 SD cut-off were applied to the SY 1993-94 data. As might be expected, fully
one-third o f the sample schools (107 or 34.7%) were in the “typical” range on both indicators
and thus could be classified “consistently typical.” Another 25 schools (8.1%) performed
lower-than-expected for both achievement and participation, while 24 schools (7.8%)
exceeded expectations for both indicators. In sum, fully half of the schools (156 or 50.6%)
could be said to be consistently effective for both indicators (i.e., either consistently
ineffective, consistently typical, or consistently effective).

TABLE 4.8

Effectiveness Range of Schools, Based on the Two-Outcome Classification Scheme and a
Classification Cut-Off of ±.674 SD
n=308
Consistently
Ineffective

IneffectiveTypical

Consistendy
Typical

TypicalEffective

Consistently
Effective

Diametrically
Effective

Low-Low

Low-Typical

Typical-Typical

Typical-High

High-High

Low-High

25
( . %)

63
( %)

107
(34.7%)

80
(26%)

24
(7.8%)

9
(2.9%)

8

1

2 0

Due to the nature o f the two RPI distributions, fewer than three in every 100 schools
(9 or 2.9%) were diametrically classified for the two indicators (i.e., effective for one
indicator but ineffective for the other). The remainder of schools (143 or 46.4%) performed
as expected for one indicator (i.e., were in the typical range), but performed above or below
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expectations for the other.

Among those 143 schools, more cases were classified

“typical/high” (80 or 26%) than “typical/low” (20.5%). Viewed across a continuum from
“consistently ineffective” to “consistently effective,” the 308 sample schools were thus
distributed as shown in Figure 4.4.
Participation
Low

Typical

High

34

7

36*
Low

(11.7%)
0

(2.3%)

87*

35

(28.3%)

(11.4%)

33

35*

(
,

c
=
1
'■5
<

v

.

.

.

. ....

32
Typical

. %)

1 1

-•

(10.4%)

9
High

(2.9%)

-

(10.7%)

: (1L4%>

Figure 4.4

1993-94 School Effectiveness Classifications:
Two-Outcome Model and 25%/50%/25/ Cutoff
Distribution of Schools Based on a Extreme Groups Cutoff
Figure 4.4 shows the distribution of schools when a two-outcome classification
scheme and an extreme groups cut-off scheme were applied to the SY 1993-94 data. More
schools were categorized “consistently typical” (87 or 28.3%) than any other category.
Another 36 schools (11.7%) performed lower-than-expected for both achievement and
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participation, while 35 schools (11.4%) exceeded expectations for both indicators. Adding
these three groups of consistently classified schools together, it therefore could be said that
more than half of all sample schools (158 or 51.3%) were consistently effective. Another 16
schools (5.2%) were diametrically effective; that is, their performance was higher than
expected on one indicator, but lower than expected on the other. The remainder of schools
(134 or 43.5%) performed as expected for one indicator but were effective or ineffective for
the other. Among those 134 schools, the number of cases classified “typical/high”
22%) was only slightly larger than the number categorized “typical/low”

( 6

( 6

8

or

or 21.4%).

6

Viewed across a continuum from “consistently ineffective” to “consistently effective,” the 308
sample schools were thus distributed as shown in Table 4.9.

TABLE 4.9

Effectiveness Range of Schools, Based on the Two-Outcome Classification Scheme and a
Classification Cut-Off of 25%/50%/25%
n=308
Consistently
Ineffective

IneffectiveTypical

Consistently
Typical

TypicalEffective

Consistently
Effective

Diametrically
Effective

Low-Low

Low-Typical

TypicalTypical

Typical-High

High-High

Low-High

36
(11.7%)

(21.4%)

35
(11.4%)

16
(5.2%)

6 6

87
(28.3%)

6 8

( %)
2 2

Comparison of the ± .674 and Extreme Groups Classification Schemes

As noted in Chapter 1, the decision whether to use a cut-off based on the normal
distribution such as ±.674 SD or some fixed distribution such as an extreme group’s
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distribution when differentiating between levels of school effectiveness can have an important
impact on the number of schools classified effective or ineffective, particularly if the SEIs are
not normally distributed. The impact can be compounded when two indicators are used in
combination to determine school effectiveness.
The more regular score distribution afforded by the 25%/50%/25% classification
scheme would be more attractive for purposes of school accountability in that approximately
the same number of schools would be identified “effective” as “ineffective.” Inasmuch as the
aim of the study was to test the accuracy of the two-indicator classification scheme, the
±.674 SD cutoff was preferred. Theoretically, the more extreme the outlier, the more
pronounced the contrasts between effective and ineffective schools and the more productive
the comparisons between schools at opposing ends of the effectiveness spectrum (Stringfield,
1994). Furthermore, the more extreme the outliers on either effectiveness indicator, the more
interesting those few cases where schools were diametrically classified. Unfortunately, the
more stringent the classification criterion, the fewer the number o f outliers at the extremes
of the distribution, and the fewer the candidates for focused site-based research.
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CHAPTER 5.

QUALITATIVE FINDINGS FROM THE PHASE m SITE VISITS

Introduction
As mentioned at the conclusion to Chapter 3, the simple intellectual exercise of
constructing a high school effectiveness classification scheme based on achievement and
behavioral data is not sufficient to justify its implementation in a real policy setting. The
Phase IQ site-based research therefore was conducted in the spring o f1996 in order to gather
detailed qualitative data that could be used to check the validity o f the achievement and
participation SEIs calculated for the schools.
There was, however, a second motivation in visiting the Phase III schools: to gain
additional information on the climate and culture of those schools whose SEIs indicated that
they were not only differentially effective for achievement and participation, but diametrically
effective. That is, their extremely high ratings on one indicator were diametrically opposed
to their extremely low ratings on the other. Researchers have long speculated that such
schools might exist (Good and Brophy, 1986); this study provided an opportunity to identify
and explore several.
Purposive sampling was used to select four schools for in-depth research. Two o f the
schools selected were diametrically effective, based on their SY 1993-94 data. For the
purposes of this research, they are identified as City Park and Belle Monde high schools.
Two consistently classified schools also were selected: one, consistently ineffective (Palmetto
High School), the other, consistently effective (Celebration High School). Unfortunately,
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permission to visit Celebration was withdrawn at the last minute, and — with the end of SY
1995-96 looming only a month away— a fourth school was substituted (Lost Lake

) . 1

Though there was no deliberate attempt to visit schools that were representative of
the statewide population of high schools, it appears in retrospect that the four Phase III sites
cut across the general demography and geography o f secondary education in Louisiana. As
noted in Table 5.1, the two diametrically effective schools (Belle Monde and City Park) were
large, metropolitan schools with traditional high school (i.e., 9-12) grade configurations. The
consistently ineffective school that was sampled (Palmetto) was a small, rural 9-12 school
located at the center of the state, while the fourth school (Lost Lake) was a small, juniorsenior high in a metropolitan district.

TABLE 5.1

1993-94 Snapshot of Four Phase HI Schools
Indicator

Belle Monde

City Park

Lost Lake

Palmetto

Urbanicity

Metro

Metro

Rural*

Rural

Grade Configuration

9-12

9-12

7-12

9-12

School Size

1,814

1,194

444

709

Percent Low-SES

24.6%

59.0%

30.8%

14.9%

Percent Minority

36.9%

97.5%

31.6%

7.9%

* Though the school was identified as “metropolitan” in the data acquired from the state, its
urbanicity status has been corrected to reflect the true nature o f the location.

Inasmuch as the most recent data available for this study reflected SY 1993-94
performance and site visits were conducted in the spring o f SY 1995-96, it seemed unwise
to postpone a visit to Celebration to the start o f yet another school year.
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From a demographic standpoint, the four schools also were fairly representative of
Louisiana secondary schools. As noted in Table 5.1, the four schools were quite varied in
terms of the ethnic composition and economic status o f their student bodies in SY 1993-94.
In two schools (Belle Monde and Lost Lake), the percentage of minority students enrolled
mirrored the ethnic make-up of the state as a whole; that is roughly one in three students were
members of minority groups.

The other two schools were at opposite ends of the

demographic spectrum in that one (City Park) was 97.5% minority, while the other (Palmetto)
was 92.1% white. Finally, the percent of low-income students enrolled in the four schools
ranged from a low of 14.9% (Palmetto) to a high of 59.0% (City Park).
As previously noted, the four schools were selected on the basis oftheir effectiveness
ratings in SY 1993-94. Three of the four schools were consistently classified for at least two
of the three years studied: (a) Belle Monde was a high achievement/low participation school
for two out o f three years; (b) City Park was ineffective for achievement all three years and
effective for participation two out of three years; (c) Palmetto was consistently ineffective for
all three years. In view of the fact that the schools’ SEIs had shown relative stability
throughout the

SY 1991-92 to SY 1993-94 period, it seemed likely that they would maintain

their effectiveness status, barring any major reform initiatives.
It is nonetheless important to note that the four site visits were not conducted until
the spring of 1996. It is therefore possible that the climate and culture of the schools may
have changed during the interval between the end of Phase II data analysis (S Y 1993-94) and
the Phase HI site visits two years later.
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Cross-Case Analysis
The interviews, observations, and focus groups that were conducted during the Spring
1996 site visits produced a wealth of information that was captured through field notes and
audio recordings, then later transcribed. These notes then were systematically analyzed using
the constant comparative method (Patton, 1980). As noted in Chapter 3, this type of content
analysis is an iterative process of unitizing and categorizing text that enables the researcher
to identify recurring themes and to further develop them so that comparisons can be made
from one group o f respondents to the next and/or from one interview topic to the next.
Five broad topics emerged through the unitization and categorization process. Of
those five topics, two— academic and disciplinary norms at the school— became the primary
measures for determining whether attitudes and processes at the school site appeared to
corroborate that, school’s particular rating on the achievement and participation indicators.
Further iterations of the categorization process yielded more detailed and explicit traits that
were particularly useful in determining whether the school profile that emerged from the
content analysis conformed with a set of a priori assumptions describing schools that are
either (a) effective or ineffective for achievement, and/or (b) effective or ineffective for
participation
Three other topics that emerged during the analysis— school leadership, stability, and
reputation— were less overtly related to the outcomes measured by the achievement and
participation indicators, but nonetheless provided important information that appeared to
explain why the schools subscribed to the achievement and disciplinary norms that they did.
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They therefore are treated as “ancillary findings,” and are discussed in greater detail in
Chapter .
6

To facilitate comparison of the four Phase III schools, each school was assigned a
series of ratings, indicating whether the effectiveness characteristic was “evident” (©) or “not
evident” (©) from the qualitative analysis. At some sites, the evidence was “mixed” (o). The
schools’ ratings on each dimension are summarized in Table 5.2.
Dimensions of High School Effectiveness: Evidence from the Phase HI Site Visits
Disciplinary Norms at the School
As noted in Chapter 2, research shows that effective high schools tend to adopt a
more decentralized approach to discipline, with teachers playing an active role in setting and
enforcing discipline policy (Firestone and Rosenblum, 1988). More effective high schools also
have been characterized as emphasizing student self-discipline over top-down authoritative
control, and as governed by rules that are both reasonable and consistently enforced
(Coleman, Hoffer and Kilgore, 1982; Etzioni, 1982; Firestone and Rosenblum, 1988; Rutter
et al., 1979). In the following section, the four sample schools are described according to
their performance on those six disciplinary dimensions.
Safe and Orderly Environment. It was relatively easy evaluating three o f the four
schools on this dimension o f school disciplinary climate Three schools (Belle Monde, Lost
Lake, and Palmetto) were characterized as having safe learning environments in that they
appeared to be relatively free of serious misbehavior (e.g., violent or disruptive incidents,
possession o f controlled substances, etc.). Inasmuch as Belle Monde also appeared to be
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TABLE 5.2

Belle
Monde

City
Park

Lost
Lake

Palmetto

The school offers a safe and orderly
environment for students and staff

©

o

o

o

Discipline is decentralized (i.e., not
handled in a centralized or authoritative
manner).

©

©

©

©

Teachers are integrally involved in setting
and enforcing day-to day discipline policies
at the school.

©

©

©

©

The faculty considers the school’s rules to
be reasonable, fair, and impartially
enforced.

©

©

©

©

The students consider the school’s rules to
be reasonable, fair, and impartially
enforced.

©

o

©

©

Students have regular opportunities to
develop and demonstrate self-discipline.

©

©

©

©

©©
I i il
O N

©= 2
©=2
o=2

©=
©=5
o=

® ©
I I II
>—1 L/l O

Cross-Case Comparisons
Effectiveness Characteristics of the Four Schools Visited in Phase III

O

©

©

o

Effectiveness Characteristics

o

Subtotals

0

1

o

Disciplinary Norms

Academic Norms

The school staff maintains high long-term
expectations for students.

(table continued)
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Effectiveness Characteristics

Belle
Monde

City
Park

Lost
Lake

Palmetto

The school staff maintains high yet
a t t a i n a b l e standards for academic
achievement (a shorter-term expectation).

■

o

©

©

©

Press for academic achievement is high, as
evidenced by such factors as peer and
parental pressure to achieve, recognition
programs for students who excel
academically, etc.

©

©

o

©

Appropriate curricula and learning
opportunities are available to all students,
including challenging subject matter for
gifted and talented students as well as
tutoring and/or other specialized academic
support for lower-performing students.

o

©

©

©

Schooling is made relevant to students
through academic and career counseling.

©

©

©

o

Schooling is made relevant to all students
through applied academic instruction and
opportunities for job skills development
(e.g., academies or vocational training).

o

o

©

o

Appropriate extracurricular opportunities
are available to all students so that they
have ample opportunity to develop their
social and leadership skills.

©

©

©

o

© =

1

© = 0

© = 2

© =

5

© = 6

©= 0
©=3

o = 2

o = 1

=

o=4

©=7
©=4

©= 3
©=7

o = 2

o

II

o = 2

© = Characteristic is evident.
© = Characteristic is not evident,
o = Evidence is mixed
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II

©= 0
©=11

©©

=3

l

II

Totals

o

o

Subtotal

l/l 00 ©

3

© =

exceptionally orderly, the characteristic was deemed evident at the school (©). Lost Lake and
Palmetto seemed much less orderly in that truancy was described as a serious problem at both
schools, and the two staffs reported numerous disciplinary referrals. Evidence of this
effectiveness characteristic therefore was deemed mixed (o) at both sites.
It was difficult to judge whether the environment at City Park was safe and orderly
without taking into consideration the context within which the school operated. Teachers
complained that their classes were frequently disrupted by violent or verbally abusive
students, and described incidents when students were arrested in class. Nonetheless, students
and staff alike described the school as a safe haven from the greater violence off-campus.
Indeed, given the apparent turmoil in many students’ personal lives, life at City Park probably
seemed orderly by comparison. For that reason, evidence of this characteristic was deemed
mixed (o).
Decentralized Disciplinary Authority. The four Phase III schools varied considerably
in the approaches taken to student discipline. At two of the four schools (Palmetto and Lost
Lake), there appeared to be an open feud between the administrators and the teachers as to
who was primarily responsible for maintaining discipline. At both schools, the assistant
principal for administration (APA)—that is, the administrator in charge of discipline—
criticized faculty members for being too “lax” in their classroom management and making too
many disciplinary referrals. For their part, the teachers complained that their attempts at
discipline were meaningless because the administrative staff did not follow through when
referrals were made. The effectiveness characteristic therefore was not considered evident
(©) at either site.
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Left to their own devices, the Belle Monde school staff probably would have opted
for a less authoritative approach to discipline; they were, however, forced to conform with
district discipline policies requiring that (a) zero-tolerance policies be enforced at the school
regarding some offenses, (b) all students wear security badges at all times, and (c) a sheriffs
deputy be assigned full-time to the site. This characteristic therefore was considered not
evident (©).
In contrast to Belle Monde’s staff (who appeared to feel that student discipline was
too “out front” and rigid), the City Park staff appeared overwhelmed by the disciplinary
challenges they had to contend with. Though Belle Monde’s principal felt the school could
get along well without its deputy, the staff at City Park relied heavily on the school’s four
security officers (a deputy and three other full-time staff) to keep unwanted intruders off the
campus and to otherwise maintain control throughout the school day. In fairness to the City
Park staff, it must be noted that the level o f violence that permeated the City Park community
appeared far greater than that characterizing any of the other schools visited, and the
authoritarian approach to discipline may have been unavoidable. There is no avoiding,
however, that this particular dimension was not evident (© ).
Teachers Integrally Setting and Enforcing Disciplinary Policies. At three of four
schools (City Park, Lost Lake, and Palmetto), the job of setting and enforcing student
discipline policies appears to have come under the purview of the administrative staff. As
previously mentioned, the APAs at Lost Lake and Palmetto complained about the frequency
o f disciplinary referrals at their schools, and commented that the teachers appeared either
unwilling or incapable o f properly managing their own classrooms. Furthermore, at all three
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schools, teachers complained that students were sent to detention, only to return and resume
the same disruptive and abusive behaviors. Their comments implied that the teachers believed
that detentions and suspensions should “fix” their particular classroom management problems.
For these and other reasons, this effectiveness characteristic was considered not evident (©)
at the three sites.
In contract, the teachers at Belle Monde appeared to be heavily involved in setting and
enforcing disciplinary procedures; moreover, members of the teacher focus group even went
so far as to imply that “good” teachers set and enforced standards for student conduct in their
classrooms. This observation was reiterated by members of the student focus group. As a
result, this characteristic was rated evident (©) at Belle Monde.
Reasonable Rules. Fair and Impartially Enforced (The Teachers’ Perspective). At two
sites (Belle Monde and City Park), the staff appeared in general agreement that the school
rules were reasonable, fair, and impartially enforced. Though the level of misbehavior evident
at Belle Monde was nothing to compare to the indiscipline at City Park, this characteristic
focuses narrowly on the rule structure itself and its impartial enforcement. For this reason,
both schools earned an “evident” rating (©).
At the other two schools, there was less consensus over the quality and/or impartiality
of discipline policies and procedures. Though the APA at Lost Lake was adamant in his belief
that rules be enforced impartially, he seemed overly zealous in tracking and acting upon rule
violations. As a result, he appeared to pay more attention to how many infractions were
committed than to how they should be punished. The faculties, at both Lost Lake and
Palmetto complained bitterly about the administrators’ partiality toward some students and
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a lack o f follow-through in running their respective in-school discipline centers. Both schools
therefore earned a “not evident” (©) rating.
Reasonable Rules. Fair and Impartially Enforced (The Students' Perspective1). The
students at two of four school sites (Lost Lake and Palmetto) complained that school staff
punished some students for rule infractions, but “looked the other way” when other students
committed the same violations. The most common complaint centered on the alleged
preferential treatment that high school varsity athletes received and/or the tendency to “go
easy” on students whose families were influential. At Belle Monde, the staff’s strict
enforcement of ED regulations was the principal bone of contention between students and
staff. Based on the findings from the qualitative analysis, all three schools earned not evident
(©) ratings At City Park, on the other hand, some students found fault with the school rules
.2

and alleged partiality in their enforcement, while others seemed satisfied with the status quo.
Evidence therefore was considered mixed (o) at City Park.
F.mphasis

on Self Discipline. The administrators and teachers at Belle Monde were

all vocal advocates o f student self-discipline, as exemplified by the principal’s comment that
students should be held responsible for their own decisions. Based on comments made during
the administrator interviews and both focus groups, this disciplinary characteristic was found
evident (©) at Belle Monde. The administrators at City Park appeared committed to the

is important to note that there appeared to be a qualitative difference between student
gttrnnfes toward discipline at Lost Lake and Palmetto as compared to Belle Monde. At
Lost Lake and Palmetto, students did not question whether the school rules were
reasonable—only the equity of their enforcement. At Belle Monde, the students
complained that a particular school rule was unreasonable, but never challenged the equity
with which it was enforced.
It
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concept o f student self-discipline, as evidenced by the extensive training they arranged for
faculty and students alike in the areas of assertive discipline, peer mediation, and conflict
resolution. Nonetheless, the staff apparendy would have preferred a more “protective” (i.e.,
authoritarian) environment than was then available (DeJung, 1985). All in all, evidence of this
particular effectiveness dimension at City Park appeared mixed (o).
The staffat Palmetto and Lost Lake seemed at the far end ofthe disciplinary spectrum
from Belle Monde, so great was their apparent reliance on a centralized disciplinary process
to maintain decorum. They also appeared to hold very low expectations that the majority of
students would exercise adequate self-discipline. For these reasons, this characteristic was
considered not evident (©) at Lost Lake..
Academic Norms at the Schools
As noted in Chapter 2, research shows that effective secondary schools (like effective
elementary schools) are characterized by: (a) high expectations for student achievement; (b)
high yet attainable standards for academic performance; (c) appropriate learning opportunities
for all students (including challenging subject matter for gifted and talented students as well
as tutoring and/or other specialized academic support for lower-performing students); (d) a
healthy academic press reflected in the level o f homework assigned; and (e) recognition for
students who excel academically.
Because a key function of secondary education is to prepare students for adult life,
effective secondary schools also: (a) make instruction relevant to students through academic
and career counseling; (b) offer applied course work and/or vocational training for students
who are not college bound; and (c) offer extracurricular activities and other opportunities for
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students to develop social and leadership skills (Firestone and Rosenblum, 1988; Hallinger
and Murphy, 1986).
Based on qualitative data collected in the course of the four site visits, it appears that
the four schools varied widely on the following seven academic characteristics of effective
schools. The similarities and differences across schools are detailed below.
High Expectations for Students. Research has consistently demonstrated that
effective schools are characterized by high staff and student expectations for student
performance (Hallinger and Murphy, 1986; Levine and Lezotte, 1990; Teddlie and Stringfield,
1993). In reviewing the Phase HI field notes, care was taken to differentiate between the
presence of anecdotal evidence of the staff’s optimistic belief that students could excel, and
anecdotal evidence o f challenging standards of performance.
The staffat Belle Monde appeared to hold extremely optimistic expectations for some
students: those the staff identified as self-motivated. They were less optimistic in regards to
those students who they perceived to be struggling in school as the result of too little family
support or too much pressure at home to succeed. The net effect was a sense that the staff
had assumed a triage approach to the students: reserving high expectations for those students
who demonstrated that they were deserving, but lower expectations for those students who
(ironically) probably needed the motivation the most. Evidence of this effectiveness
characteristic therefore was considered mixed (o).
hi contrast to Belle Monde, staff expectations for students at Lost Lake and Palmetto
seemed both uniform and lower (i.e., the dimension was not evident, ©). At Lost Lake in
particular, the faculty’s lower expectations seemed associated in large part with the staffs
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frustration over their own perceived inability to make a real impact on their students

5

education. The negative comments of the students and staff appeared mutually reenforcing
and contributed greatly to the all-around depressing atmosphere at the school. The staff at
City Park also clearly held poor long-term expectations for their students, earning City Park
a rating of “not evident” (©).
High Yet Attainable Standards. Key to this characteristic ofhigh school effectiveness
is the recognition that standards should be both high and attainable. Three of the four schools
visited (City Park, Lost Lake, and Palmetto) seemed to maintain low standards for student
performance, owing either to the faculty’s low expectations for the students themselves or
to the teachers’ own apparent frustration over the level of academic instruction they felt able
to provide. Teachers at City Park, for example, were focused so single-minded on simply
seeing their students through the

1 2

* grade that they appeared ready to accept just about any

sincere academic effort on the part o f their students. Ironically, though the City Park
principal expressed a real commitment to giving students a better high school experience, her
preoccupation with improving student exposure to the fine and performing arts was counter
productive. Furthermore, her goals apparently seemed unattainable to a staff much more
obsessed with improving the students’ “real world” survival skills. In sum, standards at City
Park seemed neither high nor attainable (i.e., this characteristic was not evident, ©).
Low standards also seemed to be the order o f the day at Palmetto and Lost Lake,
earning both schools a “not evident” rating (©). The two faculties seemed to take a “what
else can you expect?” attitude toward student effort, probably due to their perception that the
students and their families placed a very low value on education. In these two schools,
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instruction appeared to have settled into a low-level routine that required little effort on the
part o f students (or for that matter, teachers).
The tendency toward low standards at Lost Lake was further exacerbated by the
embattled faculty’s frustration over the teaching conditions its members endured. Apparently
convinced that they could not provide challenging instruction in a building that was coming
down around their ears, the Lost Lake faculty seemed simply to be marking time, and
appeared to have set their standards accordingly. Though it would have been better had the
teachers taken the inadequacy of the facility as a challenge to be overcome, the teachers no
longer had the motivation to rise to the challenge, and apparently received little meaningful
inspiration from the administration to behave differently.
Of the four sites visited, only the staff at Belle Monde appeared to hold their students
to challenging standards of academic performance, as evidenced by such remarks as “we will
produce the best educated students in public schools anywhere.” Where Belle Monde
appeared to fell short of the mark was with the proviso, “high yet attainable standards.”
Though Belle Monde was an open enrollment public school (i.e., it was not a magnet
school with admissions criteria, and was expected to serve all students who lived within its
attendance zone), the principal was vocal in his pronouncements that entering ninth graders
receive instruction at the ninth grade level, regardless o f their actual level o f preparation.
Though the school had a growing at-risk population and a sizeable percentage of special
education students, he also dismissed learning disability as a convenient excuse for lazy,
unmotivated students. The feet that the remainder of the faculty and administrative staff
seemed oblivious to the feet that some

2 0 0

students reportedly “disappeared” every year
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suggests that the majority either agreed with the principal or at least acquiesced to his point
o f view. Because the standards enforced at Belle Monde were high but not uniformly
attainable, the school received a “mixed” (o) review on this dimension.
Healthy Academic Press. The four schools ranged widely on this dimension, with one
school (Belle Monde) exhibiting very high academic press (rating = ©), one (Lost Lake)
exhibiting some effort (o ), and two (City Park and Palmetto) apparently doing very little to
push students academically (ratings = ©).
As previously mentioned, the academic press at Belle Monde was apparently too high
for at least some students. For example, teachers showed concern over the amount of
homework that students were assigned, and expressed frustration with parents who forced
their average-performing students into honors classes. The admissions criteria for Belle
Monde’s career academies also posed enrollment obstacles to students who were struggling
with the college-bound curriculum and needed a more career-oriented track to pursue.
The primary factor separating Lost Lake from the two lower-performing schools was
the extra effort made by Lost Lake’s administrators to recognize high-achieving students,
despite the school’s very limited resources and community support. The staff at Palmetto
made no mention o f academic recognitions or incentives for students, and the student focus
group members complained that all the adults (both at home and at school) cared about was
athletics. At City Park, the need for academic recognition seemed overshadowed by the need
to recognize students who exhibited self-control and plodded along, one day at a time.
Appropriate Learning Opportunities for All Students. Three of the four schools
visited (City Park, Lost Lake, and Palmetto) fared poorly on this dimension and received “not
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evident” ratings (©), owing primarily to the difficulties they faced in offering a full range of
educational opportunities for their students. The program at City Park High School appeared
to offer few enrichment opportunities for the school’s brighter students, so great was the
demand for serving the basic instructional needs of an under-educated, over-age student
population who many faculty suspected were neither college-bound nor work-bound.
Interestingly, the principal apparently tried to address this need by instituting choral music and
a strings program, though it is unclear whether she was similarly committed to quality
instruction in chemistry or calculus.
Lost Lake’s limited resources— both fiscal and structural— cast a pall over life at the
school and were blamed for everything from poor instruction to low morale to student
alienation and indiscipline. The Lost Lake staff also struggled under another limitation (one
shared with Palmetto’s staff): low enrollments in grades 9-12. Because of their small student
counts, the Lost Lake and Palmetto faculties frequently found themselves with too few
students and too little scheduling flexibility to offer a full range ofhonors and applied courses,
or even to ensure that all students took required courses in the appropriate sequence. The
schools also had little opportunity to expand course offerings by establishing academies such
as those available at Belle Monde. Lost Lake and Palmetto were rural schools serving
economically depressed areas; local businesses that might sponsor academies or enter into
other types o f partnership were few and far between.
From the standpoint of educational opportunities at the school site, Belle Monde was
the only stand-out among the four schools. Though the high standards placed on student
academic performance apparently drove off many entering students, the faculty and staff
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apparently bent over backwards to help those who accepted the academic challenge. A full
range o f honors courses was available at the school and apparently accessible to all students,
provided that the individual student had either the (a) academic credentials to apply or (b)
sufficiently vocal parents to have the student reassigned over the teacher’s opposition. The
teachers also took turns offering after-school and Saturday tutoring for students who needed
extra assistance.
In assigning a rating on this dimension, it was nonetheless necessary to balance the
availability o f educational resources at the school against the evidence that Belle Monde
apparently sustained its level o f academic excellence by running off or weeding out lowperforming students, and that even its supposedly alternative (i.e., career) tracks had high
academic eligibility requirements. The school therefore earned a mixed (o) rating on this
dimension.
Instruction Made Relevant Through Academic and Career Counseling Belle Monde
was clearly the more effective of the four schools in terms of offering academic and career
counseling for students, and earned a clear “evident” rating (©). Though roughly one third
larger than City Park, Belle Monde was staffed with four full-time counselors as compared
to City Park’s one and one half(including one assistant principal who was dedicated half-time
to counseling.) The fact that the two schools maintained different priorities on student
advisement also was evident in the differing focus and capabilities of the two counseling
staffs. At Belle Monde, students received extensive academic and career counseling, some
as part of a district-wide initiative aimed at ninth graders. City Park’s counseling services,
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on the other hand, were primarily disciplinary in nature, earning the school a “not evident”
(©) rating.
Lost Lake appeared similarly low-performing when it came to providing counseling
services to students, particularly in the area of vocational and career counseling. It therefore
earned a “not evident” (©) rating. Though Lost Lake’s student body was halfthe size at City
Park, the guidance counselor was hard pressed to provide adequate academic (much less
career) counseling to the school’s six grades (i.e., grade 7-12). Palmetto’s performance was
somewhat better and apparently improving, although it too was extremely understaffed. It
appears that, whatever advantage that Palmetto had over Lost Lake was at least partially
attributable to an extensive, district-wide initiative aimed at providing career counseling to
ninth graders. Another district initiative underwrote the cost o f a visiting social worker who
in turn helped students to handle emotional and/or family problems. Because Palmetto
students received career counseling but the primary impetus was district-driven, the school
received a “mixed” (o) rating.
Instruction

Made Relevant Through Applied Course work and Vocational Training.

O f the four schools visited, Belle Monde offered far and away the most extensive selection
o f applied courses and the largest number of career specializations, though once again,
academic opportunities were limited to the school’s better-performing students. The
members o f Belle Monde’s student focus group seemed well aware of the various curricular
options available to them, and appeared to see the academy route as a viable and respectable
alternative to the college-bound track, rather than as a fall-back option for students who
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couldn’t compete academically. The school therefore apparently deserved an “evident” (©)
rating.
Palmetto and City Park did the next best job in terms of making instruction relevant
through applied and/or vocational course work. At the time of the Palmetto site visit, the
school offered a selection of more or less traditional vocational training opportunities, and the
principal was pushing his faculty to attempt several academies. His overtures apparently were
finding a wanner audience with the younger, more recently recruited teachers, but his was an
uphill battle given the few prospects for business sponsors in the immediate vicinity. Though
City Park offered only a limited selection o f vocational opportunities on-site, its students
could attend a career center administered by the district once they reached the upper grades.
Overall, evidence of this dimension was weaker at these two sites than at Belle Monde, but
stronger than at Lost Lake. The two received a mixed (o) rating.
Lost Lake lagged well behind the other three schools in the career preparation of its
students and therefore received a “hot evident” rating (0). Though the assistant principal for
administration was originally assigned to the site as a vocational teacher, he had long since
thrown his full energies into maintaining discipline. Generally speaking, career training
opportunities at Lost Lake had gone up in smoke several years before, along with the
vocational wing of the school. With the promise o f a new school building renewed every year
for the previous three years, there was little impetus to improve what limited facilities were
currently available. Hence, the concept of an expanded career-oriented curriculum appeared
to have slipped into indefinite limbo. As an example of the limited vocational opportunities
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available at Lost Lake, students learned auto mechanics from textbooks for lack of any handson instruction.
Extracurricular Activities. Here again, students attending Belle Monde had the widest
selection o f extracurricular opportunities, whether they be academic clubs, service
organisations, or sports. The percentage of students who availed themselves of such
extracurricular opportunities is somewhat unclear, that is, in both the student and teacher
focus groups, members commented that the same students appeared ‘Involved in everything.”
Whatever the breadth of involvement, the staff made the opportunities available, earning the
school an “evident” (©) rating.
Palmetto offered a narrower range of extracurricular opportunities, including a full
athletics program, various honorary and service clubs, and Naval ROTC; all in all, the school
seemed deserving o f an “evident” rating (©), as well. Though Lost Lake offered a selection
of extracurricular options for students, the number of opportunities was not so large and also
was apparently dwindling, thanks to a series of policy changes at the district level that
inadvertently limited student access. The school therefore earned a “not evident” rating (©).
At the time o f the ate visit, City Park had the fewest extracurricular opportunities to
offer its students for reasons of student safety. Prospects were nonetheless improving. City
Park’s principal was actively attempting to reinstate several extracurricular activities,
particularly in the fine arts. The entire administrative staff also had thrown their whole
hearted support to building a Tai Kwon Do program on campus. The program, which was
sponsored by the ROTC staff of a nearby college, built expectations that a sport emphasizing
personal self-discipline would benefit students who struggled daily to cope with frustration
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and aggression. Given the limited but growing range of available opportunities, City Park
earned a “mixed” rating (o) on this dimension.
Staff Collaboration and Curricular Innovation. It is not sufficient that students be
exposed to a wide range of learning opportunities if the course content is superficial or
outdated and the instruction boring. Not surprisingly, research has shown that schools that
are characterized by higher than expected student achievement tend also to be characterized
by high levels o f staff collaboration and curricular innovation. Of the four schools visited,
only Belle Monde was characterized by a high degree of collaboration across as well as within
grades. The Belle Monde faculty also appeared to be constantly in the process of updating
and refitting their teaching methods and materials to make instruction current, challenging,
and interesting. The school therefore earned an “evident” © rating.
At none o f the rem aining three schools did the faculty profess to regularly engage in
any meaningful levels o f collaboration or innovation. The instructional staff at City Park, Lost
Lake, and Palmetto all complained that they hadn’t the planning time to work cooperatively,
and no mention was made of working together before or after school. Though no overt
opposition to pedagogical innovation was apparent at Lost Lake and Palmetto, a general
passive resistance was evident at the two schools— at least on the part of experienced faculty
(of whom both schools had plenty)— to any change that promised to create rather than
reduce teacher preparation time. Prospects for instructional change also were looking up at
City Park, where one of the two assistant principals for instruction had launched an energetic
series o f in-services ranging from peer mentoring and collaboration, to strategies for
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differentiating instruction for students with differing learning styles and effective questioning
techniques.
Findings From the Phase ODEQualitative Analysis

As previously mentioned, the Phase IH site visits were conducted in order to gather
qualitative data that could be used to check the validity o f (a) the achievement and
participation RPIs calculated in Phase II and (b) the two-criterion classification schemes
created in Phase II. In order to facilitate comparison of the Phase II and Phase HI findings,
the three levels o f qualitative evidence summarized in Table 5.2 were converted to a point
scale as follows: (a) norm was evident (©) = points, (b) mixed evidence of norm was found
2

(o) = l point, and (c) norm was not evident (©) = 0 points. The points were next summed
and averaged, producing one Phase HI rating for participation and one for achievement.
Those ratings can be interpreted as follows.
1. Mean = 1.5-2.0: The academic/disciplinary norms associated with effective high
schooling were clearly evident at the school, clearly supporting an “effective” classification.
2. Mean =.5 to 1.4: The qualitative research yielded only mixed evidence of the
academic/disciplinary norms associated with effective high schooling. Neither the “effective”
nor “ineffective” classifications were clearly supported.
3. Mean = 0 to .4: The qualitative research yielded no clear evidence of the
academic/disciplinary norms associated with effective high schooling, clearly supporting an
“ineffective’ classification.
The Phase HI effectiveness ratings based on the qualitative research were then
compared to the appropriate RPIs to ascertain consistency of classification. Judging from the
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results of this analysis, the Phase IH qualitative observations and analysis yielded results that
were sometimes consistent with the Phase II RPIs. In other instances, no clear conclusion
could be drawn either supporting or refuting the Phase II classification. In only one instance
did the Phase III findings clearly dispute the Phase IISEI.

TABLE 53
Comparison ofthe Phase II Effective Classifications (RPIs) and Phase III Qualitative Findings
Belle Monde

City Park

Lost Lake

Palmetto

Achievement
Phase I RPI

Effective

Ineffective

Effective

Ineffective

Phase m
Qualitative Findings
(Mean Score)

Mixed
Evidence
(1.4)

Ineffective

Ineffective

(4)

CD

Mixed
Evidence
(6)

Participation
Phase I RPI

Ineffective

Effective

Ineffective

Ineffective

Phase III
Qualitative Findings
(Mean Score)

Effective

Mixed
Evidence
(10)

Ineffective

Ineffective

(2)

(-2)

Findings Relative to

(1-5)

the Achievement Indicator

As reported in Chapter 4, two of four schools (Belle Monde and Lost Lake) were
categorized effective on the basis of the SY 1993-94 achievement RPI, while City Park and
Palmetto

were judged ineffective. As noted in Table 5 .3 , one o f four cases (City Park)

yielded Phase IH findings consistent with the Phase II achievement RPIs. In two other cases
(Belle Monde and Palmetto), evidence was mixed as to the school’s effectiveness status, and
in one case (Lost Lake), the findings were clearly contradictory.
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As detailed in Table 5.2, five of seven academic norms that research has related to
high school effectiveness were clearly absent at City Park (i.e., high yet attainable standards,
healthy academic press, appropriate learning opportunities for all students, instruction made
relevant through counseling,, and appropriate extracurricular activities).

Only one

characteristic was clearly evident (i.e., instruction made relevant through course work).
Based on that combination o f characteristics, the school earned an average rating of .4.
At Belle Monde— a school classified effective for achievement, based on the Phase
II RPI— there was clear evidence of three o f seven academic norms typically associated with
effective high schooling: academic press, curriculum made relevant through counseling, and
appropriate extracurricular opportunities. There also was mixed evidence of the four
remaining norms (high long-term expectations, high yet attainable standards, appropriate
learning opportunities for all students, and instruction made relevant through course work).
None o f the seven norms was dearly missing. Based on that combination o f characteristics,
the school earned a mean rating of 1.4: just shy of the 1.5 rating needed to be considered
effective.
The qualitative findings at Palmetto offered mixed evidence o f the school’s Phase II
classification as ineffective for achievement. As detailed in Table 5.2, there was no clear
evidence at Palmetto of any of the seven academic norms associated with effective high
schooling, though there was mixed evidence of three (curriculum made relevant through
career counseling, curriculum made relevant through instruction, and appropriate
extracurricular opportunities). Palmetto’s mean Phase HI rating for achievement was just
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high enough ( . ) to earn it a “mixed findings” rather than a “not evident” or “ineffective”
0

6

rating.
Finally, findings from the Phase III qualitative analysis clearly contradicted Lost
Lake’s Phase II classification as effective for achievement. As detailed in Table 5.2, six of
seven academic norms associated with effective high schooling were clearly missing at Lost
Lake. Furthermore, only mixed evidence was found of the seventh norm (academic press).
In terms o f academic achievement, the school’s mean rating therefore was . 1 (i.e., “not
evident” or ‘Ineffective.)”
Findings Relative to the Participation Indicator
As shown in Table 5.3, one of the four Phase III schools (City Park) was categorized
effective on the basis ofthe SY 1993-94 participation RPI, while the other three schools were
judged ineffective. Theoretically, if the RPI were a valid indicator of student participation at
the schools, content analysis o f the field notes and transcripts from the four site visits should
yield findings consistent with the schools’ participation scores. In other words, the climate
at City Park— the school classified effective for participation— would reflect many or most
of the six disciplinary norms that research has associated with effective high schooling.
Conversely, those same characteristics would be less obvious or missing from the three
schools categorized ineffective for participation.
In two o f four cases, the findings from the Phase in research were consistent with the
Phase II participation RPIs; that is, both the Phase II RPIs and the Phase m qualitative
research identified Lost Lake and Palmetto high schools as ineffective for participation. In
contrast, the Phase in qualitative research yielded only mixed evidence that City Park was
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effective for participation, and contradicted Belle Monde’s Phase II identification as
ineffective for that outcome.
As detailed in Table 5.2, observations made during site visits to Lost Lake and
Palmetto (both o f which were classified ineffective for participation) showed no clear
evidence of six o f seven disciplinary norms associated with effective high schooling, though
there was mixed evidence that both schools maintained a safe and orderly environment. The
school climate at City Park exhibited three o f the six disciplinary characteristics that research
has related to effective high schooling: enough to result in a “mixed evidence” rating for that
school. The disciplinary characteristics evident at City Park were as follows: safe and orderly
environment, decentralized approach to discipline, and a general perception among faculty
that school rules are fair and impartially enforced. Two other characteristics of effective
schools appeared missing at City Park (faculty involvement in discipline and emphasis on
student self-discipline).
In one case (Belle Monde), findings from the Phase IQ qualitative analysis clearly did
not conform with the school’s participation RPI. Though Belle Monde was categorized
ineffective for participation in Phase Q, the qualitative analysis showed clear evidence of five
o f six “effective” disciplinary norms: safe and orderly environment, decentralized disciplinary
authority, teacher involvement in discipline, reasonable rules that are fair and impartially
enforced (from the teacher’s perspective), and emphasis on self-discipline. Only one
dimension was clearly lacking (reasonable rules that are fairly and impartially enforced, from
the students’ perspective).
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Case Studies
Belle Monde High School

Setting
Belle Monde High School looked newer than its 30-odd years. The sprawling, onestory structure built of red brick had the clean lines and near-windowless facade characteristic
o f southern school construction in the late 1960s. The school anchored the forward half of
a broad, flat expanse o f parking lot and close-cropped lawn that merged almost imperceptibly
with the playing fields behind. Viewed from afar, the overall impression of open space and
spare lines stood in sharp contrast to the densely-packed suburban neighborhood that
crowded the school on three sides.
The administrative office at Belle Monde was located at the very front of the school
and opened directly onto a covered circular drive. Wrought iron grillwofk covered the plate
glass windows and doors, lending a touch of decoration (and security) to the otherwise plain
exterior. The front office itself was spacious, brightly lit, and full o f activity. Several
secretaries and student workers busied themselves behind the front counter as teachers and
administrators drifted between the faculty lounge at the front o f the office and the
administrative suite at the rear. The atmosphere was friendly and somewhat preppy. The
male teachers and administrators wore matching golf shirts with the school name emblazoned
above the pocket. Callers phoning in were treated to a pre-recorded message: “easylistening” music backing a perky, female voice that ran through a litany o f school calendar
events and deadlines whenever the call was put on hold.
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It was clear that Belle Monde was a no-nonsense operation. The teachers and staff
on duty carried police radios so that they could be summoned at a moment’s notice, anywhere
on campus. Students were required to wear photo IDs at all times, and were summarily sent
home if they showed up at school without one. Through a cooperative agreement between
the district and the sheriffs office, deputies had been assigned to every high school in the
district, and Belle Monde’s deputy was up front and obvious. He kept his cruiser nosed up
under the overhang in front, in plain sight of every arriving student and passer-by.
The first-time visitor to Belle Monde was understandably impressed by the array of
glassed-in trophy cases that banked the walls of the reception area, every shelf groaning
under its respective load o f trophies, plaques and blue ribbons dating back

2 0

years and more.

This was not, however, your typical cache of athletic memorabilia (though it, too, lurked
somewhere about). The displays in the front office were all academic awards: trophies
celebrating student achievement at local and state ralleys in subjects ranging from chemistry
and debate to calculus, social studies, and writing. Amid the plaques, there also was
testament to Belle Monde’s selection as one of 144 American schools honored by the White
House in 1984, the year after A Nation at Risk.
The School Community
When it opened its doors in the late 1960s, Belle Monde was an all-ghrl’s school in line
with the district’s policy of reorganizing secondary education by gender in the wake o f school
desegregation. By the time it went coed, Belle Monde had already established a reputation
as one of the best public schools in the five-parish Greater New Orleans Area. Particularly
in those early days, it must have seemed a public school replication of the single-sex Catholic
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high schools that traditionally have been Belle Monde’s primary competition for the area’s
best and brightest students.
The Student Body. As noted in Table 5.4 Belle Monde was a large metropolitan high
school with a traditional 9-12 grade configuration at the time of this study. Its student
enrollment fluctuated only slightly during the three-year period SY 1991-92 to SY 1993-94,
ranging from a high o f 1,880

in SY 1992-93 to a low o f 1,814 in SY 1993-94. Throughout

this period, however, there was a steady upward climb in the percentage o f at-risk youth in
the overall school population. That is, the percentage of low-income students (as defined by
participation in the federal free lunch program) rose from 16.62% in SY 1991-92 to 19.47%
in SY 1992-93 (up 2.85% ) and finally 24.61% in SY 1993-94 (up 5.14% ).
Table 5.4
Demographic Profile: Bell Monde High School: SY 1991-92 to 1993-94
School
Urbanicity

1992-93

1991-92
Metropolitan

Metropolitan

1993-94
Metropolitan

Configuration

9-12

9-12

9-12

School Size

1,842

1,880

1,814

Percent Low-SES

16.62%

19.47%

24.16%

Percent Minority

29.64%

30.80%

31.59%

Minority participation also increased slightly during the same period, from 29.64% in
SY 1991-92 to 31.59% in SY 1993-94. According to discussion in the teacher focus group,
the school was experiencing an increase in Hispanic students as well, many of whom were
recent emigres with limited English proficiency (LEP). A recent relaxation in district policy
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also had enabled Belle Monde to fill student vacancies with transfer students from Orleans
Parish, many of whom were minority students drawn by Belle Monde’s high academic
reputation.
The Faculty. During the three years covered by this study, the size o f Belle Monde’s
faculty ranged from a low of 55 in SY 1991-92 to a high o f 65 in SY 1992-93. Thanks
largely to its reputation as one of the top high schools in the parish, Belle Monde had a very
stable, very cohesive teaching staff. As the staffproudly noted, teachers did not transfer from
Belle Monde, they retired from it. Furthermore, the school not only had a very seasoned
staff, but a highly trained one, as well. For example, in SY 1992-93, nearly two out o f every
three teachers at Belle Monde (63.75%) held a master’s or higher degree—a rate more than
20 percentage points above both the district and state averages (41.25% and 43.62%,
respectively).
By the time of the Belle Monde site visit in the spring o f 1996, openings were on the
increase because many teachers who had joined the faculty early in their careers were now
eligible to retire. This “involuntary” turnover was problematic for Mr. Bradley, the principal,
because the district had a very strong teacher’s union and vacancies were filled strictly on the
basis o f seniority. (Each year, the school district held a “Job Fair,” at which all anticipated
openings were advertised. Teachers interested in transferring signed up for the openings of
their choice; the applicant with the most seniority was guaranteed the post.)
The system left most principals -with no discretion over the teachers assigned to their
site. Not Mr. Bradley, who over time had worked out a strategy for hiring the teachers o f his
choice. From experience, the principal knew that his school’s enrollment invariably declined
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after October 1, therefore teachers who came on board at the start of the year were vulnerable
to layoffs, should enrollments drop too far. He therefore chose not to advertise positions at
Job Fair, preferring to wait several weeks into the year until his enrollments stabilized before
filling vacancies.
Officially, he took this approach to ensure that no experienced teacher gave up a
permanent position elsewhere in order to transfer to Belle Monde and be laid off.
Unofficially, this strategy enabled him to sidestep the seniority provision in the union contract,
because district policy allowed principals to fill late, “unforeseen” vacancies by any means
necessary, which typically meant recruiting “new hires.” Mr. Bradley called these teachers
his “new blood”; though he invariably had to let many go at the end of the year, the strategy
still gave him some control over whom he recruited. It also enabled him to continuously
invigorate his experienced staff with talented newcomers.
As an aside, the incremental increase in retirements and Mr. Bradley’s short-term
hiring strategy may explain why the percentage o f Belle Monde faculty holding a master’s or
higher degree has declined steadily in recent years from 63.73% in SY 1992-93 to 54.37%
in SY 1996-97.
The Administration. At the time o f the site visit, Belle Monde had an administrative
staff o f six; a principal, assistant principal for administration (APA), assistant principal for
instruction (API), and three guidance counselors. Like the teaching staff, the administrators
were all long-term members of the Belle Monde faculty. Altogether, they also gave the
impression of an exceptionally congenial and cohesive group.
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Mr. Bradley had been principal at Belle Monde for eight years at the time of the site
visit. He ran his school like the CEO of a corporation, busying himself with the day-to-day
management

decisions of an organization that consisted of roughly 60 teachers, more than

1,800 students, and probably another 25 ancillary staff. He was the self-described “business
manager— dispute manager— ofthe school” and its liaison to the corporate world. Through
his membership on the board o f directors of several large corporations (including a hospital),
he was able to move among the businessmen and women who ultimately would employ Belle
Monde’s graduates. He used the relationships to advantage, enlisting the business and civic
communities’ aid in a variety o f school fundraisers, including an annual school fair (complete

with amusement rides) and charity auctions. More important, however, his many professional
relationships enabled him to establish a variety o f academies at a time when other principals
3

were only contemplating them.
A former middle school principal, Mr. Bradley was probably one of the most visible
educators in the community. He moonlighted as a psychology instructor at the local
community college, consulted with a nationally-recognized management group, served as
president o f the state High School Athletic Association, and sat on the district’s union
negotiations panel. Though he viewed his many activities and the visibility they brought as
a service to the school and to the district, his off-campus duties made it impossible for him
to manage the school closely.

A more detailed discussion ofthe academies is available in the section titled “Academic
Norms at the School: The School Staff.”
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As a result, he delegated much of the day-to-day work of administering Belle Monde
to his two assistant principals, firm in his beliefthat good managers surround themselves with
competent people, delegate to them, and then support them in their work. “You have to
empower people to do their jobs,” Mr. Bradley explained. “If Pm the one who has to decide
what students to suspend, then I don’t need you [the APA]. And if I tell you to do a job, then
I expect you to do it without having to run back to me for approval. That means I also have
to live with the decisions you make and back you up when you make them.”
His management approach appeared to work at Belle Monde.' Both assistant
principals and all three guidance counselors seemed trusted by the principal and genuinely
liked and respected by the faculty. The API was responsible for reviewing the teachers’
lesson plans, overseeing the administration o f local and state tests, coordinating text books
and scheduling classes. The APA handled student discipline and school operations. Unlike
some high schools, whose guidance staff are assigned specific grades to counsel, the three
guidance counselors at Belle Monde each took a portion o f the alphabet (e.g., A-H, I-P, R-Z,
etc.) and counseled those students whose last names fell within those ranges. Thus, one
guidance counselor would work with a student throughout his/her career at the school rather
than having each student pass through a succession of counselors en route to graduation.
The principal took the same “hands-off” approach to the faculty that he took with his
administrative support staff letting teachers play an active role in decision-making at the
school. A faculty committee developed and enforced Belle Monde’s disciplinary policies and
it was teachers— working with the API— who worked out the teacher and student schedules.
In terms of budgeting, the faculty also had a voice in how discretionary funds were spent.
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For example, the teachers bought the school’s paper goods and other staples at a local
discount warehouse so that the money they saved could be applied elsewhere. They also
bought candy in large lots from the same warehouse and sold it to school-sponsored clubs
who in turn re-sold it for fund-raising purposes. The kitchen staffeven sold pizza by the slice
while the afternoon buses were being loaded; the proceeds went to instructional materials.
Though the faculty obviously had a hand in decision-making at the school, the
teaching staff appeared quite content with some traditional divisions o f administrator/teacher
responsibility, including teacher hiring. As one teacher noted, “We don’t want a hand in
selecting faculty. The administrators need to do that, because they are the ones who are held
accountable.”
The teaching staff seemed to appreciate the level of autonomy that they enjoyed, and
were complimentary o f the principal. “Mr. Bradley is like a business manager. He’s
wonderful at getting us resources, and he’s very open-minded,” one teacher observed.
“That’s right,” someone else agree. “A good principal doesn’t have to be in everyone’s face.
I’d rather Mr. Bradley than someone who would come into my classroom and tell me how
to teach English.”
The Surrounding Community
Belle Monde was located just across the parish line from Orleans and therefore was
just outside the core o f Louisiana’s largest city. The neighborhood immediately surrounding
the school was composed of mostly middle- to upper-middle class, single-family dwellings
that had been built some 30 years before, during the first wave of white migration to the
suburbs. During the school’s first decades in operation, these suburbs were some of the more
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affluent in the city. Because most neighborhood families could afford to send their children
to private school, Belle Monde competed quite successfully with the best nonpublic schools
in the area. By the time the school entered its third decade, however, the more affluent
families already were moving farther out of town, and the percentage of students living in
single-parent households reportedly had doubled.
Perhaps more significant than the change in the immediate neighborhood was the
evolution going on at the fringes of the school’s attendance zone. There, the angle-family
neighborhood had given way to block after block of duplexes and apartments. As the more
settled population o f the core Belle Monde district grew older, these duplexes and apartments
with their younger and more mobile residents came to supply an ever larger slice of Belle
Monde’s student population. The residents here were not only more mobile, but more
ethnically varied as well. By the time of the Belle Monde ate visit, the faculty included two
bilingual teachers who taught the growing numbers of students (mostly Hispanic) who were
LEP.
School Performance
According to Belle Monde’s achievement and participation RPIs, the school was
differentially effective throughout the three years covered by the study. More specifically,
during two of the three years studied (SYs 1991-92 and 1993-94) achievement at Belle
Monde was better than expected (i.e., effective), while participation was lower than expected
(i.e., ineffective ). On the other hand, achievement at the school fell within the expected
range (i.e., was typical) in SY 1992-93, though the school’s participation performance that
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year was lowerthan expected (i.e., ineffective). Table 5.5 details Belle Monde’s achievement
and participation RPIs throughout the three years covered by the study.
Achievement. By most yardsticks, actual student achievement (i.e., achievement
unadjusted for student and/or school characteristics) at Belle Monde High School was well
above the norm. Table 5.6 provides school summary information on student performance at
Belle Monde on the GEE from SY 1991-92 through SY 1993-94. During that time frame,
mean performance at Belle Monde consistently exceeded both the district and state averages
on every component, sometimes by as much as 11 percentage points. In only one subject
area— written composition— did mean performance at Belle Monde ever fell to the state or
district averages, and then only during one year (SY 1993-94).
Despite Belle Monde’s overall excellent academic performance, there was a
noticeable decline in mean attainment rates between SY 1991-92 and SY 1993-94, with
average student performance dropping 2-5 percentage points in all five subject areas. In
contrast to the decline in GEE attainment rates, mean student performance increased during
TABLE 5.5
Belle Monde High School
Relative Performance Indicators, by Year. SY 1991-92 to SY 1993-94
1991-92

1992-93

1993-94

Achievement

1.27 (E)

.39 (T)

.83(E)

Participation
E= Effective
1= Ineffective
T= Typical

-.36(1)

-.58(1)

-.44(1)
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that same time frame on the American College Test (ACT), the predominant index o f college
readiness in Louisiana. Average ACT composite scores at Belle Monde not only exceeded
both the district and state averages from SY 1991-92 to SY 1993-94, but actually increased
over the three-year period from 19.9 to 21.1. Unfortunately, data on the percent of students
tested are not available, hence it is unclear how much of the increase in performance is due

TABLE 5.6
Belle Monde High School
Attainment Rates: Graduate Exit Examination: SY1991-92 to SY1993-94
1991-92*

1992-93*

1993-94

English Language Arts
This School
District
State

95%
91%
90%

94%
91%
91%

92%
89%
89%

Mathematics
This School
This District
State

91%
84%
82%

%
81%
83%

%
79%
79%

Written Composition
This School
This District
State

93%
84%
82%

92%
91%
91%

89%
89%
90%

Science
This School
This District
State

94%
89%
87%

90%
89%
%

92%
89%
90%

Social Studies
This School
This District
State

94%
90%
89%

95%
92%
90%

92%
90%
90%

indicator

8 6

8 6

8 6

Source: Progress Profiles (Schoo Report Card) Program
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to a general improvement in student achievement or to a possible reduction in the percentage
of lower-achieving students tested.
Participation. Table 5.7 offers a snapshot o f student participation at Belle Monde
High School from SY 1991-92 through SY1993-94. As the table shows, attendance at Belle
Monde was remarkably stable over the three-year period, with roughly nine in 10 (89.44%)
students in attendance on any given day, all three years. Though attendance at Belle Monde
was some four percentage points below the district and state averages in SY 1991-92, the gap
was reduced to roughly one percentage point by SY 1993-94. It should be noted, however,
that the gap reduction was not attributable so much to an improvement in Belle Monde’s
attendance record, but to a deterioration in attendance district-wide.
Suspension rates at Belle Monde were highly unstable during that same three-year
period, dropping by nearly half between SY 1991-92 (18.57%) and SY 1992-93 (12.55%),
then soaring to 27.45% the following year (SY 1993-94). With the exception of SY 1992-93,
suspension rates at the school were well above the district average. Though the LDE
published no state-level comparison data on suspension rates, Belle Monde’s SY 1993-94 rate
(27.45%) was more than nine percentage points above the district average and also was
higher than that of any other school visited during Phase IDL Reported dropout rates at Belle
Monde declined steadily from SY 1991-92 to SY 1993-94, consistent with district and state
trends during that period toward lower dropout rates.
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TABLE 5.7

Belle Monde High School
Longitudinal Performance Data: SY1991-92 to SY1993-94
Indicator

1991-92*

1992-93*

1993-94

Attendance Rate
This School
District
State

89.37%
93.01%
na

88.47%
92.70%
na

89.44%
89.01%
90.97%

Suspension Rate
This School
This District
State

18.57%
13.36%
na

12.55%
14.59%
na

27.45%
18.27%
na

Dropout Rate
2.77%
2.09%
5.10%
This School
8.50%
3.5%
5.25%
This District
na
5.10%
na
State
*
District and state comparison data for SYs 1991-92 and 1992-93 were based cmthe
performance of all schools combined, with no differentiation as to school level.
Effective with SY 1993-94, district and state comparison data represent the perfomance
of high schools alone.
Source: Progress Profiles (School Report Card) Program

Academic Norms at the School
(rlanm'ng around the front office, visitors to Belle Monde immediately knew where the
school community set its priorities. As previously mentioned, the banks of trophy cases
crammed with scholastic awards were tangible proof that academics were top priority at the
school. Interviews and focus groups with faculty and students further underscored that
impression.
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Academic Norms: The School Staff. “We will produce the best educated students in
public schools anywhere.”
That one comment from a teacher during the teacher focus group might as well have
been etched in bronze over Belle Monde’s front door, it so typified the attitude of the
teaching staff. On so many dimensions— curriculum planning and coordination, classroom
innovation, collaboration and mentoring among faculty, flexible scheduling, protection of
teaching time— the staff at Belle Monde by the spring o f1996 had already implemented many
of the instructional and organizational recommendations from research on effective teaching
and schooling.
The school also was at the forefront o f the “School to World’ movement and was
piloting block scheduling in the ninth grade at the time o f the ate visit. In addition to enabling
students to earn a complete credit each semester, the block schedule gave the staff the
flexibility to work study skills into the curriculum and to offer a career preparation course
tided “World o f Work.” In “World of Work,” teachers and counselors helped ninth graders
to identify their interests and aptitudes, then explore career options in the areas best suited
to their needs.
Depending on their interests, students attending Belle Monde could choose from a
broad and varied array of educational opportunities. In addition to its core college-prep
curriculum (which included an extensive honors program), the school offered four
“academies,” each allowing students who were not college bound a chance to (a) select a
career area, (b) attend applied classes whose content was tailored to that specific career, and
(c) acquire on-the-job training through one of the school’s several business partners.
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Tenth graders interested in pursuing tourism, for example, enrolled in a 12-hour
program, attended applied mathematics and English classes, and were provided a mentor in
some aspect of the tourism industry. A local travel agency not only taught the students and
teachers assigned to the program how to operate a travel agency, but set up a working agency
at Belle Monde, 50% o f whose proceeds went directly to the school. Similar programs were
offered by academies in hanking, healthcare (the school partner was a large hospital), and
food services. An additional 10 academies were slated to go on line the following year.
Unfortunately, the academy option was not available to all students. At the business
partners’ insistence, eligibility was limited to those upperclassmen who maintained a 3.0
average, had good attendance, and clean disciplinary records. These criteria, while desirable
to business partners, no doubt put the academy option outside the reach of those students
who might have benefited the most from it: youth who were struggling in school and
disenchanted with the school’s hard sell on academics

. 4

Another down ride o f the academy structure surfaced in the teacher focus group.
Though discussion generally favored the academies, some teachers expressed concern that
several students who had elected the academy option and taken several applied courses had
since changed their m inds and found that they could not complete the college-bound
curriculum and still graduate on time.
Whatever the students’ chosen track— college prep or career— Belle Monde offered
all its students ample opportunity to explore technology. Computers not only were evident

Research shows that such students are prone to problems with misbehavior and truancy
(Wehlage and Rutter, 1986).
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in many classrooms, but apparently were regularly utilized for a range of applications. The
school’s two computer labs were supplemented by a separate computerized “writing lab” that
was reserved strictly for English classes. The science faculty used sophisticated laboratory
set-ups that included powerful microscopes linked to video monitors so that an entire class
could watch chemistry experiments and dissections at close range. Core courses such as
Algebra I were videotaped so that students requiring remediation could schedule study
sessions, playing and replaying entire lessons as often as necessary.
The faculty estimated that the average student spent a combined 2-3 hours per night,
doing homework in as many as 5 classes, and the school conducted a mandatory study hall
for athletes and students enrolled in other extra-curricular activities. Teacher volunteers also
offered free after-school tutoring for those students who needed the extra help. “Kids who
are average know that this school cares about them,” one teacher asserted in the focus group.
‘Tfthey [the students] want an education, the teachers will bend over backwards to help them.
But they have to earn it. They’re not going to get a grade just because the teachers like
them.”
As previously mentioned, underpinning the entire academic enterprise at Belle Monde
was a seasoned faculty that was encouraged to set their own schedules, to experiment with
content (so long as they conformed with national and state standards), and apply for grants
to supplement their classroom budgets. Teachers spoke proudly o f the rapport they had
developed over the years, and of the sort of casual collaboration that comes o f meeting class
across the hall from the same colleague every day for

2 0

years, trading teaching ideas during

countless shared hall duties. For the benefit of those staff who were new to the school, the
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principal assigned mentors as “buddy teachers” for each newcomer. “As a new teacher
several years ago,” one science instructor commented, “I knew what was expected of me,
had positive role models, and a “buddy” when I needed advice.”
Of course, all was not perfect. Though the teachers boasted o f‘lots o f integration”
within departments, they confessed that there was not much structured collaboration across
departments. Furthermore, time was sometimes an issue. Because the same buses served
several schools, the school day at Belle Monde started earlier than the faculty would have
liked. (“Their bodies may be here, but these teenagers don’t wake up until nine,” one teacher
complained. ‘T know some who get themselves up and out in the morning because their
parents aren’t up yet” Despite the early scheduled start, buses frequently ran late, prompting
the principal to schedule a 30-minute home room at the start o f the day so that the buses
could be counted on to complete all of their runs by first period.
With some ingenuity, the staff nonetheless had turned the lost 30 minutes into
worthwhile contact time. Morning announcements were moved to the start of lunch, and
home room became an enforced study hall: a time for students to catch up with assignments
go to the library, or get on the Internet.
Academic Norms: The Students and Their Families. There appeared to be quite a bit
o f subtle and not so subtle student and family pressure to achieve. As mentioned previously,
Belle Monde had a reputation throughout the area as a topnotch public school. As evidence,
it had the largest percentage of out-of-parish students of any high school in the district,
composed primarily o f Orleans Parish students whose parents made the long roundtrip
commute each day in search of a better education than could be found in the public schools
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o f Orleans. In fact, there was concensus within the teacher focus group that the students
who were the most successful at Belle Monde were those whose education was a team effort
between parents and child: a family commitment to excel.
Though the school offered a wider variety of career-oriented classes than was
available in many high schools at the time, the college-prep curriculum seemed to enjoy a
favored status. The students who participated in the focus group tended to divide courses
offered at the school into two categories: “serious classes”—college-prep classes— and
“goof-off’classes, which included subjects such as business math and woodworking. Several
complained that the school did not offer more college-credit courses.
Several teachers expressed concern over the number of parents who pressured the
administrative staff into putting their children into honors classes even though the students
weren’t up to the challenge. According to the teachers, grade-point averages invariably
suffered, and the students wound up struggling and anxious. One teacher tried to explain the
parents’ rationale.
“The parents want them [the children] in honors classes because they want them to
be with the cream o f the crop,” she explained. “They’re hoping that they can do it because
they don’t want them to be in the regular classes and be pulled down, to be with a lot of
discipline problems like public schools have. Because we have to accept everybody.”
Disciplinary Norms at the School
Like all high schools in the district, Belle Monde was involved in several cooperative
programs with the local sheriff and the juvenile justice system. In accordance with one
program, the sheriff’s office assigned each school its own deputy. The officers maintained
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a visible presence on campus and stepped in immediately in the event of serious offenses such
as drugs or weapons on campus. It also was the officer’s duty to locate habitually truant
students and get them back into school. In cases o f chronic truancy, local ordinances
authorized the deputies to bring both the students and their parent(s) before a judge, who then
fined the parent(s) for not taking responsibility for their child’s attendance.
Keeping high school students on campus was only half the district’s concern,
however, keeping unwanted intruders off-campus was the other. As a result, all high schools
in the district strictly enforced a central office regulation that all students wear a photo ID
when on campus. In accordance with that policy, students who got offthe bus in the morning
without their ID were summarily sent home and told not to return without it.
Some students in the focus group protested the strict enforcement o f the ID policy,
noting examples where fiiends had been pulled out o f lunch because they neglected to put
their IDs back on after physical education. “The rule’s dumb,” one student complained. “I’ve
missed class because a teacher who knew me and recognized me sent me home to get my ID.”
Another cited bong caught in a “Catch-22" situation when he left his ID in his gym locker
after a weekend sporting event, couldn’t get back on campus without it the following
Monday, but needed to get to his locker to retrieve the tag.
The principal felt the level ofmisbehavior at the school did not warrant the assignment
o f the deputy, and seemed comfortable with the disciplinary policies his staff maintained. As
mentioned previously, maintaining discipline was a shared responsibility involving the entire
Belle Monde staff. Though the APA was discipline coordinator for the school, teachers were
the first line o f defense when it came to maintaining decorum on campus. It was teachers
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who wrote up the disciplinary referrals for students who were disruptive in class, and it was
left to the teacher’s discretion whether a misbehaving student was referred to in-school
suspension or weekend detention. A discipline committee comprised primarily of teachers
also reviewed the school’s discipline policies and held disciplinary hearings when the need
arose.
On the whole, routine discipline was viewed as the teacher’s responsibility as well as
the students.’ “The kids talk to each other about who the good and the bad teachers are,”
one teacher observed during the focus group. “The best prepared teacher is the one with the
least discipline problems.” The administrative and instructional staff all viewed tardiness as
the school’s greatest disciplinary problem, and appeared unanimous in their belief that good
teachers should be able, on their own, to limit tardiness between classes.
“Moving in between classes is the individual teacher’s problem,” one experienced
teacher commented. “Those teachers who can monitor their classes properly shut their doors.
My attitude is, if the kid comes through that door and he’s late, then give him punish work.
Generally, I’ll reprimand him in some way or another. But I guaranteee you that I’ll have
him running down the hall to my class.”
Had the principal been part of the focus group, he no doubt would have agreed. He
attributed many routine classroom discipline problems to boring instruction or to the newer
teachers’ inexperience at managing teenagers. “High school people can be brutal,” he
muttered, shaking his head. “Many will lecture an entire hour. But then they call that
academic freedom— that’s all part of the [teacher] union contract. I’d like to be able to teach
people around here some behavior modification techniques.”
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When it came to applying school rules, the administrative staff always stuck to a strict
interpretation of the rules for the sake of consistency, Mr. Bradley said. “If two kids get into
a fight, they’re both suspended. If it [the infraction] is a non-victim situation, the student
goes to in-school suspemon, does his or her regular work and isn’t counted absent.”
First and foremost, however, the principal was a firm believer in student self-discipline
“Kids are young; they’re not stupid,” he observed. “They have to learn that your behavior
is your choice, and you are responsible. They either learn to conform, or I expell them.”
Student Alienation
As previously mentioned, Belle Monde appeared by most measures to be an effective
school. It is nonetheless questionable whether it was effective for all students. In reviewing
the qualitative data collected in the course o f the site visit, the same troubling finding emerges
time and again: a large percentage of students who entered Belle Monde reportedly never
completed the 12* grade. Indeed, judging from comments recorded in the principal interview
and teacher focus group, it appears that many did not last beyond their first quarter on
campus.
As Mr. Bradley noted, enrollments at Belle Monde tended to drop off so significantly
after the start of the year that teacher lay-offs were sometimes necessary by October 1. The
principal also spoke matter-of-factly o f200 students (out o f 1,700) disappearing each year.
One senior who participated in the student focus group observed that “our ninth grade class
started out with over 300, and graduating this year will be about 150, if that.”
Mr. Bradley described ninth grade — the “transition year”— as the most critical
because it was characterized by the highest suspension, failure, and dropout rates. When
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asked why some students didn’t “make if’ at Belle Monde, he and the teachers consistently
pointed to family influences: the transient nature of life in the apartments, parents who were
disinterested or struggling or otherwise unable to give their children the support they needed.
They also spoke o f students who arrived at Belle Monde, overage and under-educated,
lacking in study skills, and with no clear career goals.
Perhaps owing to his years as a middle school principal, Mr. Bradley seemed less than
sympathetic on the subject of unprepared or unruly freshmen. “When you get here too big
or bad at ninth grade, I can guarantee that you’re going to drop out,” he said.
“We try to make up too many excuses for kids: ‘oh, look at his family’ or ‘he’s got
a learning disability. ’ Well, don’t give me a lad in 9* grade and tell me he’s functioning at the
6

* grade level,” he stated. “Learning disability is a crock. These kids can’t read because they

weren’t taught to read and they don’t study. We don’t teach * or 7* grade here. “We are
6

a high school.”
Despite the acknowledged and recurrent turnover in enrollments, the principal
described the school’s dropout problem as comparatively minor. “We have very few
dropouts,” he asserted. “The kids who leave all say they’re getting the GED, though I don’t
know how or if they ever do. I do know that in the eight years that I’ve been principal, I’ve
only seen one or two dropouts who ever came back.”
Lost Lake High School

Setting
It was a long drive out to Lost Lake High School, down an aging four-lane highway
bounded on both sides by warehouses and machine shops, chemical plants and tank farms.
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The highway eventually gave way to a two-lane secondary road that snaked for miles through
fellow fields and pastures sparsely populated by only the occasional cow.
One last long looping bend, and the school came into view: a collection oflow-slung,
cinder block buildings clustered behind a -foot chain link fence. The gated entrances to the
6

narrow bus staging area that fronted the school were chained and locked so that visitors were
tunneled through a single gated entrance by the administration building. Built in 1948, the
facility looked more like a World War II military compound than a school. The freshly
painted aqua buildings were almost indistinguishable from one another, and faced each other
across empty, asphalt-paved courtyards.
At the time of the Lost Lake site visit, the school district was on the verge of settling
a 30-year federal school desegregation suit, thereby enabling the superintendent to end a
hugely unpopular court-monitored program to integrate schools district wide through a
combination o f forced busing and academic enhancements at single-race schools. The
desegregation plan appeared to have had minimal direct impact on Lost Lake; after all, only
a relatively small number o f inner-city youth transferred to the school attracted by its short
lived medical and hotel/tourism career magnets.
The suit’s indirect impact on the school was nonetheless striking. Thirty years of
public resentment over federal interventions in local education operations had driven
thousands of school children from the public school system at a great loss in state education
revenues. Worse yet, local voters had repeatedly rejected plans to increase local education
fundings leaving the school district in dire financial straits. Lost Lake was one of the great
losers in the voter/district stand-off. Though the district had planned to demolish the old
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facility and build a new school on the Lost Lake baseball field, no capital improvement monies
were available to fund construction. Furthermore, there was little incentive for the central
office to spend its very limited maintenance funds, repairing a school whose ultimate
demolition was already a foregone conclusion.
As a result, the Lost Lake physical plant was in a sorry state of disrepair at the time
o f the site visit. The vocational wing had burned to the ground two years before, but had not
been rebuilt. The roof leaked so badly that the football coach complained that his team had
to dress out in shifts when it rained. According to the principal and teachers, the chemistry
laboratories were virtually unusable: the equipment in total disrepair and so old that
replacement parts were no longer available. The student body and faculty alike moved with
an air o f gloom fed by rusting metal, peeling paint, and narrow, dimly-lit corridors. At Lost
Lake, envisioning the 21“ Century classroom took a whole lot o f imagination.
The School Community
At the time o f the site visit, Lost Lake was the only “high school” in the district with
a 7-12 grade range, owing primarily to its rural isolation. The principal liked the school’s
grade configuration, feeling that it gave the middle school students a chance “to consider early
on what they want to do.” Though his sentiments were echoed by his two assistant principals,
the faculty as a whole was very critical of the school’s grade structure, contending that
“middle school kids should not be mixed with high school kids.” Individual teachers cited
concern that the fight-prone middle school youth were mixed with older, more serious high
school students. Some female members of the teacher focus group also expressed discomfort,
mixing impressionable seventh grade girls with much older boys.
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The Student Body. The district desegregation controversy of the past 30 years had
triggered substantial white flight from the central city to rural schools in adjacent school
districts; however, enrollments at Lost Lake had gone from stagnant to declining Nearly 650
students were enrolled at the school in SY 1993-94, of whom roughly 44 4 were enrolled in
grades 9-12. The student body that year was 36.94% minority, with 30.76% of students
participating in the federal ffee-lunch program (See Table 5.8).
The trend over time had been toward an increasingly at-risk school population,
suggesting that the white flight that characterized the district’s central city schools was
infecting Lost Lake, as well. As evidence, the percentage of minority students enrolled at

TABLE 5.8

Demographic Profile: Lost Lake High School: SY1991-92 to SY1993-94
1991-92

1992-93

1993-94

Metropolitan

Metropolitan

Metropolitan

Configuration

7-12

7-12

7-12

School Size

453

506

444

Percent Low-SES

24.06%

31.25%

30.76%

Percent Minority

32.67%

33.00%

36.94%

School
Urbanicty

Lost Lake increased by four percentage points between SY 1991-92 and SY 1993-94, while
student participation in the free lunch program increased by eight percentage points during
that same period.
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The Faculty. In SY 1993-94, Lost Lake had a faculty o f 52 for grades 7-12

. 1

In light

o f the school’s isolation and physical deterioration, the faculty was remarkably stable; for
example, five of the six teachers in the focus group had been at the school anywhere from 5
to 15 years, and their tenure reportedly was not atypical. In terms of faculty credentials, Lost
Lake compared favorably with both the district and the state. In SY 1993-94, for example,
nearly half of all Lost Lake faculty held a master’s or higher graduate degree (49.02%) as
compared to 43.57% for the state (LDE, 1995). Furthermore, 94.6% of courses conducted
at Lost Lake in SY 1991-922 were led by teachers who were fully certified in the subject
area(s) they were teaching as compared to 87.94% for the district and 87.18% for the state
as a whole (LDE, 1993).
The Administration. Lost Lake’s administrative staff consisted o f a principal, one
assistant principal for administration (APA), one assistant principal for instruction (API), and
one guidance counselor, all of whom had been in place for several years Though the size of
the administrative staff was consistent with other high schools in the district, Lost Lake’s
administrators were responsible for overseeing a wider range of grades (7-12) than their peers
at more traditional (i.e., 9-12) schools.
At the time of the site visit, Mr. Williams was in his seventh year as principal at Lost
Lake. A onetime middle school math teacher with 30 years in the school system, he had
served as assistant principal at an inner city middle school for six years before becoming a

The precise number of teachers for grades 9-12 is not available.
SY 1991-92 is the last year that the state indicator system published teacher
certification data.
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child welfare and attendance officer on the central office staff. He was serving in that
capacity, overseeing the disciplinary hearings of suspended students, when he was appointed
to replace the Lost Lake principal, who reportedly had left amid some unnamed “controversy”
over remarks he had made.
Mr. Tower, the APA, was responsible for Lost Lake’s discipline program, security for
football games and field trips, as well as issuing lockers. Though he confessed that he was
unprepared to serve as the APA when first appointed, he clearly had thrown himself into the
job. By the time o f the site visit (seven years into his APA stint), Mr. Tower already was
president o f the professional association of APAs and was often called upon to inservice staff
at other schools on discipline policy implementation and record-keeping.
The third member o f the administrative triumvirate was Mr. Grey, the API. Though
it was unclear precisely how long he had been in his post, it appeared that Mr. Grey had been
the instructional coordinator at Lost Lake for a number of years. His duties included
recruiting teachers, evaluating the ongoing performance of teachers already on board,
scheduling classes, planning inservices, overseeing school supply purchases, and generally
assisting teachers in their instructional efforts.
The three men appeared to operate fairly independently of each other, but also seemed
to share the same general perspectives on Lost Lake. All three liked the school’s 7-12 grade
configuration, feeling that the contact with the high school students and teachers gave the
younger students an opportunity early on to decide what direction they wanted to take. They
also believed the condition of the facilities put the school staff at a decided disadvantage in
meeting the educational needs o f their students, though they were all careful to point out that
the district was in a serious financial situation and had few resources to offer.
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The principal considered the length of the commute from town to be a disadvantage
when recruiting teachers, but felt the benefits of the school’s small size and rural population
outweighed any disadvantage that distance presented.“We have something o f an edge in
recruiting teachers,” he explained, “because we don’t have as many discipline problems. We
have peace of mind. It’s nice to come where there’s not a lot of hoopla.”
Despite the lure of the country, recruiting teachers was difficult. At the time o f the
site visit, two classes had long-term day-to-day substitutes, and the principal himselfhad filled
in, teaching science. Though district policy encouraged that each school maintain a Time Out
Room (TOR), there was no money attached to the program. As a result, Lost Lake’s TOR
had been staffed on a day-to-day basis for two years.
The Surrounding Community
Though data collected by the LDE identified Lost Lake as a “metropolitan” (i.e., big
city) school, the label was a misnomer. Unlike most schools in this large urban district, Lost
Lake drew the great majority of its students from the lightly populated rural area northeast
of the city. Buses were the primary mode of transportation, with some students commuting
as many as 18-20 miles, one way.
The majority o f students who attended Lost Lake were from families in the low to
middle-income bracket. Some parents fanned or worked for the oil and chemical industries
that lined the main highway from town; the remainder held various low-skill jobs or were
unemployed. The high school’s only feeder school—Lost Lake Elementary—was highly
regarded in the community and was recognized by the White House as a “presidential blue
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ribbon school” the year before the site visit. At nearly 1,000 students, enrollments at the K-o
elementary were in fact substantially larger in SY 1993-94 than the high school’s 7-12
enrollment (650). The elementary school had a larger faculty, as well.
The blatant disparities in resources between the two schools was further exacerbated
by the elementary school’s obvious preferential status with local community groups. Each
year, Lost Lake Elementary reportedly received funding and other resources from the
community’s most prominent civic association: the same group that had repeatedly rejected
the high school’s requests for assistance. The slight was keenly felt by the Lost Lake faculty,
staff, and student body alike. Not surprisingly, private schools and magnet schools in town
skimmed off 30-40 of the Lost Lake Elementary crop before the graduating sixth graders ever
saw Lost Lake High.
School Performance
Judging from its achievement and participation RPIs, Lost Lake was a differentially
effective school during two of the three years covered by the study (SYs 1991-92 and 1993-

TABLE 5.9

Lost Lake High School
Relative Performance Indicators, by Year SY 1991-92 to SY 1993-94
1991-92

1992-93

1993-94

Achievement

.67(E)

.34 (T)

•51(E)

Participation
E=Effective
In=Ineffective
T=Typical

.10 (T)

-.11 (T)

-.82(1)
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94, though the school was consistently typical (i.e., its achievement and participation
performance were both “typical”) in SY 1992-93. Table 5.9 details its performance across
the three years covered by the study. As the table shows, Lost Lake was moderately effective
for achievement in SY 1991-92; its participation SEI shows that it performed slightly lower
than expected, but still within the “typical” range. The following year, its performance fell
within the “typical” range on both indicators, though its achievement was somewhat higher
than expected and its participation slightly lower. By SY 1993-94, however, the gap in
achievement and participation performance had widened to the point that achievement at Lost
Lake fell into the effective range and its participation performance was solidly within the
ineffective range.
Student Achievement. In terms of actual performance (i.e., performance unadjusted
for school or student characteristics), achievement at Lost Lake was consistently above both
the state and district averages throughout the three years covered by the study (See Table
5.10). Attainment rates were exceptionally high in SY 1991-92, ranging from 7 to 14
percentages points above the district and/or state averages, depending on the subject area.
Longitudinal analysis of the school’s achievement data nonetheless shows Lost Lake’s
attainment rates declining in all subject areas except one (English language arts), where
student performance was more or less stable at 97%. The greatest three-year declines were
recorded in mathematics (down %) and science (down 7%), while student attainment rates
8

in social studies and written composition dropped 5% and 2%, respectively. In several
subject areas, Lost Lake’s declining performance ran against the statewide trend. For example
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TABLE 5.10
Lost Lake High School
Attainment Rates: Graduate Exit Examination: SY 1991-92 to SY 1993-94

1991-92

1992-93

1993-94

English Language Arts
This School
District
State

97%
90%
90%

95%
91%
91%

97%
90%
89%

Mathematics
This School
District
State

89%
82%
82%

92%
82%
83%

81%
78%
79%

8 8

96%
%
82%

95%
92%
91%

94%
92%
90%

99%
865
87%

97%
85%
%
8 6

92%
%
90%

91%
91%
90%

94%
90%
90%

Indicator

Written Composition
This School
District
State
Science
This School
District
State

Social Studies
99%
This School
90%
District
89%
State
Source: Progress Profiles (School Report Card) Program
attainment

8 8

rates in written composition grew 7% between SY 1991-92 and SY 1993-94

despite a % drop in attainment rates at Lost Lake; attainment in science increased 3%, while
8

Lost Lake’s performance dropped 7%. The net effect was to substantially narrow the gap in
performance between Lost Lake and other high schools statewide.
Though Lost Lake students outperformed their peers across the district and state on
the GEE, they did not fere so well on the ACT, which has a greater emphasis on problem
solving and also measures higher order thinking skills to a greater degree than does the GEE.
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The mean ACT composite score for Lost Lake’s SY 1993-94 senior class was below both the
district and state averages: 18.3 as compared to 19.5 for the district and 19.4 for the state.
Lost Lake’s assistant principal for administration attributed the school’s comparatively low
ACT performance to the fact that all students were encouraged to take the test, including
some students pursuing vocational tracks.
This explanation does not account for the feet, however, that college performance
data collected by the LDE indicates that first-time freshmen who graduate from Lost Lake
tend to have higher remediation rates than is otherwise typical around the state. For example,
60% o f Lost Lake graduates who were first-time freshmen in the fell o f 1994 enrolled in a
remedial class as compared to 38.7% for the district as a whole and 48.64% statewide.
Student Participation. Table 5.11 provides a snapshot of student participation at Lost
Lake during the three years covered by the study. As the demonstrates, student attendance
at Lost Lake was slightly above average and more or less stable across the three years; for
example, in SY 1993-94, attendance at Lost Lake was 91.92% as compared to 91.49% for
the district and 90.97% for the state. On the other hand, the school suspension rate (27.81 %)
was were more than twice the district average (12.68%) in SY 1991-92, but declined to
25.52% by SY 1993-94. This decline, when coupled with a substantial increase in the districtlevel suspension rate, had the effect of narrowing the gap between the school and district
rates to roughly one percentage point

3

In 1993-94, dropout rates at Lost Lake were below the state and district averages;
that is 4.05% of students in grades 9-12 dropped out at Lost Lake during SY 1993-94 as

3

State comparison data are not available.
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TABLE 5.11

Lost Lake High School
Longitudinal Performance Data: SY1991-92to SY1993-94, SY1995-96
Indicator

1991-92*

1992-93*

1993-94

Attendance Rate
This School
District
State

93.00%
94.41%
na

92.47%
94.07%
na

92.71%
91.49%
90.97%

Suspension Rate
This School
This District
State

27.81%
. %
na

27.97%
13.77%
na

25.52%
21.44%
na

1 2

6 8

Dropout Rate
4.05%
3.56%
2.03%
This School
.
%
5.9%
na
This District
3.8%
na
na
State
Prior to 1993-94, district and state comparison data were based on the performance of all
schools; since 1993-94, district and state comparison data have been available for high
schools alone.
Source: Progress Profiles (School Report Card) Program
2

6

compared to 5.9% for the district and 5.1% statewide. Interestingly, Lost Lake’s 1993-94
dropout profile did not fit the typical pattern around the state and nation. According to the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES, 1996), dropout rates around the nation tend
to peak at grade 9 and decline steadily thereafter. Instead, Lost Lake’s 1993-94 dropout rate
peaked at grade 9 (7.09%), declined sharply at grade 10 (1.82%), then rebounded at grade
11 (3.16%) before resuming its downward trend at grade 12 (3.06%).
Academic Norms at the School: The School Staff
It was difficult, visiting Lost Lake, to reconcile the school’s high LEAP performance
with the limited instructional resources available at the school, or with what appeared to be
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the faculty’s low expectations for the students.

As mentioned previously, learning

opportunities at Lost Lake were severely compromised by the dilapidated state of the facilities
and equipment. The science laboratories were unusable. In the teacher focus group, one
teacher complained that his science text was seven years old; another was teaching out of
three texts to cover the curriculum; a third had no textbooks at all. Scheduling was difficult
due to the school’s size. Some subjects (e.g., foreign languages) weren’t offered because
enrollments were not sufficient to justify a teacher. In other instances, two subjects were
combined in order to schedule a class.
The API noted that his budget was comparable to other high schools in the district
with roughly the same total enrollment; however, his funds had to stretch across six grade
levels rather than four. The librarian complained that she had similar problems, equipping a
library for six grades with a budget better suited to four. The six new PCs that the school had
recently acquired had all been installed in the administrative offices, while

1 0

older machines

served the instructional and administrative needs o f six grades.
Though the principal felt that his teachers had been doing a good job preparing
students to take the GEE, he acknowledged that the school offered few opportunities for
students who were not college-bound. He was, in fact, the most outspoken of the school’s
three administrators in his frustration over the limited vocational facilities at the site. Mr.
Williams had attempted to

compensate for the loss of the industrial arts wing by developing

cooperative ventures with local businesses, but his efforts had not been particularly successful.
A national airline that operated out of the nearby municipal airport had adopted the
school at one time; however, the principal lamented that the partnership “hadn’t amounted
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to much” in the long run because “the company was more interested in publicity than helping
the school.” He was also unsuccessful in his attempts to persuade a chemical company to
sponsor a small engines shop at the school.
Lost Lake’s instructional problems weren’t entirely tied to funding or a lack of
material resources. Teachers complained that they no longer took their students on field trips
because district policies had become too rigid, so great was the school board’s concern over
liability. Extracurricular activities also had been limited by restrictive district policies. As the
discussion wore on, the teachers increasingly vented their frustration and feelings of
abandonment. “Nobody cares about Lost Lake,” one teacher complained. “The magnet
schools have drawn away our best students. We have no resources, and the conditions we
have to deal with are appalling.”
Whatever their frustrations, the teachers clearly preferred staying at Lost Lake to
teaching jobs in town. “The physical location is a strength, “ one teacher pointed out. “You
don’t get the inner city influence here.” “Yeah,” another seconded. “These are country kids,
and you can have some respect from them. They may hate your guts, but they’re polite.”
Academic Norms at the School: The Students and Their Families
When asked to describe the students and their families, the teachers and assistant
principals painted a picture of a community that placed a low priority on education and
students who were “unmotivated” and “easily distracted”: who “didn’t want to think ” and
“settled for the low end.” The teachers placed much of the blame squarely on the families,
pointing out that some parents didn’t even know when their son or daughter received a report
card. The staff as a whole was also united in their concern that students were giving after198
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school jobs precedence over school work. According to the teachers, after school jobs meant
that homework suffered, GPAs suffered, and ultimately, many students dropped out.
Judging from their comments, the student focus group had another explanation for
their classmates’ purported low interest in school. When asked what they would do to make
school better, they focused on more than just material resources. “A new building” and
“more books” were cited, but so were “getting more respect” and “teachers who can control
class.” One final student comment more or less summed it all up. “Get the teachers to teach
something that will interest you.”
Disciplinary Norms at the School
As previously mentioned, Mr. Tower, the APA, was responsible for overseeing the
school disciplinary program. The assistant principal appeared to see his role as protecting the
learning environment o f the school, and felt justified in “putting out” students who posed
discipline problems. He described himself as “influential” in the district’s decision to adopt
a zero-tolerance policy for some infractions, and was ardent in his belief that all rules and
punishments should be applied consistently.
Toward that end, he maintained a disciplinary referral database on computer that
enabled him to run detailed and precise running talleys o f all the offenses committed on
campus, which students had committed them, and what punishment had been meted out in
each instance. His fellow administrators could access the information from any of the six
previously mentioned PCs that had been installed on a local area network linking the
administrative offices.
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The APA considered tardiness to be Lost Lake’s most prevalent disciplinary problem,
and had a structural solution to remedy it; that is, he advocated eliminating student lockers
to speed the flow o f students between classes. “These halls were built in 1948, but the
lockers weren’t put in until 1989,” he pointed out. “When they did that, they took three feet
of width out o f every hall, and the classroom doors open out [ into the hall], to boot.”
Removing the lockers wasn’t his first structural response to a disciplinary challenge. The
APA was also responsible for erecting the system o f 5-foot chain-link fences that surrounded
the school and supposedly kept undesirable elements out.
Though Mr. Tower believed all the safety provisions he implemented were necessary,
he also knew that Lost Lake’s disciplinary problems paled in comparison with the district’s
more urban schools. “In seven years, I’ve confiscated only four or five guns compared to one
school that had five guns in two weeks,” he said. The APA scrolled down his computer
screen throughout the interview, periodically stopping to mull over statistics that particularly
caught his eye. “So far this year (the interview was conducted in May) I’ve had 1,184
disciplinary referrals for 365 students out of a total o f680 enrolled,” he intoned at one point,
then asked, “what do you think of that?”
According

to the school’s disciplinary policy, students who committed low level

offenses such as tardies were initially scheduled to attend a Behavior Clinic, which was held
on Mondays and Thursdays from 2:30 to 4:15 p.m. These clinics were staffed on a rotating
basis by one o f two teachers. Assignments to clinics involved parents in the disciplinary
process because all students had to provide their own transportation home. Interestingly,
under the provisions of the school disciplinary handbook, students were responsible for
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keeping track o f their own tardies and were assigned to clinic upon their fifth tardy in any one
class. Each semester, tardy counts were reset to zero.
After four clinic referrals (16 tardies in one class during agiven semester), the student
was suspended for three days or was assigned to the Time Out Room (TOR), a full-day
detention program that generally was scheduled three times a week. Students did not earn
unexcused absences while assigned to TOR, and were required to keep up with their regular
classroom assignments.
Student Alienation
As for dropouts, Mr. Tower was convinced that “student laziness and lack of parental
motivation are the primary factors in dropping out.”
As previously mentioned, the principal felt that his teachers had been doing a good job
of preparing students to take the GEE, though he acknowledged, that the school offered few
opportunities for students who were not college-bound. If he sensed a connection between
the shortage o f vocational opportunities and Lost Lake’s discipline problems or dropout rate,
Mr. Williams didn’t dwell on it. On the subject of dropouts, he speculated that some students
stopped making progress at the ninth grade, eventually became discouraged, and just bailed
out. Others, he said, wanted to start earning money right away, either to help out at home
or to buy something they wanted, such as a car.
Palmetto High School

Setting
Palmetto High School was only one short block from the main highway into town, but
was hard to spy from the road, its low, blond brick silhouette largely obscured by a stand of
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spindly pine. Though the school was built in 1968, the campus had the perpetual look of new
construction, thanks to a series o f additions that had been made over the years. First came
a new classroom building. Then the main administration building burned to the ground and
was replaced by a multi-function wing housing the administrative offices, a conference room,
and in-school detention facility. The sports complex was four years old at the time of the site
visit. The add-ons and spruce-ups had been so continuous that, all across campus, scrawny
saplings protruded from heavy-clay soil still speckled with building aggregate— the residue
of freshly-poured walkways.
It appeared at the time of the site visit that the incremental growth that had
characterized Palmetto for some 20 years would continue for some time to come. As New
Orleans’ suburban sprawl had pushed steadily eastward, the tracts of second-growth pine that
surround Palmetto had given way to subdivisions that sprouted in all directions, much as
runners creep from a weed. So far, the site’s relatively remote location had insulated the
school from the rampant growth experienced by other high schools in the district, but change
loomed on the horizon. At the time of the site visit, the local school board was debating
whether to redraw school attendance zone lines, but so far had dodged action on what the
Palmetto staff described as “a political hot potato.”
The School Community
The Student Body. At the time of the site visit, Palmetto was a 9-12 school with a
student body of roughly 600. Though there was not much ethnic variety (the student body
was 92% white; % black) the students were a varied lot, nonetheless. According to
8

Palmetto staff, there were four distinct subgroups of students. The largest o f the groups were
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the “rednecks”: children who had attended Palmetto schools all their lives and were the sons
and daughters of local white residents: a politically conservative, largely blue-collar, mixedincome group. Palmetto’s black students also came from the immediate community; their
primarily lower-income parents remembered the days before forced integration merged the
local black and white schools. A third group consisted o f military children whose family
backgrounds were similar to that o f the local whites and blacks, but who had attended many
schools as their families moved about. The fourth group consisted of primarily “city kids”
who had come with tales of life in the metropolitan schools o f New Orleans.
According to data collected by the LDE, roughly 15% of Palmetto students
participated in the federal free lunch program in SY 1993-94(See Table 5.12). The school’s
TABLE 5.12

Demographic Profile: Palmetto High School: 1991-92 to 1993-94
1991-92

1992-93

1993-94

Urbardcity

Rural

Rural

Rural

Configuration

9-12

9-12

9-12

School Size

679

690

709

Percent Low-SES

12.35%

17.72%

14.85%

Percent Minority

7.80%

7.68%

7.90%

School

administrators and faculty contended, however, that Palmetto’s free lunch data
underestimated the school’s true poverty rate, which they estimated at greater than 50%.
They also pointed out that a growing percentage of Palmetto students were the children of
upper-middle-class professionals— the previously mentioned “city kids” whose families were
driving the local building boom.
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The Faculty. The majority of Palmetto’s 54 faculty members were longtime residents
o f the area, and many had taught more than 20 years. According to data reported by the
Progress Profiles (LDE, 1993), roughly 51% of teachers at Palmetto held graduate degrees
in SY 1993-94 compared to a district average of 48% and a state average o f roughly 44%.
The Profiles data also showed that, in SY 1991-92, 12% o f classes at Palmetto were
conducted by staff teaching outside their area of certification compared to % for the district
8

and 13% for the state as a whole. Finally, as members of the teacher focus group pointed out,
Palmetto had a particularly hard time hanging on to teachers certified in math or science.
The Administration. At the time of the site visit, Palmetto High School had an
administrative staffofthree: a principal; assistant principal for faculty, facilities, and discipline;
and one guidance counselor. Both the principal and assistant principal were former band
directors, while the guidance counselor formerly taught chemistry. The three appeared to be
in their early-to-mid thirties, and all had been in their posts for four years.
At the time of the site visit, the principal, Dr. Irwin, was in his ninth year at Palmetto.
He was widely liked and respected by students and staff alike, most of whom speculated that
he would some day try for a superintendency. (As one student put it, “why else did he get
a Ph.D?”). Teachers described Dr. Irwin as “innovative” and “positive”—a man who
encouraged staff to play an active role in running the school and who was said to'pull rabbits
out of hats” when it came to securing financial and other instructional resources.
The teaching staff also was universally complimentary o f the principal’s direct and
democratic style of leadership. Dr. Irwin’s handling of the classroom wing addition
reportedly typified his management approach.
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When the new building was built,” one teacher commented, “there was a
faculty-parent committee that basically designed the building. He [Dr. Irwin]
took surveys of what everybody wanted and we had all of these meetings and
prioritized everything. That was unheard o f in my experience as a teacher.
Up until all this ‘democracy’ hit, you never knew ‘til it was done to you.
The teachers were less complimentary of the assistant principal, Mr. LaMotte, who
seemed well-liked, but not particularly well-respected. Though his title was “assistant
principal for faculty, facilities, and discipline,” the teachers contended that Mr. LaMotte
busied himself primarily with disciplining students and overseeing the maintenance crew. His
office in the administrative wing was strewn with papers and candy boxes: the residue o f his
other responsibility, fund-raising. It was in fact somewhat telling that, when asked to describe
his duties, the assistant principal mentioned only “scheduling, fund-raising, and band
director,” in that order.
The faculty held the guidance counselor, Ms. Hennessey, in higher regard, describing
her as both caring and hardworking. A former chemistry teacher with 12 years of classroom
experience, Ms. Hennessey turned to counseling to avoid the stresses o f classroom
management. She professed to finding real satisfaction in counseling students, many of whose
academic difficulties were caused or exacerbated by problems at home, and lamented the
mound o f paper work that ate into her day. Though the principal and teachers insisted that
Ms. Hennessey devoted far more time to counseling than had her predecessor, one guidance
counselor in a high school of more than 600 can only stretch so far. When asked to describe
the guidance counselor, the student focus group complained that students received too little
counseling because Ms. Hennessey had “too much to do.” “Her door is always closed,” one
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student remarked, “and there’s always this sign that says ‘I’m Busy: Sign Your Name and I’ll
Get Back to You.’”
All in all, the administrative leaders were an exceptionably cohesive group and
mutually supportive. According to the principal, the school’s small size (and hence small
administrative staff) dictated that there be “tremendous crossover” among the three
administrative positions. Though he said he liked getting to do so many things, Dr. Irwin
acknowledged that ‘%’s hard to be efficient when you’re into so many things; you lose sight
o f some o f the detail.” Considering the academic culture and norms at the school, it appears
that Palmetto might have benefitted from having one administrator whose primary
responsibility was instructional leadership.
The Surrounding Community
Palmetto High School was located in the heart o f the “Florida Parishes”4— a rural
area in the toe of the Louisiana “boot,” bordering the state o f Mississippi. Historically, the
town of Palmetto and its public schools had been far removed from the suburban sprawl that
had made parts of the parish one of the fastest-growing residential and commercial areas in
the state. Generations o f Palmetto men had eked a modest living from forestry and fishing,
while others had turned to the military in pursuit of a way out For several decades, work in
the offshore oil fields offered handsome salaries for physically demanding, often dangerous
work. By the early 1990s, however, the number of high-paying, low-skilled jobs available
locally had dwindled, and a down-sized military offered fewer opportunities to move away.

In Louisiana, counties are referred to as “parishes”—an artifact of the state’s French
colonial heritage.
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Despite the continuing influx of professionals from New Orleans, Palmetto had yet to
shake its “backwoods, redneck”image. Though members of the teacher focus group felt that
parents considered Palmetto “the best school in the parish,” the student focus group
complained that the school had a negative image in the press and was considered a “hick
school” outside the immediate community. Faculty and staff members agreed, describing
Palmetto as “the red-haired stepchild of the district.”
Judging from the socioeconomic diversity of the surrounding area, the Palmetto
community must have lent an uneven base of support. Between the military families and the
emigres from the city, there was substantial in- and out-migration; even longtime residents
appear to have been divided. Though the black and white teachers who participated in the
teacher focus group contended that the faculty was free o f racial prejudice, they conceded
that local blacks sent their children to Palmetto with reservations, recalling the racial prejudice
that once characterized the area. In feet Palmetto’s first principal once testified before the
U.S. Senate on behalf of the Ku Klux Klan.
School Performance
Judging from its achievement and participation RPIs, Palmetto was a consistently
ineffective high school throughout the three-year covered by this study (SY 1991-2-1993-94);
that is, both its achievement and participation RPIs were within the ineffective range all three
years (See Chapter 4). As noted in Table 5.13, student achievement at Palmetto was well
below expectations in SY 1991-92, slumped in SY 1992-93, but rebounded in SY 1993-94.
Participation, on the other hand, started out in the ineffective range in SY 1991-92 and
steadily fell further below expectations during the two subsequent years.
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TABLE 5.13

1992-93

1993-94

Achievement

-1.00 (I)

-1.9(1)

-.71(1)

Participation
i=Efiective
T=TypicaI
I=Ineffective

-.71(1)

-.74(1)

►—*

1991-92

I
©
-3

Palmetto High School
Relative Performance Indicators* by Year SY 1991-92 to SY 1993-94

Student Achievement. If Palmetto High School was ineffective for achievement, the
achievement data reported by the state indicator program didn’t show it. In terms of actual
performance, achievement at Palmetto was consistently at or above both the district and state
averages throughout the three years of the study (See Table 5.14). In SY 1993-94, for
example, attainment rates at Palmetto met or exceeded both the district and state averages
on four of five components of the GEE (English language arts, mathematics, written
composition, and science). In two subject areas (English language arts and science), student
performance at Palmetto increased steadily over the three year period; in two others
(mathematics and written composition), attainment rates peaked in SY 1992-93 but were
nonetheless higher in SY 1993-94 than SY 1991-92.
On two other academic indices—student performance on the American College Test
(ACT) and graduate remediation rates in college— Palmetto compared favorably with other
high schools around the state. For example, the school’s average ACT composite score was
well above the state average in both SY 1991-92 and SY 1993-94, and met the state average
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TABLE 5.14
Palmetto High School
Attainment Rates: Graduate Exit Examination: SY1991-92 to SY1993-94

1991-92*

1992-93*

1993-94

97%
95%
90%

97%
96%
91%

98%
95%
89%

8 8

84%
%
82%

89%
91%
83%

%
87%
79%

Written Composition
This School
This District
State

79%
90%
82%

98%
95%
91%

96%
96%
90%

Science
This School
This District
State

92%
94%
87%

95%
93%
%
8 6

97%
95%
90%

Social Studies
This School
This District
State

89%
94%
89%

94%
94%
90%

89%
92%
90%

Indicator
English Language Arts
This School
District
State
Mathematics
This School
This District
State

8 8

Source: Progress Profiles (Schoo Report Card) Program
in SY 1992-93. Remediation rates among college freshmen who graduated from Palmetto
High also were lower than freshmen remediation rates elsewhere around the state. For
example, roughly 43% ofPalmetto’s SY 1993-94 graduates enrolled in remedial course work
as first-time college freshmen compared to 55% o f first-time freshmen statewide.
Student Participation. As previously noted, Palmetto High was rated ineffective for
participation during each of the three years covered by the study, controlling for the influence
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of school intake factors such as school size, locale (urbanicity), school type (high school),
student socioeconomic status, and ethnicity. In terms of actual performance, however, results
were mixed.
Table 5.15 provides school summary performance data on those three behavioral
components that comprised Palmetto’s participation in SY 1993-94 (LDE, 1996). As the
table denotes, student attendance at Palmetto was not only well below the district average
throughout the study, but declined steadily from SY 1991-92 to SY 1993-94, ending the
three-year period at 90.72%: well below the district average (91.87%) and slightly below the
state average (90.97%). Though out-of-school suspension rates peaked in SY 1992-93 at
16.38%, they were nonetheless higher in SY 1993-94 (14.67%) than in SY 1991-92
(10.75%). Moreover, the SY 1993-94 rate was well above the state average for high schools
(10.7%). It is interesting to note, that by the time of the site visit in SY 1995-96, both
attendance and suspension rates had improved to 91.54% and 9.57%, respectively.
Academic Norms at the School
At the time of the site visit, Palmetto High was a school at a cross roads where
academic norms were concerned. For roughly 25 years, Palmetto had been an isolated, rural
school with questionable leadership, serving a community that did not particularly value
education. The previous five years had brought something of a turnaround as a changing
economy; an infusion o f better educated, higher income families; and a young, energetic
administration put new pressure on the faculty to upgrade and diversify instruction. Yet
change was slow in coming, and the faculty—though apparently well-meaning—had
steadfastly resisted Dr. Irwin’s attempts to reform instruction.
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TABLE 5.15
Palmetto High School
Longitudinal Performance Data: SY1991-92to SY1993-94

Indicator

1991-92*

1992-93*

1993-94

Attendance R ate
This School
District
State

93.00%
94.00%
na

91.92%
94.00%
na

91.44%
90.97%
94.00%

Suspension R ate
This School
This District
State

27.81%
13.80%
na

22.52%
. .%
na

24.70%
13.00%
na

. %
2.60%
3.66%

3.56%
2.70%
na

4.05%
5.90%
5.10%

Dropout Rate
This School
This District
State
Source: The Progress Profiles

2

2 1

8

2

Academic Norms: The School Staff The comments recorded in the course o f the
administrator interviews and both faculty and student focus groups suggested that Palmetto

was a school with weak academic press and little instructional innovation. Though the
principal clearly had a vision for updating and diversifying instruction, the faculty turned his
preference for democratic decision-making to their advantage by voting down many of the
innovations he proposed.
The teaching staff was small (as high schools go), yet the teacher focus group
members acknowledged that there was little collaboration across subject areas or grade levels.
Scheduling also was identified as a problem by administrators, faculty, and students alike.
With 600 students spread across four grade levels, many courses were offered only one time
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per day, and students often had to settle for whatever they could schedule in order to maintain
a full load o f classes. The scheduling problems hurt the school’s brightest students in two
additional ways. First, some advanced classes never “made” due to inadequate enrollments.
In addition, it was not unusual for an honor’s class to be opened to “average” students, with
an attendant loss of academic rigor. The student focus group also was offended at the impact
that this “sleight of scheduling” had on “average” students who could not keep up, and had
but two choices: postpone a required course for a year (and hope their schedules could be
worked out then) or keep the class and watch their grade point averages (GPAs) slide.
In an attempt to alleviate his school’s scheduling problems, Dr. Irwin had
recommended that Palmetto try block scheduling; however, the three formats he offered for
the faculty’s consideration were met with near-universal disapproval. The assistant principal’s
“take” on the matter seemed rather acidic at first “These teachers don’t accept change very
well,” Mr. LaMotte pointed out. “They’ve been parking in the same spot for 20 years.” He
also noted that “modular scheduling doesn’t fit their teaching skills because kids won’t sit and
listen to a lecture for 85 minutes.”
Subsequent comments made during the teacher focus group lent greater credence to
his remarks. The focus group members came up with a whole litany of reasons that block
scheduling wouldn’t work, including the observation that “the average student’s attention
span is 15 minutes.” More telling was their nods o f silent affirmation to one teacher’s self
revelation.
You know, personally, I would hate modular scheduling because I can
sometimes wing it for half an hour if I want to. It doesn’t take truly dedicated
lesson planning to fit here when I’ve been doing this for 11 years. I can go in
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there and wing it. And I do a pretty good job. But if I had to wing it for an
hour and forty-five minutes, now we’re pushing it. And it would actually take
a whole lot of work on my part. That’s why I don’t want it [modular
scheduling]. It’s too damn much work.
Faculty expectations for student performance were not particularly high, either. The
teachers repeatedly pointed out that most students who struggled at Palmetto came to the
school unprepared and suffered from a persistent lack of support in the home. The comments
of one teacher seemed to typify the attitudes of all. “The people who have support [at home],
they’re going to do well wherever they are. As for the ‘non-doers,’ it doesn’t matter what
the program is, they’re going to just sit around.”
Academic Norms: The Students and Their Families. Gathering from conversation
during the student focus group, many of the students who attended Palmetto received litde
consistent academic reenforcement from their families, their teachers, or each other. The
students seemed preoccupied with the what they perceived as the school’s poor image in the
district and with the general perception that Palmetto graduates were less prepared than
students who graduated elsewhere in the parish.
Tire students also were acutely aware that many of their peers did not finish high school— an outcome that they attributed to the dropouts’ own ‘laziness.” “Some people
can’t handle it [school],” one student noted. “They think it’s a big waste o f time.” Several
spoke derisively of a particular girl who kept dropping out and coming back, only to drop out
all over again.. As one student put it, quitting school might be embarrassing, but “it would
be more embarrassing to drop out and come back.”
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There was little anecdotal evidence that students drew much drew much psychological
support from their parents. School staff repeatedly cited examples of students who were
encouraged to work long hours outside of school, even after it became apparent that the
students would flunk or drop out if they continued to do both.
Though the students described some faculty members as “friendly and approachable,”
they also criticized the teaching staff for being poorly organized and for “forgetting that you
have other things to worry about, like jobs and stuff.”.
Disciplinary Norms at the School
In SY 1993-94, roughly 15% of Palmetto students were suspended out of school.
Though that rate was substantially above the district average for high school suspensions (See
Table5.18), administrators and faculty alike seemed more or less satisfied with the level of
student disobedience at the school. Both groups felt that discipline at Palmetto was ‘Very
good,” considering all the violence and drug problems that city schools freed.
The two groups (administrators and faculty) were nonetheless generally at odds over
discipline procedures at the school, with each group blaming the other for being too lenient
at enforcing school rules. At Palmetto, tardies — not guns— were the big issue with
teachers. The principal was unsympathetic, however, and argued that it was the teachers who
were “lax and let kids slide” who had tardiness problems. His assistant principal was equally
unsympathetic, accusing teachers of neglecting to promote and enforce school rules
themselves and then making too many disciplinary referrals.
Faculty members, on the other hand, contended that discipline was lax because the
administrators were too lenient in overseeing the school’s disciplinary program. As evidence,
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they pointed out that students (a) were not written up for tardiness until they had been late
five times, and (b) had been known to log five in-school suspensions in one semester.
In keeping with district policy, Palmetto High ran a five-step disciplinary program,
with interventions ranging from parent-teacher conferences to expulsion. Students who were
tardy or committed similar offenses generally were required to attend in-school suspension
in the administrative wing for up to three days. Offenders assigned to in-school suspension
were required to collect their regular assignments from all their teachers and to work on them
all day, breaking only for lunch. The assistant principal considered the program successful
because “students hated the isolation.” The teachers, on the other hand, weren’t so sure, and
argued that students were pampered while serving detention.
According to the discipline program’s critics, students served their in-school
detentions unattended; enjoyed the air-conditioned comfort o f the school’s newest wing, and
were treated to cokes and candy by the school secretaries. The teachers went so far as to
allege that one girl assigned to detention for smoking on campus was caught while in
detention, smoking in the teacher’s lounge. According to the teachers, she was not punished
for the infraction.
“Our discipline,” one teacher contended, “is very wishy-washy.” The teacher focus
group cited long-standing teacher complaints over what they perceived as a lack of
consistency in punishing students. They attributed that inconsistency to the administrators’
fear of “rocking the boat” with local community leaders, implying that some students enjoyed
a favored status. “Students tell you daily that nothing’s going to happen to them,” another
teacher commented. “In think it goes a long way, explaining why there’s so much disrespect
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around here. The kids tell you, ‘Number one, nothing’s going to happen to me because
nothing ever happens around here. And they will also tell you that some kids get punished
for things that other kids won’t.”
The students’ perceptions of discipline at Palmetto were more in line with the
teachers’ than with the administrators.’ They complained, for instance, that athletes
consistently received preferential treatment, and that rules were “enforced differently for
different groups of students.” They also alleged that the teachers were as much to blame for
the differential treatment as the administrators. It also appeared that, when it came to
disciplinary climate, their expectations were lowered by their tendency to compare Palmetto
to large, urban schools elsewhere. Students transferring in from big city schools came with
tales of race riots and drugs, security guards and metal detectors, all of which were far more
unsettling than the perceived inequities at Palmetto.
Student Alienation
As mentioned in the cross-case analysis, one would expect schools with low
participation rales to have high levels of student alienation, played out in the form o f high
suspension, truancy and dropout rates. Such seemed to be the case at Palmetto High School.
As noted previously, teachers complained of chronic truancy problems, and students
and faculty alike seemed to view school disciplinary policies as ineffective and inconsistently
administered. The clearest indicator of student alienation at Palmetto, however, lay in the
high percentage of students who quit school, short of earning a diploma or other recognized
credential.
As noted previously, if staff and student perceptions were accurate, the published
dropout rates for Palmetto substantially underestimated the school’s true dropout problems
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during SY 1991-92 to SY 1993-94. Faculty contended that roughly half o f all ninth graders
eventually graduated. The teachers and administrators alike attributed the high attrition rate
to three factors: (a) lack of parental support; (b) low levels of academic preparation among
entering high school freshmen; and (c) the students’ lack of long-term goals and inability to
delay gratification.
Lack of parental support was clearly an issue on several dimensions. The teachers
recounted tales o f parents who let their children drop out of school so that they could go to
work, and of girls who dropped out after having babies. Sometimes the lack o f support was
tangible as well as psychological In one instance, the guidance counselor followed up on a
student who was habitually tardy, only to find the entire family living in a car. More common
was the example cited by several teachers and administrators: the students who gave up on
graduating, long before they ever actually dropped out; who stayed in school only because
the family needed to continue receiving Social Security.
We have a couple of kids right now who attend school only
once a week to keep the SSI [social security insurance]
coming,” the teacher commented. “In mean, the check holds
them here. They’ll keep coming exactly to get that check,
until they’re 18, because as long as they’re in school, they’re
collecting SSI. So they will stay here and be totally non
productive, but be a warm body in a chair, just to get the
family the check. Even if it would be in the kid’s best interest
to get a GED or go to trade school or something.
According to school staff many students who entered Palmetto with the intention of
naming a diploma were almost certainly doomed to failure before they started because they
were over-aged and under-prepared academically. The students who participated in the focus
group cited examples of 18-year-olds in ninth grade, and students who were repeating ninth
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grade for the fourth time. As the assistant principal commented, “you invariably lose the kid
the day he looks around and realizes he’s going to be

2 0

years old if he makes it through.”

Many others, the staff said, are keeping up and have the grades until they take a job
in order to buy a car or just make a little money. “Kids start working and get bogged down,
trying to pay for their car,” one teacher commented. ‘Pretty soon they’re falling asleep in
school. One student got out and tried the GED, didn’t want that, and came back to school,
but the hours he had to keep, along with everything else.... He just couldn’t do it and so he
dropped out again. Too tired.”
Several programs had been instituted to help keep students in school, including a
mandatory study skills class in ninth grade (a district initiative) aimed at giving students the
skills they needed to catch up and keep up, with a taste o f career orientation thrown in, as
well. The principal also initiated an “Acceleration Center” in the school library, offering
tutoring and personalized, computer-assisted programs to help students get caught up. The
faculty was nonetheless pessimistic that the program would have a real impact in a community
that placed little value on education. They suggested that an approach used by JTPA
program— paying students to go to school— would have a better chance o f succeeding.
City Park High School

Setting
When City Park High School first opened its doors, American education was racing
to accept the Sputnik challenge, and everyone wanted to graduate from the grand new high
school by the park Nearly 40 years later, City Park was still an impressive edifice. The
school was set well back from the four-lane, commercial road that divided it from a sports
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complex across the street, looking more like a Presbyterian seminary than an inner city high
school. The white brick main building soared two- and a half stories, its central tower
capped by a gray cupola. There were no footpaths to mar the manicured lawns that flanked
the tree-lined front drive, and only a scattering o f yellow and red, Firearm Free Zone signs
hinted o f the changes that three generations had brought.
Inside the school, visitors walked across polished slate floors and up two short steps
to the main level o f the building. Staircases with omate black, wrought-iron handrails flanked
the foyer on the right and left, while bulletin boards decked out in bright yellow paper
enlivened the walls. A collection oftrophy cases and glassed-in bulletin boards were clustered
on the feeing wall where the foyer intersected the hall. The cases were filled with trophies
celebrating various ROTC and sports accomplishments, and student artwork crowded the
bulletin boards. The centerpiece, however, was a five-foot, carved cypress pirate, the school
mascot.
The displays and pirate competed for attention with a chronological series of large
portraits that hung a few feet overhead. The first of these was a photo montage o f City Park’s
charter Beta Club members o f1959:40-50 young white men and women photographed in the
stylized “sweetheart” poses of the Eisenhower-era. Next was a series of large, oil portraits;
these tributes to the school’s first principals depicted a series o f middle-aged white men
striking dignified poses in coat and tie. Finally, off to the right hung a smaller, more informal
portrait o f the youngish-looking man who must have been the school’s first African-American
principal.
This last portrait hung directly across from City Park’s front office, whose large plate
glass windows overlooked the front lawn. The office had the same spotless dignity that
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characterized the entranceway. Silk flower arrangements were strategically positioned on the
wooden counter that sliced across the room and sat atop every desk and file cabinet. Each
end table in the small reception area offered a selection of professional educationjournals and
back issues of Ebony Magazine. Rounding out the scene were a dozen or so gleaming carved
wooden Tai Kwon Do trophies— some of them 3-4 feet tall— all neatly lined up against the
reception area wall. In the midst of it all, the administrative staff and secretaries went about
the school's business, greeting students and answering phone calls with the soft-voiced
solemnity o f a prayer meeting: the men all in suits, the women all in pearls.
The School Community
The Student Body. City Park High School was a neighborhood school in a minority
community wracked with poverty and violence. As noted in Table 5.16, roughly 97% o f the
nearly 2,000 students enrolled in the school during the three years covered by this study (SY
1991-92 to SY 1993-94). were minority. Most o f the white students were deaf-blind.
TABLE 5.16

Demographic Profile: City Park High School: SY1991-92 to SY1993-94
1991-92

1992-93

1993-94

Metropolitan

Metropolitan

Metropolitan

Configuration

9-12

9-12

9-12

School Size

1,160

1,094

1,194

Percent Low-SES

53.20%

57.63%

59.01%

Percent Minority

97.41%

97.71%

97.49%

School

Urbanicity

By most yardsticks, City Park served a high-risk population. The high school served
a sizeable special education population, including the previously mentioned deaf-blind
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students. Even so, administrators speculated that official counts underestimated the true
percentage o f students who should have received special education services because many
adolescents reportedly would not allow their parents to declare them “special ed.” In regard
to income status, more than 5 in 10 students participating in the federal subsidized lunch
program during the three years covered by the study (See Table 5.16). Though the
percentage o f students receiving free lunch climbed nearly percentage points between SY
6

1991-92 (53.20%) and SY 1993-94 (59.01%) even the latter statistic apparently
underestimated the level of student poverty, judging from staffcomments recorded during the
site visit. Each administrator and teacher interviewed described the City Park community as
“high poverty” and characterized by high rates of unemployment, angle-parent families, teen
pregnancy, and drug abuse. Moreover each staff member had his or her own tale to illustrate
the economic conditions of children in the school. For example, many spoke o f "kids raising
kids” while their parents “did drugs” or served time in prison. One administrator was
particularly affected by his discovery that two brothers who had been abandoned by their
parents had been living alone in a boarded up, condemned house without running water or
electricity. The two youths carried in water daily from the next-door neighbors’ so that they
could wash up for school.
The Faculty. In SY 1993-94, City Park had a faculty o f 80. O f that number, more
than half (53.42%) held at least a master’s degree. In terms of the faculty’s academic
preparation, the school compared quite favorably in SY 1993-94 with the district and state,
whose comparison statistics for that indicator were 51.91% and 43.57%, respectively. By the
time of the site visit in the spring of 1996, however, the faculty count had risen to 89 while
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the percentage o f teachers with a graduate degree had dropped roughly five percentage points
(to 48.78%).
The decline in teachers holding advanced degrees is apparently attributable at least in
part to the principal’s efforts to weed out teachers who she perceived as “resistant to change”
and to replace them with what she called “young-thinking people.” As evidence, several
teachers commented that the principal, (who had been promoted from assistant principal only
about six months before) had immediately “run offa bunch o f teachers,” many of whom were
long timers at the school. She did so by persuading them to take sabbaticals or to accept
transfers. Though the district had given the principal freedom to recruit freely as positions
came open, filling those slots was a challenge initially, because the pool o f available teachers
was very limited and the school’s reputation had gone down. The principal nonetheless had
managed to hire a cadre of young teachers, some of whom were described as “those sweet
young things from Teach for America.” Some of the others reportedly had grown up in the
immediate area and “wanted to give something back to the school or the community.” In
fact, one of the assistant principals could be counted among that number both she and her
father had attended City Park in its heyday.
The Administration. At the time of the site visit in the spring of 1996, City Park had
an administrative staff of five: a principal, an assistant principal for discipline and
administration
assistant

(APDA), an assistant principal for instruction and discipline (APED), an

principal for instruction (API), and one guidance counselor. All were still in the

process of getting acclimated to their positions, all having been appointed that same year.
Mrs. Jackson, the principal, was in her third year at the school, having served two years as
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API before her promotion. According to a staff member, Mrs. Jackson had yet to Ieam that
“a high school principal’s primary job is public relations,” and wanted it known that she was
City Park’s “instructional leader.” She reportedly considered herself personally accountable
for everything that went on at City Park, and regularly worked
school by

6

1 2

-hour days, arriving at the

a.m. and typically working through until nearly 7 p.m.

Mr. Thomas, the APDA, had been a teacher for 17 years before becoming an
administrator, City Park was his fourth assignment. Mrs. Carter, a “full-time API” who
nonetheless spent roughly half her time counseling students, had requested her transfer from
a highly respected magnet school order to “come home” to City Park. Because she was given
little opportunity for curricular coordination or teacher supervision, she busied herself
counseling students and setting up in-services for teachers. Through her many central office
connections, she had managed to arrange several in-services that faculty members would not
have been able to receive otherwise. Mr. Washington, the APED, was a kindly older man and
the only member of the former administration who had been kept on at the school. His varied
duties included counseling students, conducting classroom observations for the statemandated teacher evaluation program, distributing textbooks, and supervising the ROTC
program. He also taught band on the ride.
Though the principal and three assistant principals exhibited a shared commitment to
the school and its students, the group did not appear to function as cohesively as was the case
at some o f the other schools visited. This was probably due in part to the administrative
instability that had plagued the school in recent years. For example, Mrs. Jackson was the
fourth principal in three years; her predecessor had been interim principal only nine weeks.
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According to staff members, the interim principal had been so universally popular that the
students and teachers staged a walk-out to protest Mrs. Jackson’s promotion from API. The
incident could hardly have started her principalship on a positive note.
While the two male APIs seemed to get along well enough, Mr. Thomas clearly was
in a position o f greater authority than Mr. Washington, despite the older man’s longer tenure
at the school. It also appeared that the principal and two male assistant principals were
somewhat distrustful and uncomfortable in their interactions with Mrs. Carter— perhaps
because of her magnet school background or her self-admitted strong central office
connections, or perhaps because she was the school’s only white administrator. In all
fairness, however, it may have been impossible to avoid butting heads in light of the feet that
at least three members o f the administrative staff (Mrs. Jackson, Mrs. Carter, and Mr.
Washington) had been and/or still were APIs at the school.
The Surrounding Community
The area surrounding City Park appeared to have been the epitome of suburbia in the
decades following World War II. Then came the Sixties and the white flight triggered by
desegregation. As the former middle-class residents o f the City Park community moved
across the district line into rural Iberville Parish lower income families had gradually taken
, 5

their place. The surrounding neighborhoods had spiraled downward over the next several
generations— short generations at that in a community where some children became mothers
and then grandmothers before they turned 35.

In Louisiana, counties are known as “parishes.”
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By the time of the school site visit in the spring o f 1996, City Park High was
surrounded by a decaying community plagued by unemployment, “drug decadence,” and gang
violence. The high school, too, had changed. Where once it had been a celebration of the
community, City Park had gradually become a haven from it: a place of enforced calm,
courtesy o f its own five-man security team. As one teacher described it, City Park was an
oasis even for gang leaders, who found the school a convenient place to recruit members,
without fear of retribution from rival gangs.
Student Performance
According to its achievement and participation RPIs, City Park was differentially
effective throughout the three years covered by the study (SYs 1991-92 to 1993-94), and was
“diametrically effective” from SY 1991-92 to SY 1992-93 (See Table 5.15). More
specifically, achievement at City Park was lower than expected (i.e., “ineffective”) all three
years and grew increasingly worse as time when on. As noted in Table 5.17, City Park’s
achievement RPI fluctuated from -.10 in SY 1991-92 to -1.61 in SY 1992-93 before
rebounding somewhat in SY 1993-94 to -1.36.
At the same time, student participation in the school started out much higher than
expected (i.e., 1.11 or “effective”) in SY 1991-92, but declined steadily thereafter, winding
up in the “typical range” (-.17) by SY 1993-94. Viewed together, the two trends are
disquieting,

They suggest that, while City Park was becomingly increasingly ineffective for

achievement, it also was becoming less and less effective for participation.
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TABLE 5.17

City Park High School
Relative Performance Indicators, by Year. SY 1991-92 to SY 1993-94
1991-92

1992-93

1993-94

Achievement

-.90(1)

-1.61 (I)

-1.36(1)

Participation
E=Effective
I=Ineffective
T=Typical

1.11(E)

92(E)

-.17 (T)

A chievem ent. ReviewingCityPark’sunadjustedachievementresuhsforSYs 1991-92

to SY 1993-94 can be depressing. As noted in Table 5.18, attainment rates at City Park were
well below the district and state averages on all five components of the GEE in SY 1991-92,
ranging

from a low of 59% in science to a high o f 79% in written composition and social

studies. The largest gaps in performance during SY 1991-92 were in mathematics and
science, where City Park’s attainment rates were 19 and 28 percentage points below the state
averages, respectively. That same year, attainment rates at City Park were 10 percentage
points below the state average in English language arts and 3 percentage points below the
state average in written composition. Even when comparing the school’s performance to the
district, attainment rates in SY 1991-92 ranged from

6

to 24 percentage points below the

district average.
If school performance in SY 1991-92 was disappointing, so was the trend in
achievement from SY 1991-92 to SY 1993-94, despite an impressive surge in science.
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(Attainment rates in science surged 16 percentage points in three years.) A less impressive
though still positive trend is obvious in English, where the mean attainment rate at City Park
rose 3 percentage points. Unfortunately, in three subject areas (math, written composition,
and social studies), attainment rates for the school declined over the three-year period, with
losses of

1 1

,

1 0

, and percentage points, respectively.
6

TABLE 5.18

Attainment

City Park School
Rates: Graduation Exit Examination: SY1991-92 to SY1993-94
1991-92

1992-93

1993-94

English Language Arts
This School
District
State

97%
90%
90%

95%
91%
91%

97%
90%
89%

Mathematics
This School
District
State

89%
82%
82%

92%
82%
83%

81%
78%
79%

Written Composition
This School
District
State

96%
%
82%
8 8

95%
92%
91%

94%
92%
90%

Science
This School
District
State

99%
865
87%

97%
85%
%

8 8

8 6

92%
%
90%

Social Studies
This School
District
State

99%
90%
89%

91%
91%
90%

94%
90%
90%

Indicator

A similar pattern of declining achievement is discemable in the average performance
of City Park students on the ACT.

According to the Progress Profiles (Louisiana
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Department of Education, 1995), in SY 1991-92, the average ACT composite score for City
Park seniors was 15.9 compared to 19.4 for the district and 19.3 for the state. By SY 199394, the gap had widened further, that is, the average ACT composite score at City Park
dropped

. 6

points over the three-year period (to 16.0), while performance at the state level

improved from 19.3 to 19.4.
Participation
Table 5.19 offers a snapshot of student participation at City Park from SY 1991-92
to SY 1993-94. As the table shows, attendance at City Park declined steadily over the threeyear period from 92.02% in SY 1991-92 to 88.17% in SY 1993-94. A similar decline was
evident at the district level; however, City Park’s attendance was consistently two or more
percentage points below both the district and the state rates.
TABLE 5.19

City Park High School
Longitudinal Performance Data: 1991-92-1993-94
Indicator

1991-92*

1992-93*

1993-94

Attendance Rate
This School
District
State

92.02%
94.34%
na

91.20%
93.65%

88.17%
93.06%
90.97%

Suspension Rate
This School
This District
State

26.72%
10.47%
na

18.01%
10.13%
na

24.37%
19.20%
na

Dropout Rate
10.58%
1.39%
8.1%
This School
5.68%
3.5%
5.9%
This District
na
3.8%
na
State
District and state comparison data for SYs 1991-92 and 1992-93 were based on the performance of
all schools combined, with no differentiation as to school level. Effective with SY 1993-94, district
and state comparison data represort the performance of high schools alone.
Source: Progress Profiles (School Report Card) Program
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Suspension rates at City Park fluctuated substantially between SY 1991-92 and SY
1993-94; that is they dropped from 21.72% in SY 1991-92 to 18.01% in SY 1992-93, then
edged back up to 24.37% a year later. Here again, the schoors performance was consistently
lower than the district average. (No state comparison data were available). City Park’s SY
1991-92 suspension rate was more than twice the district average (i.e., 26.72% compared to
10.47%). Though the gap in performance narrowed to roughly five percentage points by SY
1993-94, that change was caused by the LDE’s decision to calculate a district comparison
statistic that was based on the performance of high schools alone, not to a decline in City
Park’s suspension rate.
Academic Norms
Academic Norms: The School Staff. City Park High School appeared to be operating
under two sets o f academic norms at the time of the site visit: one observed by the principal,
the other by the remainder of the staff. As well intentioned as both sides were, their apparent
inability to reach a common instructional vision for City Park no doubt made an already
demanding school even more challenging to operate.
As previously mentioned, the principal was an exceptionally forceful woman and
deeply committed to seeing her vision for the school fulfilled. A former foreign language
instructor, Mrs. Johnson tried to motivate her students with tales of former students who had
gone on to successful careers after graduation, including several former students who had
become attorneys. In particular, she spoke glowingly of one student who had studied at the
Sorbonne.
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Her message was consistent and clear students who work hard and persevere can
become anything they want to be. “We are preparing students so that they can graduate and
compete against anyone, anywhere, on their level,” she stated in the course of the principal
interview.
She also believe that the staff could chart the school’s own destiny. “Overall, I would
like to see this school at a point where students transfer to City Park, not necessarily because
we have a magnet program,” she said, “but because the students want to be here.” Toward
that end, she threw herself headlong into improving learning opportunities at City Park by
reactivating the school choir and initiating an orchestral program.
According to members o f the faculty, Mrs. Jackson tended to see herselfas personally
responsible for everything that went on at the school. As a result, she had gotten in the habit
o f working from 6:00 in the morning to nearly 7:00 at night, and was known as a “micro
manager.” Her reluctance to relinquish authority to other members o f her administrative staff
and her dogged determination to see her vision unfold nonetheless frustrated and alienated
many o f the staff around her.
Though the remainder o f the City Park staff applauded Mrs. Jackson’s sincerity and
hard work, many also thought that she was “a little out of touch with reality.” Where Mrs.
Jackson was concerned with broadening the students’ horizons through cultural events, some
APs and other teachers seemed much more preoccupied with (a) teaching students the basic
skills

they needed to complete high school and find a job, as well as (b) motivating and

supporting students as they sought to cope with their tumultuous and sometimes dangerous
private lives.
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Members of the teacher focus group spoke proudly of laying aside their planned
assignments each spring for some well-rehearsed LEAP, remediation in order to make sure
their students were as prepared as possible to pass the GEE.
Several members of the focus group spoke excitedly about the in-services Mrs. Carter
had arranged for them— inservices that were designed to teach special education methods
to regular education teachers so that the latter might better differentiate their instruction to
meet the learning needs of low-performing students. For a time, conversation drifted off into
discussions about the importance of “working the whole classroom” so that all students are
eventually called upon, o f using “wait time,” and rephrasing and repeating questions until the
child experiences his or her “point of success.”
Eventually, however, the conversation worked itself back to why the c1ongtimers”“
had stayed on where others had left, and always the points made were the same. The veterans
professed to stay because of the personal satisfaction it gave them to get through to a student
who was struggling to beat the odds of poverty and violence and anger. Though the group
acknowledged that staff members left for a variety o f reasons, there was consensus that the
primary reason that teachers left is that they simply “couldn’t handle it” anymore.
Some leave because some o f the things you face here are just too much to
deal with. And you just don’t deal with it here. When I get home, that’s
when all this stuff gets to really clicking. I’ve woken up at night, thinking
about it. I think about this place sometimes when I least expect it. Like
Christmas Eve.
Disciplinary Norms at the School
Much o f the day-to-day routine at City Park was focused on achieving and
maintaining a safe and orderly environment at the school, and for good reason.

As previously
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mentioned, the City Park community was wracked by poverty, aimless violence, and
substance abuse. Where other high schools put a great deal of energy into improving their
ties with the surrounding community, many of the staff at City Park worked hard to buffer
the school from life off-campus. As previously mentioned, a. five-member security team
walked the campus constantly, finding and removing outsiders from campus, as well as
patrolling out o f the way places that could become a hiding spot for class “cutters.” When
students cut class or misbehaved on campus, Mr. Thomas (the APD) had a variety of
disciplinary responses at his disposal.
Students who committed so-called “discretionary offenses” typically were placed in
in-school detention from one to five days, depending on the nature of the offense. Students
who had problems with a particular teacher could be assigned to long-term detention;
according to the APD, and were required either to keep up with their assignments while in
detention or to finish them shortly thereafter. There were no limits on the number o f in
school suspensions a student could receive; in feet, some students reportedly preferred
detention to being in class.
For more serious or chronic offenses, punishment was stepped up accordingly. For
example, students who engaged in aggressive behavior were automatically assigned a
Saturday seminar led by a family therapist, who provided counseling on coping with hostility
and aggression. At least one parent had to accompany the student; if either the student or
his/her parent failed to attend, the student was automatically suspended out-of-school. In
keeping with district and state policy, students were allowed three out-of-school suspensions,
and were expelled on the fourth suspendable offense. At the time of the site visit, City Park’s
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school district was one o f the few in the state to run an expulsion center so that even the most
disruptive students could continue to receive educational services.
The administrative stafftried to be proactive in their approach to discipline. Students
who were known gang leaders were targeted for counseling in the hope not only of
controlling their misbehavior but of turning their leadership to good advantage in getting
through to gang members. The administrators’ best strategies did not always prove effective,
however. For example, each spring, Mr. Thomas acquired a list of the most “troubled” eighth
graders who would attend City Park in the fall in the hope of targeting resources in their
direction when school started. Unfortunately, he said, some students who had no prior
records of cutting class developed truancy problems when they reached high school. He
attributed the pattern to the feet that “some 9th graders are ‘big kids’ in middle school, but
they feel vulnerable when they get here.” Several administrators and teachers also cited
recurring problems coping with misbehavior by special education students, with one focus
group member commenting that “special ed students are quite aware of their rights and abuse
them

. ” 6

Most o f the administrators and teachers who were interviewed or participated in focus
groups were sympathetic to the problems of even disruptive students, noting that “we [the
staff} have a real need for people with patience.” As one teacher commented, ‘lots o f these
kids just want parents to listen to them, and they don’t have that, so they look to us. Like I

Federal guidelines protect special education students from being suspended out of school
for behaviors associated with their disability, and limit the number of days that special
education students can be removed from education services without modifications to their
IEPs.
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said, lots of children need a whole lot of us, but probably the thing they need most is
attention.”
Other teachers agreed. “You’ve got to be willing to talk about anything,” one teacher
added. “These kids see guns in the hands of their fiiends every day. You don’t know what
a kid is going to see when he gets home. You’ve got to get that individual through the day,
the month, the year.” As the conversation continued, another teacher pointed out that several
members o f the faculty were trying to write a grant to keep the school open 24 hours a day.
“In some schools, kids are thrilled to be out at the end of the day,” she commented, but not
here. They like it here. This is an environment where they can feel protected, cared for.
They get a lot o f things here that they don’t get in their neighborhoods or their homes.”
Many members o f the City Park staff saw it as their mission to show students— and
their families— that life could be different. “It’s astounding, the experiences that these kids
have already had,” Mr. Washington sighed during the APID interview.
The things they see every day, the violence they do to themselves. You keep
hoping that it will get better, and it just makes you more resolved to work
with them. We want them to see a nice clean campus. We scrub the graffiti
off the walls as soon as it goes up, and we try to serve as good role models.
We try to instill feelings of pride in the school so they’ll have something in
their lives they can feel proud about.
It appeared that sometimes the City Park staff had to draw a line, however, between
tolerant understanding and total surrender. Several teachers expressed frustration with the
growing number of students who seemed “totally fearless, totally unreachable,” and who
“drag other kids down with them.” In instances such as those— when discipline was required
for the good o f the whole group— teachers complained that they could not always count on
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receiving the support they needed. One teacher’s comments received vigorous nods of
agreement around the entire group.
I feel that if a student curses me out in class or tries to jump on one of my
other students, then he should be removed and dealt with in a way that I don’t
have to deal with him again any time soon. And it’s frustrating when you’re
told, “write me up. Nothing’s going to happen to me.” And you know that
that child is telling the truth.
Several teachers complained that the administrators did not support them when they
recommended that students be disciplined— not because the administrator was being lenient
so much on the student’s behalf— but because “some administrators)” were “watching the
numbers.” There was a real bitterness in the tone o f one teacher, whose comment drew quiet
mutters o f approval around the room.
We [the teachers] hate being in the role o f disciplinarian because we are here
to teach. But no one else is assuming that role so, by default, it belongs to us.
And what makes it worse is that the people we are supposed to depend on—
to have at our back— they’re busy trying to make themselves look good.
And we don’t have the backing we need.
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CHAPTER 6.

CONCLUSION: REFLECTIONS ON THE MEASUREMENT OF
HIGH SCHOOL PERFORMANCE

Introduction
As noted in Chapter 1, my intent in conducting this study was to construct and test
a composite behavioral indicator ofhigh school effectiveness that would enable policy makers
to measure the degree to which high schools strike a balance between the press for academic
excellence and the need to sustain all students— even the most marginal— on through to high
school completion. I foresaw many benefits arising from the successful development o f such
an indicator in terms of its potential contribution to both the school effectiveness and indicator
literatures.
I hoped, for example, that by developing a noncognitive indicator o f student
participation in schooling, I could create a mechanism for readily quantifying important
information on student discipline and engagement in large numbers ofhigh schools. Though
researchers have repeatedly demonstrated that maintenance of a healthy disciplinary climate
is central to school effectiveness, much o f that research was conducted in small samples of
schools some 15 to 20 years ago (e.g., Coleman, Hoffer and Kilgore, 1982; Reynolds, 1976;
and Rutter et al., 1979). Researchers have since found it difficult to make the leap from
intensive, site-based research at a few sites to offsite collections involving large numbers of
schools as is typically required in indicator or accountability research.
I also believed that the development o f a noncognitive, high school performance
indicator could facilitate research into the consistency o f school effects across multiple
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student outcomes and/or subgroups. Finally, I hoped that the successful development of a
participation composite might encourage other researchers to try to develop composite
measures of other key climate variables such as teacher or student expectations and selfefficacy.
Though I saw the participation indicator as having real implications for theoretical
work in school effectiveness, I was convinced that its greater potential lay in its more practical
applications.

I believed, for example, that a valid school-level measure of student

participation could give practitioners and policy makers a convenient tool for determining
whether schools were striking the right balance between academic press and support, which
in turn could make a contribution in the areas of school improvement and school
accountability. Finally, I hoped that— if practitioners and policy makers embraced the
participation indicator and used it in tandem with an achievement composite— schools would
be less likely to succumb to the pressures of high-stakes accountability and the urge to
sacrifice student completion in the rush to improve test scores.
By and large, my findings upheld my expectations.
The design and intent of this research is described in detail in Chapters 1 and 3, while
my findings from Phases I and II (the calculation and interpretation of the UPIs and RPIs) are
detailed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes the results of my Phase EH qualitative research in
depth. A brief review of the major findings from this study seems in order nonetheless.
Findings From Phases I and II

As mentioned in Chapters 1 and 3, this dissertation is the product of a three-phase
exploratory study that utilized both quantitative and qualitative methods in order to answer
the following three research questions.
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1. Are high schools that are characterized by higher than expected achievement
similarly effective in promoting student participation in schooling?
2. If some schools are found to be differentially effective in promoting student
achievement and participation, are they differentially effective for the entire school population
or differentially effective for subgroups within the school?
3. What sets schools that are differentially effective for achievement and participation
apart from schools that are judged consistently effective or ineffective for both outcomes?
Procedures and Findings From Phase I: The Psychometric Component
As detailed in Chapter 3 ,1 devoted my attention in Phase I to constructing both
unadjusted and relative performance indicators (UPIs and RPIs) of student achievement and
participation for 308 schools whose grade configurations included grades 9-12. Though the
primary focus of the study was school performance during SY 1993-94, annual performance
scores were calculated for three consecutive years (SY 1991-92, SY 1992-93, and SY 199394) so that the stability as well as the consistency of the indicators could be measured..
In Phase I, I calculated achievement and participation composites for all 308 sample
schools, using accepted methods for creating school-level composite scores (Crone et al.,
1994, 1995; Freeman, 1997). I entered five predictor variables (school community type,
school size, school type, percent o f low-income students, and percent o f minority students)
into two identical regression equations:

one in which the criterion variable was the

achievement UPI, the other in which the criterion variable was the participation UPI. My
principal Phase I findings are summarized below.
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1. As mentioned in Chapter 3 ,1tested the relationship between the achievement and
participation UPIs by calculating a Pearson Product Moment correlation between the two sets
of scores. My intent was to determine whether the school climate dimensions captured by the
indices were sufficiently different as to warrant their separate measurement. I found the two
indices to be moderately correlated (r=.67) with a probability greater than would be expected
by chance alone (p<.001). The results thus upheld my hypothesis that the achievement and
participation indicators measure inter-related yet distinct dimensions of high school
performance; they thus lend insights into school climate and performance that can not be
captured by one or the other indicators alone.
2. I was concerned at the outset o f Phase I that the five predictor variables used in
calculating the RPIs might be highly inter-correlated, a condition which—if true—would
cause statistical “noise,” posing a potential threat to the accuracy of the indicators. I
therefore ran tolerance tests on the five predictors. The results revealed only moderate levels
o f collinearity among the variables, ranging from a high of .533 (school type) to a low of .363
(percent minority). The three school variables (i.e., school type, community type, and school
size) showed lower levels of collinearity than the two student variables (percent minority and
percent o f low-income students).
3. In running the regressions, I was able to estimate how the variance between
schools might be attributed to inputs independent of the school, and how much might be
attributable to school effect. Comparison o f the coefficients of determination showed that the
five predictors accounted for more ofthe between-school variance in achievement (R2=. 502)
than in participation (R2 = .411). Those findings can be interpreted as indicating that the
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school effect on participation is greater than the school effect on achievement, and/or there
is more inherent error in the participation indicator.
Analysis o f the regression weights (betas) showed that community type made a

4.

greater contribution to explained variance in achievement and participation than did any other
predictor variable. In feet, at the level of the school, community type was the most important
predictor of student participation and the second most important predictor of student
achievement. The feet that community type was so important a predictor ofboth school-level
outcomes underscores the importance o f school context and community norms in shaping
staff and student expectations of student achievement and discipline. Table 6.1 compares the
contributions made by the five predictor variables in explaining student achievement and
participation.

TABLE 6.1
Comparative Importance of Independent Variables as Predictors of Participation and
Achievement
Participation Beta (Rank)

Achievement Beta (Rank)

Community Type

0.287* (1)

0.119* (2)

Percent Low SES

-0.257* (2)

-0.094 (3)

Percent Minority

-0.233* (3)

-0.579* (1)

School Size

-0.173* (4)

0.002 (5)

School Type
*p < .05

0.021 (5)

0.068 (4)

Predictor

5.

As a check o f indicator stability, I calculated annual achievement and participation

RPIs for three consecutive years (SY 1991-92 to SY 1993-94), then calculated Pearson
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Product Moment Correlations between the residuals obtained each year. Both indicators
demonstrated moderate to high stability across the three years, though the achievement RPI
proved more stable an indicator than the participation RPI. More specifically, the correlations
between the annual achievement RPIs ranged from .71 to .85, while the correlations between
the participation RPIs ranged from a low o f .52 to a high of .62.
As noted in Chapter 4, this is logical inasmuch as changes in conditions o f the school
would likely have been reflected in behavioral outcomes before they would have had an
obvious impact on student achievement. Also data collection much more difficult to
standardize when the data are reported by 66 school districts rather than collected through
the closely monitored, standardized administration of a single series of high-stakes tests.
P hase TT- The Q uantitativ e

Component

As detailed in Chapter 4, the purpose of Phase II was to determine whether high
schools that are classified effective on the basis of mean student achievement are similarly
effective for mean student participation. This required that I establish a criterion (i.e., “cut
off”) differentiating between “effective,” “typical,” and ‘Ineffective” performance. I took two
approaches: one utilising the ±.674 SD cut-off utilized by Lang (1991), Crone et al. (1994,
1995), and Freeman (1997), the other taking an “extreme groups” approach; that is, I rankordered schools on the basis o f their residual scores, then labeled the top 25% o f schools
“effective,” the middle 50% “typical,” and the bottom 25% “ineffective.”
I found a high degree of consistency between the two classification schemes,
regardless of which cut-off was used (See Table 6.2). Using Lang’s ±.674 SD cut-off fully
half of the 308 schools (156 or 50.6%) were labeled consistently effective for achievement
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and participation (i.e., consistently effective, consistently typical, or consistently ineffective).
Using the extreme groups method (i.e., the 25%/50%/25% groupings), slightly more schools
(158 or 51.3%) were identified as consistently effective.
Phase III: The Qualitative Component
As noted in Chapter 4 ,1 purposively sampled four schools for intensive, site-based
research during Phase HI in order to (a) check the validity o f the achievement and
participation SEls and (b) acquire insights into the climate and processes o f schools that are

TABLE 63.
Comparative Consistency ofthe Two-Outcome Classifications, Using Two
Effectiveness Cut-offs: ±.674 SD and Extreme Groups
±.674 SD

Extreme Groups

156 (50.6%)

158(51.3%)

Consistently Effective

24 ( 7.8%)

35 (11.4%)

Consistently Typical

107 (34.7%)

87 (28.3%)

25(8.1%)

36 (11.7%)

Differentially Effective

143 (46%)

134 (43.5%)

Diametrically Effective

9(2.9%)

16 ( 5.2%)

Effectiveness Classification
Consistently Classified

Consistently Ineffective

either consistently or differentially effective. The four Phase HI schools were: (a) Belle
Monde, a large low participation/high achievement urban school; (b) City Park, a large, high
participation/low achievement urban school; (c) Palmetto, a small, consistently ineffective
rural school; and (d) Celebration, a large, consistently effective rural school. Permission to
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visit Celebration was withdrawn at the last minute, hence another school was substituted:
Lost Lake, a small, high achievement/low participation rural school.
I visited all four sites during the Spring o f 1996, gathering qualitative data on school
processes and norms through a series of school observations and administrator interviews, as
well as separate teacher and student focus groups. I later subjected the field notes and
transcripts from the site visits to content analysis in order to glean further insights into the
conditions, norms, and processes at schools that have been categorized as consistently or
differentially effective. Two broad topics that emerged through the content analysis
(academic and disciplinary norms at the schools) were later used to test the concurrent
validity of the achievement and participation RPIs.
As noted in Chapter 5 ,1 searched the field notes and transcripts from all four site visits
for evidence of six disciplinary norms and seven academic norms that research has related to
effective high schooling (e.g., Firestone and Rosenblum, 1988; Hallinger and Murphy, 1985).
I then quantified and compared the Phase IQ qualitative evidence against the schools’ Phase
Q effectiveness ratings, with the following results.
1.

Achievement SEIs. In regard to the composite achievement indicator, the

qualitative findings from Phase m supported the quantitative ratings from Phase II in one
case, yielded “mixed evidence” in two others, and contradicted the Phase IE classification in
the case o f a fourth. More specifically, City Park was categorized ineffective for achievement,
based on both the quantitative analysis from Phase Q and the qualitative analysis from Phase
ITT On the other hand, the site visits to Belle Monde and Palmetto yielded mixed evidence
in support of their Phase II achievement SEIs. Finally, though Lost Lake was classified
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effective for achievement in Phase II, it was rated ineffective for achievement in Phase IE.
(These and other findings are discussed in further detail in Chapter 5.)
In reviewing these findings, it is important to note several points that may explain
some o f the discrepancies in the Phase II and Phase HI effectiveness classifications. In the
case of Belle Monde, the school’s effectiveness rating during Phase IQ was 1.4: ju st. 1 point
short o f the 1.5 score needed to match its Phase II (“effective”) rating. Even so, it is quite
possible that conditions at the school were less effective in promoting achievement at the time
of the Spring 1996 site visit than they were at the time o f the SY 1991-93 to 1993-94
quantitative analysis. As noted in Table 5.2, there was a steady increase in the percentage of
at-risk students attending Belle Monde throughout the SY 1991-92 to 1993-94 period, and
a gradual erosion in the number of experienced faculty at the school. Both trends were
accompanied by a steady and noticeable decline in student achievement, as evidenced by a
decline in the percentage o f students attaining state standards on the GEE (See Table 5.4).
If these trends continued for the next several years, it is quite conceivable that achievement
at Belle Monde fell into the typical range by the time o f the Spring 1996 site visit.
Similar enrollment and achievement trends at Palmetto may account somewhat for
discrepancies in that school’s Phase II and Phase HI ratings. As noted in Chapter 5, the past
few decades have brought Palmetto a steady influx in middle- to upper-middle income
students from the Greater New Orleans Area. Coincidentally, though Palmetto was classified
“ineffective” for achievement from SY 1991-92 to SY 1993-94, its achievement RPI
improved between SYs 1992-93 and 1993-94 (See Table 5.11). In fact, its achievement UPI
showed steady improvement for three consecutive years (See Table 5.12). If those trends
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continued on through the time of the May 1996 site visit, it is conceivable that academic
norms at the school were more positive at the time of the Phase m qualitative research than
the Phase II quantitative analysis.
The contradiction between Lost Lake’s Phase II classification as effective for
achievement and its much poorer showing in Phase HI is more difficult to explain. Unlike
Belle Monde and Palmetto, which showed “mixed evidence” o f effective school
characteristics in Phase IQ, Lost Lake was labeled effective in Phase Q, but was clearly
ineffective, based on the Phase IQ findings. In reviewing the school’s relative and unadjusted
achievement scores, performance trends are once again apparent. As noted in Chapter 5, Lost
Lake’s annual achievement RPIs fluctuated from SY 1991-92 to SY 1993-94, going from
effective to typical, then back to effective again (See Table 5.7). Even so, actual (unadjusted)
achievement at the school declined steadily throughout the three-year period, with GEE
attainment rates in some subjects dropping as much as 8 percentage points between SY 199192andSY 1993-94 (See Table 5.8). Given the previously mentioned achievement trends, the
school’s comparatively poor ACT performance,1 and the comparatively high college
remediation rates o f Lost Lake graduates, the Phase IQ ineffective rating for achievement
becomes increasingly plausible.
2.

Participation SEIs. In regard to the composite participation indicator, the

qualitative findings from Phase IQ supported the quantitative ratings from Phase Q in two out
of four cases (Lost Lake and Palmetto), yielded “mixed evidence” in another (City Park), and

The average ACT composite score at Lost Lake was 18.3 in SY 1993-94 as compared to
19.5 for the district and 19.4 for the state.
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contradicted the Phase II classification of a fourth (Belle Monde). More specifically, both the
Phase 13 RPIs and Phase III qualitative research identified Lost Lake and Palmetto High
Schools as ineffective for participation. In contrast, the Phase HI qualitative research yielded
mixed evidence that City Park was indeed effective for participation, and contradicted Belle
Monde’s Phase II identification as ineffective for participation. (These and other findings are
discussed in further detail in Chapter 5.)
Ample evidence surfaced in the Phase HI site visits to support the ineffective
participation ratings earned by Lost Lake and Palmetto high schools during Phase II. Staff
at both schools described high levels o f student truancy and misbehavior, ineffective
disciplinary responses, and high rates of student attrition between the 9* and 12* grades.
These observations were seconded in the student focus group, whose members complained
o f the inconsistent application o f “petty” disciplinary policies, limited course selection, and
inadequate instructional resources.
Though there was strong evidence at City Park o f only three of the five disciplinary
norms generally associated with effective high schooling (See Chapter 5), the members of the
teacher focus group exuded the zeal of a missionary when it came to supporting and
shepherding their students into adult life. The strong disciplinary norms that were most
obviously absent from City Park related to the school’s centralized approach to discipline, and
the comparatively limited opportunities for students to exercise self-discipline. While
decentralized disciplinary authority and enforcement is certainly preferable, as is decorum
based on student self-discipline, both of these characteristics may be difficult to implement
and sustain in a school surrounded by such violence and poverty.
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Discussion

When this study was first conceptualized in 1994, there was little precedent for the
simultaneous measurement of school performance indicators that were based on both
cognitive and noncognitive outcomes. Though most states have long collected and reported
school-aggregate data on student attendance and dropout, such indicators were seldom
accorded the same attention as achievement data, and typically were not reported in a highstakes situation.
Since that time, however, state policy makers have taken more and more guidance
from the federal government and its formulation of the National Education Goals (National
Education Goals Panel, 1991), which go substantially beyond our former single-minded
concentration on achievement to include measures ofhigh school completion, school safety,
and adult literacy, to name a few. Following the federal lead, a number of states have
expanded their education accountability systems in recent years to include indicators of
student attendance and dropout as well as achievement (e.g., Maryland SDE, 1996) or to
monitor the performance of graduates as they enter postsecondary education and the
workforce (e.g., Kentucky SDE, 1997). Even in Louisiana (which tends to jump on the
national bandwagon well after most o f the SOseats have been taken), education policy makers
appear poised to adopt a high-stakes accountability model driven by a composite indicator
o f school performance based on achievement, attendance, and dropout (Langley and Franklin,
1998; School and District Accountability Advisory Commission, 1998).
Because the participation indicator was always intended to have implications for
implementation in Louisiana— implications that loom greater today than at the outset of this
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research— a conscious effort was made long ago to facilitate its possible implementation by
(a) using data already collected by the Louisiana Department of Education (LDE) rather than
creating new data sources, and (b) conforming with data definitions and aggregation
specifications already familiar and widely accepted within Louisiana’s education community.
However, as Mumane (1987) has repeatedly noted in his writings on education
indicator systems in America, performance indicators are not immune to the passing of time
nor to the changing values and needs of policy makers. In hindsight and with the knowledge
gained from nearly four years of research, it appears that some of the decisions made relative
to the indicators’ design warrant revisiting.
Methodological Considerations in the Composition of Achievement and
Participation Indicators

Reflections on the Composition of Student Achievement Indicators
As previously mentioned, a conscious effort was made at the outset of this research
to use existing data in constructing the two school performance indicators. Though research
suggests that norm-referenced tests are better suited to school performance monitoring due
to the greater variability withinNRT instruments (Rutter, 1983), only one test is administered
in Louisiana at the high school level— the criterion-referenced GEE.
The fact that the GEE is administered in grades 10 and 11 and has a comparatively
low cutoff for student attainment no doubt contributed to the skewness of the achievement
score distribution. It may also explain why schools classified “ineffective” for achievement
such as Palmetto nonetheless had relatively high GEE attainment rates (See Chapter 5), and
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why there were noticeable disparities between some schools’ unadjusted performance on the
GEE and their performance on the ACT and other measures of post-secondary readiness.
Were Louisiana’s testing program to continue in its present structure, it would prove
advisable to identify another measure of secondary achievement to reduce the psychometric
limitations o f an indicator based solely on a high-stakes, low-skill test (i.e., the GEE).
Fortunately, the current secondary assessment system is scheduled to be replaced in the spring
o f2001 by a new testing program that incorporates more rigorous CRTs at grades 10 and 11
with an NRT at grade 9. Other researchers (e.g., Crone, et al., 1994) have found that
composite indicators derived from a combination o f NRT and CRT data offer “the best of
both worlds,” so to speak, in that the CRTs feature a close fit with state-mandated curricula,
while the NRTs have the previously mentioned benefit of greater variability.
Reflections on the Composition of Participation Indicators
As noted in Chapter 3, several variations on the participation composite were tested
and compared during Phase I before the three-component composite based on attendance,
out-of-school suspension, and dropout data was selected. A key concern in the model’s
selection was the comparability of the suspension component scores from one school to the
next, research having shown that some schools suspend students out-of-school for
misbehavior that is tolerated elsewhere (Wu, Pink, Crain & Moles., 1982). In feet, the
comparability of out-of-school suspension data has been particularly problematic in Louisiana
as o f late, owing to increasing disparities among schools in regard to access to in-school
suspension programs.
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With all due consideration to the data comparability concerns, the judgement
ultimately was made that the insights that the suspension component brings to the estimation
o f student alienation and participation more than outweigh the threat to indicator
comparability. It was also felt that the combination o f the three components (suspension,
attendance, and dropout) would mediate the instability of the suspension indicator, by itself.
The participation composite proved so valuable an indicator o f high school
performance that the calculation of a similar index at the middle school level is strongly
recommended. It is, after all, unfortunate but true that findings from the Phase III site visits
suggest that for many students, the alienation and dislocation that culminates in dropping out
at the high school level apparently begins well in advance. Time and again in the course of
the site visits, administrators, teachers, and students, all gave examples of students who began
ninth grade, having already made up their minds to quit school. Further research into student
alienation and participation at the middle school level may prove helpful in arresting such
tendencies before they take hold..
Unfortunately, there appears to be no obvious model for constructing a participation
indicator at the elementary level, though many students’ problems with schooling surely begin
in the primary grades. Though it is likely that some highly mobile students do manage to drop
out in the elementary grades, dropout data collection does not appear to be taken seriously
below the seventh grade. Furthermore, there is litde variability in attendance and suspension
data in the elementary grades, suggesting that those statistics would be no more informative
as measures o f student participation.

Though composite indicators of elementary

performance based on some combination of attendance and nonpromotion (retention) data
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have been suggested, it is not clear what such an indicator would contribute in explaining
academic and disciplinary norms and processes at the school.
Reflections on the Inclusion of Special Education Students in the Achievement and
Participation Indicators
When the study was initiated in 1994, serious consideration was given to certain
decisions about the indicators’ composition: decisions such as whether to include all subjectarea components of the GEE in the achievement composite, whether to include disciplinary
data as well as attendance and dropout data in the participation indicator, or to enter
measures of school type and ethnicity in the regression equations predicting school
performance.
At no point in time, however, was serious consideration given as to what students to
include in the performance indicators. The precedent set by Louisiana’s education indicator
system, the Progress Profiles Program, was followed without question; hence, the
achievement and participation composites were based on the performance o f regular
education students, plus only those special education students who were identified as gifted
and talented.
Two years later, the LDE fell in line with national trends toward the inclusion of
special education students in performance data by expanding the Progress Profiles indicators
to include most special education students, effective with the SY 1995-96 performance
reports (LDE, 1997). Nonetheless, one year later, the LDE appears on the verge of reversing
itself again. An influential, gubematorially-appointed panel has recommended the exclusion
o f all special education students (with the exception of students identified as gifted and
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talented) from the proposed state accountability system (School and district Accountability
Advisory Commission, 1998).
There are, of course, various arguments for the inclusion of special education students
in performance models, not the least of which is the need to monitor the educational inputs
and outcomes of all children, regardless of their innate advantages or disabilities. To do so
would be to ensure that policy makers do not lose sight o f the need to help all children reach
their maximum potential. Opponents of the inclusion of special education students in school
performance indicators might argue, on the other hand, that performance data on special
education students should be used for diagnostic purposes only, thereby ensuring that school
staff are not held accountable if a special education student performs below expectations due
to his or her particular disability.
I would argue, however, that two more arguments should tip the balance in favor of
reporting data on special education students. First, to automatically include all but the most
seriously impaired students in the performance models would be to reduce the incentive for
tagging low-performing students “special ed” in order to avoid including them in school
performance data.

Second, given the trend toward the increasing inclusion o f special

education students in the least restrictive environment possible, it is hard to justify separating
the outcomes ofthese children from those oftheir regular education peers. Further, ifthe aim
of indicator research is to model schooling as closely as possible as it actually occurs at the
school site, it would seem a misrepresentation o f the learning environment to exclude special
education students from the performance indicators.
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Considerations in the Overall Design o f School Performance Models

The Need for Multiple Indicators of School Function and Outcomes
As previously mentioned, there is evidence of a general trend away from school
performance monitoring based on one outcome alone to more comprehensive models that
give simultaneous consideration to multiple outcomes. This is due in part to the fact that
decision makers have enlarged their expectations o f schooling. More than that, however, the
trend toward multiple outcomes has come in recognition o f the fact that we as a society value
those things that are measured (Fitz-Gibbon, 1996; Oakes, 1989). To include multiple
outcomes in indicator systems is to ensure that they are emphasized in school and are not lost
in the rush to focus resources and attention on only those aspects o f the curriculum and those
dimensions of student performance that impact a school’s standing for accountability
purposes.
Increasingly, the selection o f outcomes has also represented a conscious attempt on
the part of policy makers to build checks and balances into school performance monitoring.
Perhaps the clearest example of this is the trend in states such as Maryland, Kentucky, Texas
and Louisiana toward including measures o f both achievement and dropout in bigh-stakes
accountability systems as a preventive measure to ensure that low-performing students are
not forced out of school— whether consciously or inadvertently— in the press to improve
test scores.
Problems Associated With the Use of Growth-based Performance Models
In the beginning, researchers in the fields of school effectiveness and school indicators
took school intake characteristics such as student socioeconomic status and community type
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into consideration when constructing school performance measures in an attempt to control
for the influence of factors that influence achievement but are external to the schooling
process itself. Such considerations are reflections o f good science— of good practice— in
the conduct of research and evaluation.
Different researchers have used different methods to achieve the same ends. Edmonds
(1979) and Weber (1971) limited their research to inner city schools with high percentages
of at-risk students; Teddlie and Stringfield (1993) used statistical procedures such as linear
regression and MANOVA to control for student socioeconomic status and other intervening
variables; Willms (1992), Raudenbush and Bryk (1989) used multi-level modeling techniques.
The California State Department o f Education has used floating comparison bands to group
schools into similar schools categories for comparison purposes; Georgia and Virginia have
used clustering techniques; and while South Carolina and Pennsylvania have used regression
at one time or another (Salganik, 1994).
When school performance monitoring moved from applied science into the policy
arena, however, there began a shift away from the consideration of intervening valuables and
toward the reporting o f absolute measures of school performance and linear growth toward
established standards. Theoretically, this approach is preferable because it (a) places new
emphasis on growth expectations and (b) controls for the effect of such intervening variables
as socioeconomic status and district wealth because those factors are “built into” each
school’s baseline performance. While such models attempt to combine considerations of
equity and quality into one reporting system, they have their own unique, built-in flaws.
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First, while the differing intake characteristics and resources of schools theoretically
are controlled through their inclusion in baseline performance measures, that assumption is
valid only if school characteristics remain static over time. Changes in grade configuration,
school size, community demographics, and/or other context variables can have a discemable
impact on school performance from one point in time to the next.
Such growth-based performance models also depend upon the assumption that school
progress is continuous and linear. Though policy makers in states like Kentucky that have
adopted growth-based accountability systems generally make some provision for resetting
growth expectations when schools exceed or (more commonly) fell short of their expected
gains, too many instances o f schools “missing the mark” can undermine confidence in the
reporting system itself
Performance models that take the value-added approach, tracking performance
student-by student or following individual cohorts as they move through school, also are
vulnerable to instability in test equating from one grade level to the next. It appeared, for
example, based on early results from the Tennessee Value Added Assessment System
(TVAAS), that students varied greatly in the progress that they made, depending on their
particular age or grade level. Upon closer examination, however, evaluators determined that
the underlying reason was not so much differences in the abilities o f different cohorts of
students, but differences in the rigor of tests administered at different grade levels. That is,
a “too easy” test at grade six might leave the impression that students made tremendous gains
between the fifth and sixth grades, while a more difficult test at grade seven would give the
appearance that student progress had slowed (Bock and Wolfe, 1996).
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The Need for Multiple Perspectives on School Performance

Salganik (1994) has proposed an alternative approach to school accountability
reporting that promises to be more accurate and equitable. Her approach involves reporting
unadjusted performance indicators (UPIs) that show how a school is performing relative to
an established standard alongside relative performance indicators (RPIs), that show how
successful schools are in meeting the educational needs of similar groupings o f children.
Salganik’s approach was modeled in this study in that UPIs and RPIs were produce on both
the achievement and participation indicators
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the ID E also has experimented with school performance
reporting of this kind through the School Effectiveness and Assistance Pilot (SEAP). In
Phase I (the psychometric component) of SEAP, linear regression is used to produce RPIs,
controlling for the influence of such intervening variables as student socioeconomic status
and percent o f students who are special education or gifted and talented. These scores are
then reported alongside summary statistics based on actual school performance. The two
types of data have proven useful in judging the relative effectiveness o f individual schools and
in identifying areas of strength and weakness for school improvement purposes.
In addition, staff at the LDE are in the process of designing a comparison schools
performance model that would cluster schools according to key intervening variables such as
school level (e.g., elementary, middle, high school), community type (urban, rural, etc.), and
student poverty (i.e., the percent of students receiving free or reduced lunch). Findings from
this study should prove useful in the LDE’s continuing experimentation both with relative
performance indicators and the school comparison model, because both rely upon accurate
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measures of student socioeconomic status and school community type. As noted in Chapters
4 and 5, greater accuracy is needed in both the community type and free lunch data,
particularly as the latter relates to the socioeconomic status ofhigh school students.
Ancillary Findings and Implications for Future Research
Though this project originated with lessons learned from school effectiveness
research, it has always been— first and foremost— a school indicator study. Its most
immediate outgrowth will be the calculation o f a more precise indicator o f high school
participation, based on the behavioral outcomes of regular and special education students
combined. The greater precision will come from the heightened accuracy o f input as well as
output data and from lessons learned in the course o f this study. Plans also call for the
study’s replication at the middle school level in the hopes that the research will generate a
better understanding o f student alienation and participation in the middle grades before some
students begin an inexorable turn down the road toward dropping out.
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Appendix A
Principal Permission Letter
M arch

, 1996

Dr. George Irwin, Principal
Palmetto High School
P.O. Box 1234
Palmetto, LA 12345
Dear Dr. Irwin:
I appreciate the opportunity to visit Palmetto High School as part of a statewide study I am conducting
of high school effects on student achievement and retention. I recently completed the first phase of my
dissertation research, during which I studied student performance at 30S Louisiana secondary schools
over a three-year period. Palmetto is one of four schools I will visit so that I can gather staff and
student perspectives on those factors they consider important in promoting student achievement and
high school completion.
With your approval, I anticipate spending one day at your school, during which time I would like to
interview you, your assistant principals), and guidance counselor. I also wish to conduct two focus
groups: one, with 8-10 students, the other with
members of the teaching staff. The interviews and
focus groups will require 60-90 minutes ofstafftime. I will be accompanied by an assistant, who will
help me take notes in the focus groups.
6 - 8

I am attaching a description of the focus groups and interviews. I recognize that the composition of
the student and staff focus groups is contingent upon student and teacher availability; however, I would
like to make the focus groups as representative of the overall student body and faculty as possible.
I also know it will be difficult for members of the teaching staff to take time away from their regular
activities to participate in a focus group. I therefore am prepared to conduct the teacher focus group
immediately after school, and will pay each participant $15 as a gesture of appreciation for his/her
time. If possible, I would like to schedule the visit during late April or early May.
The notes I take in the course of the interviews and focus groups will be kept confidential and will be
used solely to compile case studies describing various categories of schools. The identity of the
district, the school and of the students and staff who participate in the study will remain strictly
confidential. I also can assure you that the topics I plan to cover in the student focus group will in no
way impact negatively on the participants..
If you have any questions or would like more detailed information on the focus groups and interviews,
please feel free to call me during the day at____________ orat___________ after p.m. Thank
you for your assistance.
6
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Interviews
The interviews should take no more than 50-60 minutes each. If possible, the principal interview
should take place early in the day, before any formal contact with other staff or students. The
interviews will be scheduled at the convenience o f the respective staff members interviewed. The
following staff should be interviewed:
1
1
1
3-4

Principal
Assistant principal(s)
Guidance counselor
Total

Teacher Focus Group
Composition. 8 participants, preferably selected in rough approximation o f the ethnic/gender make-up
o f the faculty, and representing the areas listed below. If possible, the participant should be in at least
their 2nd year on site.
2
2
I
1
1
1
8

Math/science teachers
Humanities teachers (English/social studies/history/foreign language, etc.)
Physical education teacher
Vocational teacher
Special education teacher
Librarian
Total
Student Focus Group

Composition. Preferably 8 participants, evenly split by gender and selected in rough approximation
o f the student body’s ethnic make-up. If possible, 2 students should be pursuing a vocational track.
With the exception o f the two 9th graders, the students should be in at least their 2nd year o f
attendance on-site. The student group members should be distributed as follows:
2
2
2
2
8

9th graders (1 male, 1 female)
10th graders (1 male, I female)
11th graders (1 male, 1 female)
12th graders (1 male, 1 female)
Total

Record-keeping Procedures. I will take notes by during all focus groups and interviews. I also will
tape-record the discussion in the event that my notes need clarification or elaboration. If the
participants) feel uncomfortable at any time, I will turn o ff the tape recorder. The comments I record
(both in writing and on tape) during my site visit will be kept confidential and will be used solely by
me to compile case studies o f schools. The identity o f students/staff, the school, and district will
remain strictly confidential and will not be reported in the results o f this research.
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Parent Permission Letter
Dear Parent/Guardian:
Palmetto High School is taking part in a statewide study o f the ways in which high schools
encourage student learning and high school completion. A researcher will be visiting the school on
Tuesday, May 21st to talk with students, teachers, and administrators.
The researcher will meet at 11 a.m. with a small group o f students who have been selected at
random from the entire student body. The students will be asked their views on high school life, such
as the type o f learning experiences that they and their classmates feel are important. Participation is
strictly voluntary, and no student will be asked to share any personal information.
The researcher will take notes and tape record the discussion to make sure that she captures
the students’ views accurately. The group’s comments, including all notes and recordings o f the
discussion, will be completely private and w ill not be shared with any person on the school or district
staff.
At the end o f die study, the researcher will write a report based on the information she collects
at Palmetto and three other high schools around the state. The students interviewed and the high
schools that are participating will not be identified.
Please indicate below whether your child has your permission to take part in the student
discussion group. This letter should be returned to your child’s English teacher no later than
M onday, M ay 13th

Parent/Guardian’s Perm ission for Student to Take Part in Study

(has my permission / does not have my permission) to take part
in the student discussion group on how high schools encourage student learning and high school
completion.

Signature

Date
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Appendix B
Interview Protocols
Principal Interview
A.

Tell me about the kids who attend this school: what kind o f community they come from?
1.
Do the students live around here or are they bussed in from other areas?
2.
What kind o f families do the students com e from? What do most o f their parents do
for a living, and how well educated do the parents tend to be? Do you find the
parents supportive/cooperative?
3.
O f the students who come here in 7th grade, how many are likely to stay on all the
way through high school?

B.

Outcomes/Aspirations
1.
Looking back on last year, what did most o f last year’s students do when they left
this school? (If necessary, prompt “how many went to college? Voc-Tech Institute?
Military? Go to work?]
2.
What about the students who aren’t like to go on to college? What do they do/what
do you encourage them to do? [What kind o f learning opportunities are available to
students who aren’t planning to go to college?]
3.
The students who were seniors last year: what are theydoing now?
4.
Do many students drop out? Why?
5.
Is there anything the staff can do to keep a student in school?

C.

Student/Faculty Relationships
1.
Do the students seem to feel comfortable, talking to members o f the faculty or staff?
2.
Who do the students seem to take their problems to?

D.

Organization
1.
What is a typical day like for you?
2.
What kind o f activities take up the bulk o f your time?
3.
If you had total control o f your day, what would you like to devote MORE time to?
What would you devote LESS time to?
4.
Your Assistant Principal for Instruction: what are his/her responsibilities?
5.
What responsibilities does the Assistant Principal for Discipline have?
6.
How much interaction is there between teachers in the upper and lower grades

E.

High School Completion/Dropout
1.
Think about last school year. How many kids left school without earning a high
school diploma?
2.
Does anything set these kids apart from the other students? Is it fairly predictable,
whose going to drop out?
3.
Looking back on the past year: what would you say is the primary reason that most
o f the students quit school?
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4.

5.
6.
7.
F.

Is there anything that could be done to keep those kids attending school?
How do students do on the GEE? Do many students pass on their first attempt?
Have you had any students in the past few years who just couldn’t seem to pass the
GEE? What became o f them?
Is there anything particular that’s done to get students ready to take the GEE?

E x tr a c u r r i c u la r A c tiv itie s

1.
2.

What kind o f extracurricular activities can students get involved in?
What benefit are these extracurricular activities?

E.

Student Discipline
1.
How does the discipline process work at this school? [Difference between a
disciplinary intervention and a suspension or expulsion.] For instance, a student
repeatedly has been disruptive in class. Belligerent, back-talks the teacher and
refuses to do his assigned work. How would that student be disciplined?
2.
Do you feel that student discipline has been about the same, is getting better, or is
getting worse? Can you give me some examples to show me what you mean?
3.
What do you think has been the greatest source o f disciplinary problems at this school
this year?
4.
Think about die students who got in trouble serious enough last year to be suspended.
What do you have to do to get suspended? Expelled?
5.
How much influence do TEACHERS have over setting and enforcing disciplinary
policies?
6.
How much influence does THE SCHOOL have [or to what degree does the district
set discipline policy?]
7.
How does the school acquaint students with the school rules?
S.
Do the students seem to think the rules and the disciplinary process are handled
fairly?
9.
How involved are parents in student discipline?

F.

Resources/Support
1

2

.
.

J.

4.

What are resources like at this school (equipment, materials, staff & parental
support)?
What kind of support do you receive in the way of self-generated funds from fund
raisers, parent contributions, etc.?
If you had more control over your budget, where would you like to
spend more money? Partnerships?
How much in-service training does your faculty receive? What do
you consider their greatest training need?

School Reputation/Teacher Recruiting
.
What is teacher turnover like here at the school? How many teacher vacancies have
you had to fill in the past, say three years?
.
Have you had much difficulty, filling teacher vacancies? Of the teachers who left,
why do think they left?
j.
Who is in charge of teacher recruiting? What do you look for?
1

2
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H.

Strengths/Weaknesses o f the School
1.
What is this school’s greatest strength? What does it do well?
2.
Looking back on the past year, what would you consider the greatest successes) this
school has had?
3.
If there were anything you could change at this school, what would it be?
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Assistant Principal for Instruction Interview
A.

Teli me about the kids who this school: what kind o f community do they come from?
1.
How wide an area does the school serve and how large is the student body?
2.
What kind o f families do the students come from? What do most o f their parents do
for a living, and how well educated do the parents tend to be? Do you find the
parents supportive/cooperative?
3.
O f the students who come here in 9th grade, how many are likely to stay on all the
way through high school?

B.

Outcomes/Aspirations
1.
Looking back on last year, what did most o f last year’s students do when they left?
[If necessary, prompt "how many went to college? Voc-Tech Institute? Military?
Go to work?]
2.
What about the students who aren’t likely to go on to college? What do they do/what
do you encourage them to do? [What kind o f learning opportunities are available to
students who aren’t planning to go to college?]
3.
The students who were seniors last year: what are they doing now?

C.

Organization
1
What are your official duties? (And unofficially, what does he/she do?)
2.
What is a typical day/week like for you? (W hat kind o f activities take up the bulk
o f your time?)
3.
If you had total control o f your day, what would you like to devote MORE time to?
What would you devote LESS time to?
4.
How much interaction/interference do you have with members o f the central office
staff?

D.

Previous Experience
1.
What did you do before you became assistant principal?
2.
How long have you been at the school?
3.
How long have you been the assistant principal for instruction?

E.

Influence/Authority
1.
How much influence do you have over:
*.
Instructional resources (equipment, in-servicing o f teachers, etc.)
*
Teacher hiring

F.

The Student Body
1.
What is your perception o f the student body?
2
How do you feel the students are performing in terms of:
*
Achievement
*
How does the staff get students ready for the GEE?
*
How many students pass the GEE the first go-round?
*
How many require remediation?
*
How many complete school without passing the GEE?
*
Vocational preparation/school-to-work transition
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*

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What kind o f learning opportunities are available for students who
aren’t college-bound
How would you describe student discipline?
Do you feel that student discipline has been about the same, is getting better, or is
getting worse? Can you explain that?
How does the discipline process work at this school? I f , for instance, a student
repeatedly has been disruptive in class. What happens?
Think about the students who got in trouble serious enough last year to be suspended.
What do you have to do to get suspended? Expelled?
How much influence do teachers have over setting and enforcing disciplinary
policies? How much influence does the school have [or to what degree does the
district set discipline policy?]

G.

Extracurricular Activities
1.
How many students have jobs?

H.

Graduation/Completion
1.
How many students leave without earning a diploma? (Alternative program
completers, special ed completers, dropouts, etc.)
2.
Why do most o f the students who drop out quit school? How many return?
3.
What adjustments are made when students return?
4
What can the school do to keep kids in school?

I.

The Faculty
1.
What are the faculty’s strengths weaknesses in terms o f instructional areas (e.g., are
the strongest faculty in the lower or upper grades? In math/science or humanities?)
2.
Do the faculty cooperate across departments? With the administrators?
3.
To what extent do the faculty work cooperatively within departments? (Give an
example o f something during the past year)
4.
To what extent do the faculty work cooperatively between departments? (Give and
example o f something during the past year)
5.
Do you review test data with the faculty when it comes in?

J.

The Surrounding Community
1.
What is your perception o f the community/parents (supportive, uninvolved,
combative)? (Ask for an illustrationfrom the past year)

K.

Strengths/Weaknesses o f the School
1.
What area o f the school do you see in greatest need o f improvement?
2.
What do you see as the school’s greatest strength?
3.
What is the school’s greatest accomplishment o f the past year?

L.

Is there anything you would like to add thathasn’t been discussed?
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Assistant Principal for Discipline Interview

A.

Tell me about the kids who attend this school: what kind of community they come from?
1.
Do the students live around here or are they bussed in from other areas?
2.
What kind of families do the students come from? What do most oftheir parents do
for a living, and how well educated do the parents tend to be? Do you find the
parents supportive/cooperative?
3.
Ofthe students who come here in 7th grade, how many are likely to stay on all the
way through high school?

B.

Outcomes/Aspirations
1.
Looking back on last year, what did most of last year’s students do when they left this
school? [If necessary, prompt “how many went to college? Voc-Tech Institute?
Military? Go to work?”
2.
What about the students who aren’t like to go on to college? What do they do/what
do you encourage them to do? [What kind of learning opportunities are available to
students who aren’t planning to go to college?]
3.
The students who were seniors last year what are they doing now?
4.
Do many students drop out? Why?
5.
Is there anything the staff can do to keep a student in school?

C.

Student/Faculty Relationships
.
Do the students seem to feel comfortable, talking to members ofthe faculty or staff?
1

2.

Who do the students seem to take their problems to?

D

Curricular Coordination
1.
What role does the assistant principal for instruction play?
2.
Does the assistant principal for instruction get together with teachers to plan the
curriculum??
3.
Do teachers in the upper grades get together with teachers in the lower grades to talk
about students before they get to high school?

E.

High School Completion/Graduation
.
Think about last school year. How many kids left school without earning a high
school diploma?
2.
Does anything set these kids apart from the other students? Is it fairly predictable,
whose going to drop out?
3.
Looking back on the past year: what would you say is the primary reason that most
of the students quit school?
.
Is there anything that could be done to keep those kids attending school?
.
How do students do on the GEE? Do many students pass on their first attempt?
.
Have you had any students in the past few years who just couldn’t seem to pass the
GEE? What became of them?
7.
Is there anything particular that’s done to get students ready to take the GEE?
1

4

5
6

F.

Extracurricular Activities
I.
What kind of extracurricular activities can students get involved in?
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G.

Student Discipline
1.
What is student discipline like? Do you hear other teachers complain about student
behavior: that it interferes with their teaching?
2.
Do you feel that student discipline has been about the same, is getting better, or is
getting worse? Can you explain that?
3.
How does the discipline process work at this school? I f , for instance, a student
repeatedly has be® disruptive in class. What happens?
4.
Think about the students who got in trouble serious enough last year to be suspended.
What do you have to do to get suspended? Expelled?
5.
How much influence do teachers have over setting and enforcing disciplinary
policies? How much influence does the school have [or to what degree does the
district set discipline policy?]
6.
Do the students seem to think the rules and the disciplinary process are fair?

H.

Resources/Support
1.
What are resources like at this school (equipment, materials, staff & parental
support)
2.
What do you think the primary role o f the principal should be?

I.

School Reputation/Etc.
1.
Tell me a about faculty here. Has there been much teacher or staffturnover over the
past couple o f years? Have you had much difficulty, filling teacher vacancies? O f
the teachers who left, why do think they left?

J.

Strengths/Weaknesses
1.
What is this school’s greatest strength? What does it do well?
2.
Looking back cm the past year, what would you consider the greatest successes) this
school has had?
3.
If there were anything you could change at this school, what would it be?
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Guidance Counselor Interview
A.

What kind o f professional background does die guidance counselor have?
1.
How long have you been at this school?
2.
Did you come to the school as a guidance counselor, or did you formerly teach?
*
If so, what did you teach before becoming guidance counselor?

B.

What is your perception o f the school's mission/purpose?

C.

What do you see as your primary role?
What are your official dirties? (And unofficially, what do you do?)
1.
(check for advising students, special ed coordination, etc.)
What
do you spend the most time doing?
2.
How closely do you work with other members o f the administrative staff? (principal,
3.
the two assistant principals)
How closely do you work with members o f the faculty? (G ive an example).
4.
How closely do you work with members o f the central office staff (who does he/she
5.
work with)?
Who oversees the school’s attendance, disciplinary, dropout and graduate data
6.
reporting/verification?
Influence/Authority
How much influence do you have over:
1.
*
Setting/enforcing disciplinary policy
*
Testing/remediation
*
Teacher inservicing

E.

The Student Body
1.
How do the students get along?
2.
What are his/her expectations for them when they leave school?
*
O f the students who were seniors last year, what are they doing now?
3.
What kind o f extracurricular activities are available to students? How important are
they?
4.
What is your impression o f how students feel toward the faculty, staff
*
Do the students seem to feel comfortable, talking w ith members o f the
faculty and staff
*
If students have problems, who do they tend to talk to?

F.

Looking back on the past year what would you say is the primary reason that most o f the
students quit school?
1.
Is there anything that could be done to keep those kids attending school?
2.
How do students do on the GEE? Do many students pass on their first attempt?
3.
Have you had any students in the past few years who just couldn’t seem to pass the
GEE? What became o f them?
4.
Is there anything particular that’s done to get students ready to take the GEE?

G.

Student Discipline
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1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

What is student discipline like? Do the teachers complain about student behavior
that it interferes with their teaching?
Do you feel that student discipline has been about the same, is getting better, or is
getting worse? Can you explain that?
How does the discipline process work at this school? I f , for instance, a student
repeatedly has been disruptive in class. What happens?
Think about the students who got in trouble serious enough last year to be suspended.
What level o f misbehavior is required for a student to be suspended? Expelled?
How much influence do teachers have over setting and enforcing disciplinary
policies? How much influence does the school have [or to what degree does the
district set discipline policy?]
Do the students seem to think the rules and the disciplinary process are fair?

H.

High School Completion/Dropout
1.
How many students leave without earning a diploma? (Alternative program
completers, special ed completers, dropouts, etc.)
2.
Why do most students leave school? H ow many return? What adapatations are made
when they return?
3.
Why do most leave at the 9th grade level?
4.
Is it possible to predict which students are likely to drop out?
54.
What can the staff do to keep kids in school?

I.

Resources/Support
1.
What are resources like at this school (equipment, materials, staff & parental
support)

J.

The Faculty
1.
What are the faculty’s strengths weaknesses in terms o f instructional ability,
classroom management (e.g., are the strongest faculty in the lower or upper grades;
in some curricula rather than others; where are the most inexperienced faculty?)
2.
Do you find the faculty cooperative?
3.
Has there been much teacher or staff turnover over the past couple o f years? Have
you had much difficulty, filling teacher vacancies? O fthe teachers who left, why do
think they left?

K.

The Surrounding Community
1.
What is your perception o f the community/parents (supportive, uninvolved,
combative)? (Ask for an illustration from the past year)

L..

Strengths/Weaknesses
1.
What area do you see as in the greatest need o f improvement? (Give an example, if
possible)
2.
What do you see as the school’s greatest strength?
3.
If you could point to one success o f the past year, what would it be?

N ..

Is there anything you would like to add that hasn’t been discussed?
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Appendix C
Focus Group Protocols
Teacher Focus Group
I’d like to thank you for agreeing to talk to me today. M y name is
I’m doing a study
on high schools and the different ways that they influence student learning and high school completion.
I’m going around the state, talking to teachers, administrators, and students to get their impressions
o f their high school. The report I write, hopefully will be used to make high schools better.
I’d like you to give me your general impressions ofhigh schools in general and fSchool Name!
in particular. I’d like to know what makes for a good high school, and how high schools can be
improved.
Please feel free to tell me whatever is on your mind. Everything we say today w ill be kept
completely confidential. I’m not going to share anything that’s discussed in this focus group with the
principal or central office, and nothing that I write will identify you or this school or even this district
byname.
I w ill be taking notes while we talk, and I w ill also be tape recording our conversation. I am
using a tape recorder because the information you share today is very important to my research, and
I don’t want to miss anything I’ll also be taking notes in case there are places on the tape I can’t hear
when it’s played back. I f the tape recording makes you feel uncomfortable at any tim e, just say
something to me and I w ill turn the tape recorder off.
Please feel free to say what’s on your mind— not what you think I want to hear. Speak up,
even if you disagree w ife what someone else has said. There are no “right” or “wrong” comments
here.
I promise to get you out ofhere no later than o’clock. In the meantime, please help yourself
to the drinks and chips And when the focus group is over, I’d like to give each o f you $15 as my
thanks for taking time from your day to talk to me.
Now, I’ve told you a little about myself. Let’s get started by going around the room and
having each o f you introduce yourself. We’re on a first name basis here. I’d like to know which
subjects you teach and which grades you work with. I’d also like to know how long you’ve been here
at ISchool Name!.
A. Warm-up: General Background Information
1.
Tell me about the students who attend this school: what kind o f community they come
from?
2.
What kind o f family background do most o f these students have? What do most o f
their parents do for a living, and how well educated do the parents tend to be?
3.
How do the parents support the school?
4.
O f the students who come here in th e th grade, how many do you think will
graduate?
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B.

Student Outcomes/Aspirations/Expectations
1.
Looking back on last year, what did most o f last year’s students do when they left
here? [If necessary, prompt “how many went to college, vocational-technical

school, the military, work, unemployed]
2.

What about the students who aren’t likely to go on to college? What do they do?
What do you encourage them to do? [ What land o f learning opportunities are

3.

How many students drop out o f school? Why do you think most o f them leave
school?
Is there anything the staff can do to keep students from dropping out?

available to students who aren’tplanning to go to college?]

4.
C.

Student/Teacher Relationships
1.
When students have problems, who do they take them to?
2.
What do the students think o f the school rules and the way they’re enforced?
3.
What would be the best way to improve discipline at this school?

D.

Curricular Coordination
1.
What does your Assistant Principal for Instruction do?
2.
Who determines what material is going to be covered in the various courses?
3.
Do administrators at this school encourage teachers to collaborate: (a) within their
Departments, (b) between Departments?
4.
How much control does the school have in curriculum matters (How much in the way
o f curriculum content or course offerings is determined by the district or state?)
5.
If you could do anything to improve instruction at this school, what would you do?
6.
Do teachers discuss students in the teachers’ lounge? Do teachers in the lower grades
give teachers in the upper have any insights into how students will behave or
perform?

E.

High School Completion.
1.
Think about last school year. How many students left school without earning a high
school diploma?
2.
Does anything set these students apart from the other students? Is it fairly
predictable, who is going to drop out?
3.
Looking back on the past year: what would you say is the primary reason that most
o f the students quit school?
4.
Is there anything that can be done to keep students from dropping out?
5.
How do students at this school perform on the GEE? How many students pass on
their first attempt?
6.
Have you had any students in the past few years who just couldn’t seem to pass the
GEE? What became o f them?
7.
Is there anything particular that’s done to prepare students to take the GEE?

F.

Extracurricular Opportunities for Students
1.
What kind o f extracurricular activities are available to students at this school?
2.
How many students work? [Is this a problem?]

F.

Student Discipline
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1.

Who sets discipline policy at this school? How is discipline handled? [What is the

2.
3.
4.

What do you think of the discipline in general?
What is the single greatest disciplinary problem you have here?
Think about the students this year who got in trouble that was serious enough to get
them suspended or expelled. What do they have to do to get suspended? Expelled?
How much influence do teachers have over setting and enforcing disciplinary
policies?
How much influence does the school have [or to what degree does the district set

disciplinary policy at this school?]

5.
6

.

discipline policy?]

7.

G.

Do the students here seem to think the rules and the disciplinary process are handled
fairly?
Instructional Resources/Support
1.
What kind of job does the fschool district. Drincipall do in getting material and
supplies for this school?

2.

If there were anything that you, as teachers, could do to improve the resources at this
school, what would you do?

H.

Organization
1.
How does the principal spend his day?
2.
What do(es) the assistant principals) do? Guidance counselors)?

I.

School Reputation/Teacher Recruitment, etc.
1.
Tell me a about your fellow faculty here. Has there been much teacher or staff
turnover over the past several years?
2.
How difficult is it to fill teacher vacancies? Of the teachers wholeft, why do think
they left?
3.
How would you describe staff morale?
Strengths/Weaknesses of the School
.
What is this school’s greatest strength? What does it do well?
2.
Looking back on the past year, what would you consider the school’s greatest
successes to be?

J.

1

K.

Wrap-up
.
Is there anything that we haven’t touched on that you would like to tell me?
1
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Student Focus Group Protocol
Thanks for taking the time to talk to me today. My name is Susan, and I’m going around the
state, talking to students about going to high school. What I want to do is see how going to school is
the same or different from one high school to the next I won’t have a chance to spend a lot of time
here or to talk to a lot of students, so I need you to kind of speak for the other kids you go to school
with.
Everything you say is strictly between you and me. I’m not going to tell anyone here at the
school what any of you say, and even the research report I write later this year won’t mention you or
the school by name I’ll be taking notes while we talk, and I’ll also be tape recording what we say.
That’s because I consider everything you say very important and I don’t want to miss anything. But,
if the tape recording makes you feel uncomfortable at any time, let me know and I can turn it off.
Please feel free to say speak up, even if you disagree with what someone else says. There are
no “right” or “wrong” answers here. We’ve got about an hour, and there’s a lot I’d like to ask you
about, so let’s go ahead and get started by going around the room. Tell me your fust name and what
grade your’re in.
A.

Describe a Typical School Day.
How do kids get to school in the morning? What time does everyone get here?
1.
What does everyone do until class starts? [Do groups congregate in certain areas?
.
Can you go anywhere you want or are any parts of campus off limits?]
How much free time do you get during the day? How do kids use their free time?
3.
What if someone wants to leave school during the day
4.
Do m an y kids hang around after school is over?
5.
What kind of clubs can kids join?
.
2

6

Describe the Teachers
The teachers who are well liked by the students. How would you describe them?
1.
What makes for a “good teacher?”
What about the teachers who aren’t so good. How would you describe them?
.
When students have a personal problem, is there anyone they can talk to on the school
3.
staff?
How do you think the principal spends most of his day? Have any of you seen him
4.
around campus? Doing what?
What about the assistant principals?
5.
2

Academic Press
How much time a week do you spend doing homework.
1.
How often do adults ask students what they plan to do after graduation?
.
Do teachers do anything in particular to get students ready for the Graduate Exit
3
Exam?
Do many kids have to retake the GEE?
4.
Are there any classes especially for students who don’t want to go to college?
5.
2

D.

High School Outcomes/Aspirations
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1.
2.
3.
£.

The kids who were seniors last year? Do you have any idea what they’re doing now?
What do you think most kids want to do when they get out of high school?
Do many kids drop out of school here? What do they do after they drop out?\
Why do you think they drop out?

Student Discipline
1.
Do you think the school rules are reasonable? Does everyone have a good idea about
what’s expected of him/her?
2.
How involved are students in reviewing or drafting the school rules?
3.
How involved are the teachers in disciplining students?
4.
How fair do you think the adults are in applying the rules?
5.
Think about the students you know who have been suspended. The students who get
suspended, what do most of them get suspended for?
.
Do you know of anyone who’s been expelled in the past year? What were they
expelled for?
6

F.

The School’s Strengths/Weaknesses
1.
What’s the best thing this school has going for it
2.
If you could change anything about the school, what would you change?
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